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Preface

7

c

:1 .
.- \ , 4 ,

The possession'of a sufficient stock of highly qualified scientists and techno:
lc:gists is increasingly recognized as one of the ,essential pa-conditions for

,..
natiofial economic and social dertopmea,However, science and tedhno-'
logy are advancing so rapidly that many countries encounter 'serous prob-
lems in thejr efforts to educate and train such personnel, and thisjs °spatially

6 \ true of engineers. , ' , . .

As a contribution tonthe solution of this problem, the Genieral Conference of
Unesco, at its sixteenth session authorized -the carrying out of case studies on.

..basic standards in engineering education. Atthe sames,essiorl, work on Ikon-.*
. ..., sing a nd mist-ration controlkin the engineering profes;ion;was also authorized.

The publication of a series of studies'on the educatibn of engineerg was under-
tdken within the programme of work thus4efined by the General Conference.

' The studies should rant be regarded as exhaustive, nor should the reader: .

expect to find in them definitive solutions to particular probleyns. Bather; it
.. is 'hoped that the discussion of softie present.day ,topjcs in' engineering .'

education and training, end the bringing together of comparative information
from many countries in these volumes will lead to rettqction and innovation. .

The presenMA is devoted to standards for engineering qualifications.,

1
In recent year there has been widespread discussion, particularly in Europe,
on this subjeq. The close economic and social integration of countriestf,, ..
the,European Economic Community has been one factor inproMoting thiS :

reappraisal, especially as it relates to the free movement of w,orkerS:, De,.
problems askociated with the mutual recognition of enginedrin0.qualifice-.:
tips are stkbeing resolved, and the recent enlargement of the Community ..

.. has added.a farther dimension to-the debate. c-' ...
:-: .

The standard of engineering qualifications has also become an impoitant,.,: ..

issue within some European .co,uotO3s; where major changes. in the airutiire
of higher technical edUcation have ben, made or are proposeti, as in France, .
the Federal Republic of Germany and in Spain. One impOrlant trend* .
been t eras the creation of new courses and qualifications at thst leVel of

-iSClinologist or technician engineer, in a wide variety of fields, r
-.:.

The identification of basic standards in enginepring edutation, now,.Tpf
topital concern in Europe, is also of interest to many other countries whose, ,:.
systems of engineering education were originally based do those in Europe._
Furthermore, efforts to establish regional 4reements for the mutual mob.
nition ,of engineering qualifications are being .made in several regions
outaide Eutope, and thus discussion of progress being made. in :Europe is of
value to these other regions. V
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. 11,,bis study was prepared, at the request Of Unesco, by the tyropean
Federation of National Ass- Ociations of Engineers (FEANI). The federation
was formed in 1951 and how grout's the.engineering associations of eighteen
countries, representing_ a total of.650,000 engineers.I

FEANI's activities in the field of professional educatidn and training
include the wink of *ts, specialized committee on training as well as the
series Of meetings which the federation has held on training matters, includ
ing the jsiiht tinesco/FEANI seminar in Helsinki in 1972 MiiCh is the subjett
of another voitutie in thiFseries.-,
',The opinions expressed in the study are, of course, not necessarily those
of i/nescb, and the Organization is not responsiblajor the choice and pre.-
sentation of the facts used to support or illustrate the ideas put forward.

Unesco wishes to thank all those who have contributed to this study, and
particularly Professor Broida and the members,of the secretariat of FE4NI,
whosec.ontgibutiOn was 'substantial and hose ready co-operation has been'
greatly appreciated.. .

..
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This report on.a highly complex matter is the work of a team, the individual
participation of each of whose members deserVes special mention. .

I skould like first to thank my prodeceisOr, Colonel Aeorget, Clogehson
. Ingenieur Dipldme, of. the Ecole Polytechnique, now, cdnst.titailt to and
honorary member of FEANI who, after 'establishing the' broad lines of this .

study and supervising they design-of a questionnaire addressed to de national '
associations, members of FEANI; gave us the inyaluable benefii of 101041
experience dining the critical examination of thud first draft. .

. My thanks, go next to the eigVeen national associations, members 0f
FEANIt all df which replied, in .greater or:lesser detail but with tbejame
.willingness, to the questionnaire addressed to them by tile then Secretary-
General. Summaries 0Y their replies (with comments where necessary) are
given in the:Appendix to-thid-report.!

I should like to thank :espeCially my two Closest, collaborators . General
Yves Mottez, Ingenieur Civil, Ecole Nationale Superieura des Mines, Paris,

G

. who drafted the original text of Chapter 2 and took part, in finalizing this
study as a mhole , and General Robert Bureau, Ingenieur Civil,.University
of Louvain,. who contributed pony important additions and constructive
suggestions to the original text of thii*teport,. drafted by *self except for
'Chapter 2.

We received substantial assistance: from outside FEANI . that of Pierre
Bailly, format, Secretary,GeneraLof FrsanceIntex, w.io contributed his
valuable experience in all matters relating to the .qualifications of technitiano
and senior technicians.

Lastly, despite the traditionardiscretion which always serrounds the Wink
, of the limp Secretariat, I cannot forbear to stress how constant was, the

kindness, and at the same time how wellinformed and constructive the
advice I received, both at the preliminarystage of establishing the programthe

jfor this study and at the stage of the joint critical examination of the first
draft, the final shape of which is Jargely duTio the Unesco Secretariat.

^1

,

Professor *tor Broida,
Docteur-Ingenieur,
Secretary.General.of RANI

.
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DifficUlties 'Of terminology and definition .

. . .

According to the, context, the term 'engineer' brings to mind either of two
completely different interpretations. (a) that of the holder of ea diplomii of
higher technical education - '-that is, the qualification of engineer, or (b) that
of a person olcupyirig en engineering post in industryin oilger words the

. .

.

function of engineer: :
4 In fact, there is of times only a somewhat loose direct connexion between

the walification of engineer and the functions actually performed.' .

In, the first, place, not all) of those who successfully complete a higher
techniCal course leading to an engineering qualification devote the whole of
their professional carvers to engineering.,Is there a technical, university or
technical college which does not cotnt tradesman, clergymen, real land-
owners, artists, etc.fambrig its former students?

Then, in many cotIntries the right to call oneself an engineer is not'regu:
lated by law, and anyoneMay do so without running the risk pf legal action.
This does not mean that e man may with impunity claim to be a qualified
engineer of a particular university.or hied' technological ,institution which
in fact he hasnever attended; or has left before qualifying.

However, apart from thetquestiori of the, poseible misuse of an engineering
qualification7which is, after' all, aceptionithere are many people in
industry who ..peiform the fu,nctions of an engineer without ever having
obtained an engineering qualification on leaving uniyersity, technicalcollege
or a State-recognized institution. These are people who have acquired
equivalent skills elsewhere than at a university or higher technological ,

institution, Often as the result of considerable personal 'effort. In some
countries these non-qualified engineers may acquire' a certificate 'from a
State-rec,ogni2ed institution testifying to their aptitude. .

On the other hand, there are' people who have acquired neither an
engineering qUalification nor tliti equivalent skills,. but whO make up for
this lack to some extent by a thorough inside knowledge of the particular
firm for wjlich they work, its special techniques, practices and 'climate'.

The basic difference between a min-qualified engineer and these latter
people emerges clearly when one of them prepares to leave the firm which
has been employing him to join another firm. The non qualified engineer,

,

even if he is sometimes handicapped in looking for new employment by.
the absence of a diploma; does eventually find it, thanks to his skilla.which
are equivalent, to those of a qUalified engineer, but the person who has lost

'
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his main asset, namely-his thorough knowledge of the inside workings of a
particular firm wthich he is about to leave, is tOavily handicapped by. his
inadequate general knowledge of the engineering profession an inadequacy-

which he had thus far succeeded in offsetting.
--

Two questions arise .immediately concerning engineering qualification
standards., , ,

The first, relating to qualified engineers, is as folloWs, which are the .
stitutions,whose diplomas can really be deemed to confer the qualification.....---

o engineer, and which are those whose diplomas should be regarded rather
a conferring a techni61 qualification in a different category; 'from that of a

4 t
Clualted engineer? The same 'question might be put in a different way.
where does the qualification of engineer begin, and where does it end?

This first question, at first sight very simple, is by no means so, in fact,/ .. .
because of the terminologies used bi,different ccsuntries to designate the
product of an institution of higher technical edttbation.

c--

The same product, the result of roughly the same education, is called a

'technician engineer' in one country and a 'senior technician: in another, '-
this might suggest that the former is an engineer aid the latter not, whereas
they havereeeived a similar education. -

This ambigUous usage is, moreover, coupled with another of like nature.
Certain countries use the term 'engineer', sometimes with a qualification
(e.g. 'civil engineer', 'technician engineer', 'Diplomingenieure', 'graduate
engineer', etc.) tb,describe ;people Ca;ho. have acquired different leyels of
educition. To add to the complication,the term 'graduate engineer' is used,
in other countries to describe a professiOnal technologist above a _certain
level who holdS a degree recognized by the-State. .

These inconsistencies highlight. the need to avoid relying unduly on the
name given to a diploma, ,and to seek qualification standards or criteria
which can be applied ,to differe0' countries.

Tho,second question, relating fo non graduate engineers, is as follows.
where does the qualification of a non graduate engineer begin,.and where

' does it end? ,

The'complexity of this question is easy to grasp. Yet as earlylas 1951
Switzerland set up a national register which regulates the use of professional
qualifications. This register is open to professionals who have passed a
professional, i.e. non-academic, examination held in the actual conditions
in which thy exercise their profession. As for those who hold an academic
qualificpfions,,they may be enrolled on the same register simply upon 'request
and., naturally, without any preliminary examination other than submission,r , ?of their credentials.

Another country, the United Kingdom, set up in 1964 a national registrgron
tsySte'm known as the,Engineers' Registration Board (ERB), Substantially the
same as the swiss riational register, the British national register nevertheless
diffifirs in spirit. Fbr whereas in Switzerland the general rule is that a diploma
is produced, the c'ase'of the non graduate being the exception, in the United ..

Kingdom the acadernic"stakdard requires fdt admission as a` chartered
engineer (CEO, is, on the co?ttrtry, the Council Of Engineering Enstitutiorls
(gEo examination, diplont being accepted Only if they qualify, for exemption

13
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from taking this , examination. This will bring us-dater an to speak of the
'British system (based on a professional examination, which is moreover a
very diffiqup one), by contrast with the 'Continental system' (based on an

f
academic diploma).

At the Juropean level, it was only natural that an attempt Should be made
to find a practial solution to the very contused situation arising out of a
great Variety of national practices and legislations. This was essential in .
order to enable engineers from one Country to settle in another.

FEANI began in 1954 to study the possibility of establishing a European
Register, of Nigher Technical.Professions, this international register wit
introduced gradually, and began to operate on 1 January 1970 for endineers
and senior technicians seeking to leave their home countries.,

It is largely on the basis of the experience tkus gained by FEAN1 that we
shall try to clarify the subject.

1.2 Conventional definitions adopted

The work of the European EcononCommunity (EEC) preparatory tO the
sibning of the Treaty of Rome, linkir:ABelgium, France, the Federal Republic
of Germany, Italy, Luxefribourg and the Netherlands tsubsequIntly joined by
Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom) included the establiihment of
three draft directives concerning engineerspithin the countries of the COM ,

,munity. Draft Directive No. 2 provides for three groups of standards qualifying
for engagement in and the exercise of non-wage-earning activities/ in
research, design, consultation and applications in the field of technology,
articles 1, 2 and 3 respectively of thisdra'ft directive contain definitions which
seam to, be very clear.

We believe that a distinction should be dtawn betv;een the following
three categories of technical professions: .

Category d toughly covering 'conception engineers'.' These are techno
logists.who are accustomed to think in abstract terms, to take a Synthetic
view of events which are not obviously linked together and to demonstrate
a sufficient degree of creativity, 'they also have, of course, a sufficient
degree of practical knoVvledge in order to be realistic and not limit them.
selves to theoretical speculations.

Category L, roughly covering 'liaison engineers or senior technicians'. These
are 'technologists who provide the link between 'conception engineers'
(whose predominant competence is theory) and 'execution technicians'
(whose predominant competence is practice). The 'liaison engineers or
senior technicians' are, therefore, capable of understanding abstractions
and of translating them into practical language, thus forming the essential
bridge; between the other two equally essential categories.

Category E, roughly covering 'execution technicians'. These are techno
lo9ists who carry out and are responsibleifor the execution of projects

.

1. Neologisms introduced by tho Goner Secretariat of FEANI for the sake of i-larifyIng the respective attribu
tioni of the three proposed categories of technological professions.

'
" 1 4r,

4

4
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initially conceived by the conception engineers' and then adapted to the ,

practical realities of industry by liaison engineers or senior technicians'.
Needless to say,the respective qualifications for the threplsategories of
technical prpfessions will be' those which are necessary ancisufficient for

exeicise of the functions-defined above for each of these categOries.
The woilking Inethod.adopted here will consist in defining these very

general ideas in-successive stages.
First, a compaiison willbe made betwben the criteria stemring from

EEC Draft Dgective'No. 2, the FEANI European Register of Higher Technical
Professions,sand the Britishsnational register of the Engineers' Registration
Board (ERB).

"An attempt will then be made td cieduce pragmatically from the views
prevailing in the various European countries, a typeof education and above
all, criteria for qualificatkons, which should be considered as representative
prototypes for each of the three categories C, L and E. These will be set out
in Chapter 3 (Sections 3.3 and 3.4). (a) for category C, in connexion with

the example of the Belgian ingenieurs civils and the Girman Diplominge7
nieure, (b) for category L, in connexion with the example of the-Finnish
en6ineers (as distinct from graduate engineers' of the'same country), (c)
for category E, in connexion with the example of the pritishtechniciaV.

, CATEGORY C -(conception).

. ,

C-1. Definition in Article 1 of the EEC Draft Directive No. 2-
A dploma awarded on ,successful completiori of a full course of studies of. at least. foUr

years taken at university in the discipline cotresponding to.the activity concerned.
A certificate attesting the actual performance of the activities concerned for at least two

years after the award Of the diploma.

4,

C-2. Definition rp section As of the FERN/ European Register of Higher Technical Pro
fessiotts

Oueiified engineers from schools providing a complete scientific and technological educe
tion at university levet:" '

Admission to these scheois is at the !oval of the examination giving access to university
education.

C-3. Definition of chartered enginksi in the British national register of the ERB

Minimt; age: 25
A pass mark 'in the exatininabon in applied science)leid by the Council of Engineanng

Institutions (CEI) in accordance with the council s regulations. or a pass mark in, any
other university examination

of
test acceptZby t El as being of at least equivalent

levof (the university level of the examinations and tests held or accepted by CEI/ IS-not less tKaii that of the Degree in Engineering)
Practical training in the engineering grofassion, or functions which make it possible to

'acquire such training, meeting the practicasl training criteria established by the CEI
member institution and complying *4th the general prinkiples adopted by the CEI.

At least two yeprs experience in a post considered by the CEI member institution to entail
professional responsibiiity, proof ed that the.tol'a; amount of the period of this professional

.`
tJ
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experience and the period of practical training referred-to above is not less parr three
years

96mmenjs on category'C (conception)

C-l'and C-2 are much on the same lines as regards the level for admission,
the length of education (at least four years of university education, including
complete scientific and professional training) and its nature (university level).

C-1 innovates in comparison with C-2 in that it requires the actual per-
formance of the activities in question for at least two years after passing
the final examination,

System C-3 which at first sight appears W. reflect a different approach, is
in fact similar taC-1 and C-2 the length and nature of the educa/lon required
are comparable with that for the Degree in Engineering. It should be noted
that, as with C-1, two years' professional experience is requi(ed.

System C -3 "seems to attach more importance to practical training. In
some cases this may be only a superficial impression, since some continental
countries include practical twining during the period of university studies.

The nature of the education, which plafl a great part in the qualification
standards, will be illustrated by examples in Chapter 3, IR particular as
regards the Belgian ingenieurs civils.

CATEGORY L (liaison)

4-1. Definition in Article 2 of the EEC Draft Directive No. 2
A diploma awarded on successful corripteton of .a full course of studiet of at least tee

years at a higher technical tristitution in the field of study corresponding to the acts rf;
concerned.

This course should be preceded by the successful completion of at least twelve years
education, including studies and practical training.

A certificate attesting the actual performance of the activities concerned-for at least two
years after passing the final examination.

L 2. Definition in the FEANI European Register of Higher Technical Profegsions

L-2.1: Definition in section Ab of the register
Graduates of schools that provide a less extensive but more practical ,scientific and

technical education lasting at least three years.
Admission to these schools is at the same level-as university entrance.

Definition in section Ba of the register
Gtadoates of a higher technical schooproviding acourse of at leas-t,thres years duration,

and who have obtained a minimum of three 'years practical expenence before, dunng
or after the course.

Admission to these schdols'is at a lower level than the examination giving access to
university, and the studies are generally mainly in specialized technical and scientific
subjects with a practical bias.

L 3 Definition of technician engineer in the British national register of the ERB,

Minimum' age 23.

a Academic qualifications at a level at teem equal to that of the Higher National Certificate
or the City and Guilds Full Technological Certificate (four years part-time technical
education) and approvedby the Office of the EBB and Ca.
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Five years minimum 'protessionai experience in the engineering profession two of which
must have been spent on practical training both experience and training to be recognized

by the Office of ,the ERB and CEI
\

Comtnents on category L (liaison)

'Here'the similarities betvdeen the systems are less obvious It should be borne
in mind that the EEC system is still under discussion, that it has been devised
comparatively recently and that at takes into account a fairly general trend
in most countries with regard to educatton;This is not the case with the
FEANI system devised some ten to fifteeryyears ago, which was based on
practical experience of the situation at that time, and subsequent devel-
opments.

The admission requirements for L-1 are perhaps less stringent then frzr
L-2.1. The opposite is true of L-2.2.

The length of 'studies and their practical bias are the same in both cases,
but it is obvious that the L-2.1 education is 'more advanced, than L-2 2

Briefly, the question is whether L-1, L-2.1 and L-2,2 all correspond to the
generisl notion of liaison engineer or senior technician. It eems that the
answer is in the affirmative.

Thsere is no doutit that the differences due to tne ways in which systems of
education and training have developed wilt gradually disappear -

It will be noted that, here.tod, L-1 innovates ;-,ty introducing the criterion
of the actual 'performance of theactivities concerned for at least two years
after leaving the educational institution.

It is fairly easy to draw a parallel ibetleen L-3 and L-1, though the former
obviously attathes far greater importance to professional practice.

. Also for category L, a specific example will be given as a prototype (see
Sections 3 3 and 3.4) in connexion with the example of Finnish professional
technologists in category L.

CATEGORY E (execution)

E-1. Definition 17) Article 3 of the EEC Draft Directive No. 2

A certificate attesting that the holder has completed at least thirteen years' education in a
State-recognized technical school, including as a final stage a complete course of at

least. two years full-tinle technologtcal eddCation in fhe subjects corresponding to
the activity 'concerned. '

.
A certificate attesting the actual performance of the act vfies concerned for at least two

years Oaf comOletion of the technologlOal,educatlon,

E-2 Definition in the FEANifurtSpeanflagipet of Higher Technical Professions

For the time being there is no definition,

E-3 Definition of 'technician in the British national' register of the ERB

Minimum age. 21.
Academic ,guafifications at a level at least equivalent to that of the Ordinary Nations,

Certificate or the City and Guilds Part Technicians Certificate (two or three
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years part time technological education) and approved by Fhe Office of the ERB and
CEI (unless otherwise decided by the Office and CEI)

A min,rnum of three years experience in the technological field two years of which should
have been spent on practical training recognized by the Office of the ERB and CEI

Comments on category E (execution)

The FEANI register. which Is, restricted to higher technical professions,
stopped short of defining this category, though the possibility was contem-
plated

Draft 'Directive No 2 aimed at covering a wider range of professional
technologists at a larger number of levels There is no basic contradiction
betweei) them

System.E-3 fits in fairly well with E-1,
Examples will be given in Chapter 3 illustrating the education of profes-

sional technologists in this category (in particular, the example of the train-
ing of British technicians).

Of course, industry has as much need of execution technicians (cate-
gory E) as of 'conception engineers' (category C) and particularly of liaison
engineers of senior technicians' (Category L), without whom 'collaboration
befrieen the two preceding categories would undoubtedly give rise to many
difficulties. '

f=urthermore, divitions exist in many countries (to begin with, in the
United Kingdom) which are identical or atJeast similar to the three categories
C, L and E. In countries where this is not the case, the definitions of he
three categories given above will make it easier to describe the real state of
the divisions to be found in each of these countries taken separately, by
noting how and where they differ from these three pre-defined categories.

In conclusion, It may be noted that the results of the studies undertaken
by FEANI (dating back to 1954), the EEC (dating back to,1964) and the
United Kingdom CEI (dating back to 1964) are in general agreement, except
where there have been subsequent factual developments

Aims of the study and working methods

The present study has the Nvofold aim of (a) providing basic qualification
standards for the categories of technological careers which we have Just
defined, and (b) providing criteria for evaluating education programmes for
each of these categories

In order to have as a ,pasis an up to date review of the situation in each
country, the General Secretariat of FEANI sent out a detailed questionnaire
to the national associations of its eighteen member, countries

,This questionnaire, dated 20 April 1972. was answered in varying degrees
of detail by all the FEANI national associations, representing the following
eighteen member countries Austria, Belgium, Czechoslovallwa, Denmark,
Finland, France, Federal Republic of Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy,

IS
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Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland
and the United Kingdom.

' In the following pages, an atterilt will be made to answer the two ques-
tIons raised above, concerning basic qualification standards and criteria for

%valuating programmes,. by presenting a.chapter -by- chapter review of the
replies, illustrated by the most typical examples from individual countries.

In addition to this general review, the reader will be given a conspectus
of the present situation as it exists in each of the eighteen countries under
consideration as well as an indication of the new trends To this end,
eighteen national monographs, each devoted to a member country of FEANI,
are given in the Appendix.

... . i
1r concl4ing this Introduction, it should be stressed that both the various

chapters forming the review part of this repot.), and the eighteen national
monographs to be found in the Appendix, refer not only to the present situ-
ation In these countries in general and in the individual countries in particular,
but also to the new trends which are emerging and to which reference will be
made whenever necessary
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2 The European Register

of Higher Techriicid Professions

Freedom of movement for engineers is one of the chief objectives which
FEAN! has set itself In doing so, it has rapidly become involved in problems
of education, and in order to deal with these it has found itself compelled to
move ahead of the public authoritiet and to draw 'up a European Regis. ter of
Higher Technical ProMssionsat a professional level.

.tBut reference to education in order to regulate exchanges of professionals,
their freedom of movement and their right to settle outside their home
countries, made it necessary to fix criteria for qualifications and over -alt
standards which woulti enable these professionals to be classified according
to competence.

It should be noted that the fact that one is led to distinguish between
different types of education does not imply a scale of values or the superiority
of some professionals over others, the register booklet duly makes this point.

The register therefore lays down over-all standards in direct relation to the
different types of education undergone by the various professionals whose
capabilities meet the requirements of employers, and particularly of indus-
trialists. These capabilities, as the register states, are determined initially by
kniwledge acquired in educational establishments, but are reinfored later
byTexperience gained in actual practiCe of the profession. In addition to this
experience the calibre of the individual must, of course, be taken into
account. . ..,

As regards the academic knowledge to be measured by the over-all
standards, one could say that it comprises a knowledge of concepts of pure
science, as of applied science, often known as technical education, scientific
and technical education May be combined in varying proportiong according
to the type of education concemed

Th0 register booklet, published in the three offiCialleguages of FEANI
(French, German and English), gives the present-day strubure of the reoster,
this structure is not rigid. t

.
The FEANI register is made up df two groups, A and B, which may in turn

be divided into sections, professionals who have acquired the qualifications
or attained the over all standards of education which correspond to these
groups or sections may be entered in the register. In order to make this
registration more effective in practice, the educational establishments have
been clatsified and appear in an appendix to the booklet according to the
type of education they provide. Possession of a diploma from an establish- ,
ment recognized.by FEANI automatically entitles the holder to be entered
in the register. , e%,
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It has been impossible to make such reference'to the type of education
given in tje establishments which educate engineers and technicians in the
case of the United Kingdom (which became a member of FEANI in 1965),
since in the United Kingdom vocational education and training in the
engineering field is based on a conception somewhat different from that
existing on the Continent The idea of a diploma is replaced by that of
qualifications or criteria Justifying the right to bear the title as the British
ynderstand it, as has alread.y been said in Chapter 1, these qualifications are
determined by passing an examination, and they give considerable weight
to the idea of practical training and the practice of the profession

A few details must now be given concerning groups A and B of the
register

, Establishments classified in group A recruit their students at the level
of the final secondary - school examination, and provide scientific` and
technical education which is (a) comprehensive and at university level for
section Aa, (b) shorter and more practical, with a minimum of three years
of study, for section Ab.

Group B is composed of establishments which recruit their students at
a lower level than that of the final secondary-school examination, and
provide more specialized education with a practical bias, only section Ba
exists at present, it-comprises establishments which provide an educational
course lasting at least three years, combined with three years of practice.
Further sections may be added later but the register is at present confined to
the higher technical professions

In addition to persons who hold a diploma granted under the circumstances
described -above, persons who can furnish proof of knowledge acquired
independently by their own efforts, and of the standard required for the
usual educational channels, are also eligible for registration. It is customary
too call these people self-educated Naturally, FEANI has made arrangeinents
to check the qualifications of such candidates for entry in the register.
These arrangements have made it possible, among other things, to incor-
porate into the continental sylim the British criteria for the definition of the
various categories of professronals'in the engineering field.

At the practical levet, FEANI has adopted a decentralized system of oper-
ation for its register this is obviously the best method of making it familiar,
first of all ,to the nucleus of engineers or senior technicians, and then to
arouse The greatest possible interest in it among the national members of
FE,ANI Each member is then expected to form a national offica of the Euro-
pean register, which, in observance of the rules set out in the booklet and
the special measures taken by the Register Committee, is responsible for
registrationa. Nevertheless, at the FEANI level, the Register Committee
continues to act simultaneously as a co- ordinating, supervisory and centraliz-
mg body for the results obtained by the various national offices, its sessions,
which Occupy a prominent position iri the meetings of FEANI, are closely
followed by the international organizations which are concerged with
FEANI s work in this field, chiefly the European Economic Community
(EEC) and the Organization for. Economic Co- operation and Development
(OECD), which regularly send representatives to the meetings.

21
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The booklet gptitled the European Register of Higher Technical Proles-
sions, together with its appendix, which has already been mentioned, are
therefore the crystallization of FEANI s efforts towards achievinR freedom of
moveme.nr for engineers and technicians Pollowing.the first edition printed

yin 1965, a further edition in three languages was published in 1970, and the
appendix was brought up to date in 1571

As has been said/the current edition is not final FEANI has no intention
of taking up ; Static position, the difficulties which it has encountered, and
is still encountering, are there as a reminder of this fact. It therefore seems
necessary at this point to mention the most important of these difficulties.

First, while governments are on the whole in favoui of FEANls efforts,
they do not seem to be in any hurry to adopt the co-ordinating measures
which would make it much easier to put the register into effect, namely
the finalizing of plans for the reorganization of higher technical education,
standardization of the nomenclature for the various types of professionals,
etc Even within FEANI, the results obtained since the register was launched
on 1 January 1970 vary a great deal from one country to another. If in some
countries the results are unimpressive, t.his is certainly due to wholly inad-
equate publicity. Those responsible are first and foremost the engineering
associations, i e. the national members of FEANI, and in addition the public
authorities, to the extent that they have be kept in the picture by the
former .

For the tune being, the entering of professionals in the FEANI register
is confined to candidates who wish to practise their profession in a country
other than their home country This is a direct consequence of 't e essential
task which FEANI has set itself freedom of movement for its pr fessionals.
It is also the outcome of a drive towards simplification which mad it possible
to adopt practical rules for the Working of the register when the new edition
of the booklet was published (1970).

The criteria chosen for registration have been described above. But
although the rules set out appear simple in theory, this is not the case in
practice, owing to the difficulties encountered, to which reference has
already been made.

First of all, FEANI has to tackle nomenclature problems, which are further
complicated by translation difficulties. For instance, the term professional
engineer , used in the United Kingdom, has no exact equivalent on the
Continent What follows has already been stated in Chapter 1, but it is
worth repeating The word engineer does not have the same meaning in
the different FEANI countries Whereas, in France, anyone can call himself
an ingenieur, provided that this, is not followfcl by the word diplorne., in
Portugal and Italy there is an order of engineers , or its equivalent, and in
Scandinavia the term engineer covers the whole range of highly qualified
professional technologists The specific outcome of this state of affairs is
that the professional, who has undergowe education measuring up to well-
defined over all standards, is called by a different name accprding,to his
country of origin for example the terms -.Ron oractilate engineer , technician
engirreer and senior technician Seem to be almost interchangeable in a
fair number of cases. ' ,
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Table 1. Number of registrations in the FEANI register

Country
1970 1971 1g72

Group' Group
A 8

Total Group
A

Group
B

Total Group
A

Group
8

Total

Austria
Belgium
Czechoslovakia
Denmark . 62 87 149 26 134 160 19 74 93
Finland 5 14 19 3 13 16 1 11 12
France 14 14 8 8 5 5
Federal Republic of

Germany
Greece
Ireland 1

Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Norway 1 1 1 A 4 5 1 4
Portugal
Spain 2 2 7 7
Sweden .

Switzerland 10 5 15 2 4 6 4 5
United Kingdom 54 - 54 102 . 102 83 . . 83

Total 145 107 252 145 155 300 120 90 210

1. Data incomplete -

A still more seriousofoblem is the uncertainty which for several years
now has been hanging over-the proclaimed reorganization or the actual

'developments in higher technical education in some countrhes, obviously,
such a situation greatly hinders rEkNrs efforts to classify.technical education
establishrrrnts.

It is the?efore difficult for FE011 to take Specific action.
The booklet has been able to set out only general directiveg which must

be supplethented as required by spific instructions adopted by the Register
Committee. Thus, one of the proiSlgrns currently being examined is that of
the registration of candidates who are in special circumstances. e.g. 'foreign
professionals, nationals who have acquired their qualifications in a foreign
country, etc.

To conclude the discussion of the problems of registration, it may be of
interest to know how many registrations were made in 1970, 1971 and 3972.
in 1970, 252 professionals were registtred, 145 of whom were in group' A
and 107 in group B In 1971, the corresponding figures were 300, 145 and
155 At the time of compiling This study, figures for 1972-were still .Incomplete

-but sfood at 210, 120 and 90 respectively (see Table 1). In this connexion,
it must be made Clear that these numbers apply to only half the natiorial
members of FEANI, since the register has not yet been actually applied by
the other half, furthermore, itshould be pointed out that the Danish national
member alone registered 149 prOfessionals in 1970, 160 in 1971 and 93 in

2.3
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1971.' Lastly, the over-all registrati4 figures should be, compared with the
tots number of professionals affiliated to the national members of FEANI.
6,80,550 on 1 January 1970, one reason for the low percentage of registra-
tio ns is that the number of professionals who wish to leave their own

''countries is still very small.
The following remarks will be expanded in the conclusion to the present

work, but it seems essential to introduce them 4,t this stage.
It may be asserted that in the light of expe1ence there is a very marked

tendency to transfer educational establishments from group B to 'group A.
This' is a result of the gradual raising of the educational level in a given
establishment. This is a de facto situation which does not change the
qualification criteria, but which nevertheless leads to difficulties, as already
mentioned, when certain national members attempt to put the register into
application.

At--all events, the present structure of the register, taken as a whole, is
binary in type (groups A and B) and it seems that the trend is gradually
turning towards'a ternary system through the addition of a new groucfP with
an 'execution' function, which will perhaps give fresh impetus to the register
in its attempts to achieve FEANI's objettives. Here it should again be men-
tinned that the British council of Engickering Institutions, 'which is to all
intents and purposes the British natior*1.Thember of FEANI, in 1971 brought
together under its authority all chartered engineers (formerly called profes-
sional engineers), techniciap.engineers and technicians, and this was done
under the auspices of a Ro44Charter. At the same time, the Brussels Com-
mission oftthe EEC, in drafts g the proposal for Directive No. 2 concerning
engineers, favoured the adoption of three categories of technicians' (a
term replaced in this study by 'professional technologists or 'professionals).

As FEANI has been influenced to move in this direction by one of its
national members, and as it also knows the Ant given to the problem by one
of the international governmental organizations whose work it follows, it
has no choice but to examine the possibility of changing the structure of its
register. The question has been raised.

1 Moreo.yei, the Dianreh nafional committee has'aiinounces, micas er e AtAIR to find 00StS ebeded
mote :may when.they hold a certificate of enrolment in the FEANI register

24



3 Sfructure of the tectirfological
education system

3.1 The three categories

.

7

As already mergioned in the Chapter
I

1 not all the member countries- of
FEANI at present provide technological education in all three categories,
C, L and E, since the structure of education in some cases has not yet been
adapted to meet current needs. Consequently, we shall discuss the actual
situation country by country taking the three categories as a basis for
comparison.'

The present situation is of. course explained by the individual history of
each of the member countries of FEANI, successive variations in the structure
of the technological education system having occurred not only without

elk international, co ordination but often, too, without a reappraisal of the
structure as a whole' at the national level. New provisions were simply
superimposed on the old ones.

In view of the independent and often haphazard development of national
structures, it is not surprising that the steps taken fairly recently at the
international level with a view to finding common denominatorsfor instance
the EEC's propbsed Direc4ive No. 2 or, earlier, FEANI's Europen Register
of Higher Technical erofessionsare not always altogether appropriate to
the real situation in this or that country, which is a heritage of the past.

Nor is it surprising that the countries where these international initiatives
are almost perfectly appropriateas, for example, the United Kingdom with
its ERB national registerare precisely those where the stakture of the
technological education sytem has recently been reconsidered as a whole.

In many countries the problem is further complicated by the fact that iri
some cases one must distinguish not only between a variety of technological
professions but also between the older and the more recent degrees conferred
by the same institution, which,1ollowing changes in curricula, may, for
example, provide a more scientific and less practical education than it did
before, although this change of emphasis does not automatically erftail any
change in the actual degree. In such cases the pure and simple assimilation
of an earlier qualification to a later one of higher value (or of older graduates
from an institution to more recent ones) is obviously a simple and practical
legal solution, but it does not affect the real problem, which is that of
distinguishing between two graduates with different education.

A few concrete examples are given below to illustrate the kind of dif-
ficulties encountered.

25.
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In.France the qualification ingenieur chplome (certificated engineer) (Law
of 10 July 1934), is legally conferred by 143 engineeiing schools _Their
respective courses vary none the less in some, the emphasis being on
conception (C), in others, on liaison (Liand this is a well-known fact.
Furthermore, graduates of the university institutes of technology (IUT) who
hold the baccalaureat (examination giving access, to university studies),
that is, who have completed thirteen years of primary- and seeondary-schbol
studies followed by two years of technological studies at university, are
products of the L emphasis, although they do not meet the L-1 or L.2 1 or
,L.2.2. or L-. 3 criteria to the letteh4

_

In Czechoslovakia, there are only engineering schools (category C)anB
schdols for technicians (category E). This binary pattern does not exist in
sixteen other FEANI countries, ,which have a ternary pattern, even if the
professionals of one of the three categories are trained abroad. Only in Italy
is the situation similar to that in Czechoslovakia.

In one country out of the eighteen, Luxembourg, there is no national
school for category C (conception). Professionals in this category are
educated abroad. But the three categories exist in professional life, of course.

e
The case of the Federal Republic of Germany affords an illustration, of the

difficulties resulting from the evolution of ideas on education.
More detailed Consideration is given to it in the monograph on that country.

Only a few observations will be made here.'
Up till now the Technische Hochschulen (technical universities) have

been educating graduates in category C (conception). Formerly the Inge-
nieurschulen (schools of engineering) educated graduates of category L
(liaison). This level of education was'recently stringthened.in the Fachhoch-
schulen (advanced full-time vocational education schools), although it was
not strictly standardized. Some students recei three years of post-secon-
dary technological education, others four years. It is still not perfect! clear
whether these graduates ra re all of category L or whether some of theardo
not pther exceed this standard and come nearer to standard C.

'Nor have matters remained there, for a bill .has been tabled with a view
to combining the following types of education in Gesamthochschulen, or
coritrehensive techniCal universities. (a) education of the type given. in
Techmsche tiochschulen, the level being slightly lowered apparently,
although it would still come- within category C, (b) education of the type
given in the Fachhochschulen, which would apparently be strengthened,
although it is hard to say now whether it would tend towards category C
or category L.

The existence of graduates of the former Ingenieurschulen adds a compli-
cation--due to the past (a normal complication, one might say)to the almost
total uncertainty as regards the rapidly changing legal structure of the
technological professions in the Federal Republic of Germany This case is
rather exceptional it represents the greatest complication at present in the
establishment and application of criteria for classification. Among the
eighteIn FEANI countries)the only other,exceptional cases are Czechoslo
vakia and Italy.

0 r
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3.2 Relations with the authorities

Relations between the universities an g higher technological institutions,
on the one hand, and the authorities; onihe other, also vary from one country
to another.

In most countries, institutions of higher technological education (uni-
versities and colleges) are, in some-measure, independent of the authorities,
which does not mean that they are by any means totally independent, for
the authorities, which in most cases finance them to some extent;necessanly

'c-pntrol their budgetary expenditure. Then again, the same authorities, while
leaving institutions for higher technological education free to organize their
internal administration, to, establish their curricula le-detail, and of course
their time-tables and their detailed supervision, nevertheless exercise some
control over the general.outline of these curricula (which usually have to
be submitted to them for prior approval) and the general outline of their
application (type of examinations, etc.).

The degree of autonomywhich does not mean indeperldencevanes
from one country to another.

In some countries; such as Denmark and Czechoslovakia, institutions for
higher technological edutation are financed entirely by the State. However,
whereas in Denmark this goes hand in hand with great academic freedom,
in Czechotiovakia it is accompanied by strong centralketion of the adminis-
tration of education, of the aims of teaching and research and of curricula in
the Czech and Slovak ministries of education. Details of the curricula are,
hoWever, left to the institutions themselves.

In Greece, where fees are minimal (education is almost free of charge),
all institutions are subsidized and yet enjoy considerable autonomy.

in the Netherlands there is a mixed system. On the one hand- there is
State education (openbaar ondervvijs) with schools and universities founded,
administered and almost totally financed by the State or by municipalities
and, on the other hand, there is private education (bigopder onderwo)
with schools and universities founded, administered an managed by
denominational or similar organizations. The latter, too, are financed largely
by the State.

IIn Fin /and four of the six colleges, that provide higher technological
education are run either by local authorities or are private, but these too
are supervised by the National Board cif Professional Education of the
Ministry of Education. .

In France private institutions are wholly independent unless they are
recognized by the State in which Lase they are generally subsidized, and
are then like State institutions, only partly independent. All diplomas are
issued, or recognized, by the State except those of the private institutions,
whose diplomas are recognized only in certain cases.

One aspect of the situation with regard to the 'secondary education
preceding higher education in technology in Sweden is worth noting. In
that country scientific and technical secondary education varies in length
according to the options the pupil will take 'at the higher level. The course
covers only two year for pupils who choose mechanical engineering,

2,7
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production, techniques, motor mechanics, building and civil engineering or
electrical engineering. Those who selett physics and chemistry follow a
three-year course. There is` 'even a four-year course for pupils who wish to
study Cartain aspects of science and technology.

Another 'notable feature of the Swedish system is that admission to then
various types of scientific and techliical secondary education is governeth'by
the relatibn of the number of candidates. to the number ofaplaces available.
The number*.bf places fixed annually in accordance with the general
drovisions lain down by Parliament. When the number of candidates is in
excess of this fixed number of places, students are-admitted to each type of
higher education on the basis of the marks obtained at an entrance examina-
tion, vvhich is not otherwise required, or at ,least not in the case of students
who have completed three years of scientific and technical secondary
ethication.

Scientific content of the initial education -

3.3.1 Engineers in category C

In Belgium, after six years of primary education and six years of secondary
education, the student takes a five-year course leading to, the degree of
candidate ciil engineer. The first two years of this course are devoted
to the acquisition of a general knowledge of mathematics, physics and
chemistry. (A detailed syllabus wilibe found in the Appendix.)

The other three years" of the course leading to the degree of civil engineer
cover a number of common subjects and nine groups of subjects correspond-
ing to nine special branches, which are as follows. mining, civil Engineering,

'Metallurgy, chemical engineering, electrical engineering, mechanical engin-
eering, shipbOilding, architecture, textiles.

Further special branches are likely to be made available by the universities.
Whichever one of Ohe. nine branches is taken, the last three years of the

course comprise lectures, practical work and laboratoiy work and conclude-
with the preparation of a thesis.

Summing up, in Belgium the common core of the first two years (candi-
datum) devoted to general subjects is followed by three years of more
technological studies, comprising both subjects common to all nine special
branches and subjects peculiar to the special braribh selected.

It is interesting to compare this rather rigid Continental pattern with the
much more flexible British pattern.

In the United Kingdom, university courses are devoted chiefly to lectures
on theory and to projectS. Practical training is obtain'ed in the main at a
later stage in the course of one career or else by means of sandwich courses
alternating with university courses. The polytechnics, or the other hard,
teach theory which is immediately applied. Consequently, practical training
is given as part of ttie coursp.

Secondary education in the United Kingdom involves a choice of ordinary-
level (0 level) subjects (for which examinations are taken around the age
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of 16) and advanced-evel (A-leve subjects (for which examinations are

. . .

taken around the age of 18-19).
Under these circumstances' the ,British. student can receive the scientific

education required to become a chartered engineer in one of the follow-
ing five ways, depending on the type of secondary course which he has
taken: . ,,1 Hp comprisinga scientific secondarc education coprising three

. . .

0-leyel subjects and two A-Itavel ,subjects or one 0-level subject and
three A-level subjects, he can continue' his studies at a university for
-either (a) three years full time or (b) four years with integrated sandwich
courses, university courses being alternated with practical experience
in industry according tO a pattern approved ansupervised by tile uni-
versity.

2 Havigg completed a scientific secondary education comprising three
, 0-level subjects and two A-level subjects, he can continue his studies

in a polytechnic for four years Actth sandwich courses.
3 Having completed a scientific secondary education comprising four

0-level subjects and one 1A-level subject, he can do three years of
sandwich courses in a polytechnic or certain other colleges leading -to
the Higher National Diploma, followed by at least one year of full-time
study for the second part of the examination of the Council of Engineering
Institutions (CEI). ,

4 Having completed a technical secondary education comprising four
0-level subjects and having follotwed this by two years of part -time
study in one of various colleges leaaing to the Ordinary National Certifi-
cate, he ean either (a) do two years' part-hrrje study leading to the
Higher National Certificate, followed by 'feast a year of full-time study,
for the second .part of the CEI examination, or, (b) study for the first part
of-the CEI examination and then do at least a year of full-time study
for the second part of the CEI examination.

5 Having completed a technical secondary education-. comprising three
0-level subjects, then three years of part-time study in one of various
colleges leading to the City and Gpilds CertifiCate,.and having followed
it by a year of part-time study leading to the Cihi.and Guilds Full Techno-
logical Certificate, he can study for the first part of the CEI examination
and then do at feast' one year of ftill-time study for the second part of

'the FEI examination.

..,

N
The case of Belgian; can be quoted as an exampleto refer to for the s cientific
education of engineers in categoric C (conception) by reason ot. (a) the
entrance level, which is situated after six yearS of primary education and six
years of secondary education, (b)`the duration of the course, which is five
years, comprising fwo years.Of basiCeducation and three years of technical
education (applied sciences), fc) the fact that the education, which is both
scientific and technological, islit university level.

It should be noted that in certain European count (ies C-type education
covers only four years. At first glance one might think that the education is
less thoroOgh. However, the view' is sometimes taken that the essential
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criterion is the university level Of the basic *education, since technical edu-
cation proper can be supplemented later by professional experience. This
would,pe one particular aspect of continuing education. The success of
this sch'emey naturally depends on the student's having acquired in the
curse of his studies a taste and ability for self-educationa fundamental
aspect, moreover,. of his personality !mother countries the system is closer
to the Belgian pattern. Such is the case, for example, in th6 Federal Republic.
of Germany and certain engineering schools in France.

It is emphasized that, in the'Belgian example, the teaching of the applied
sciences (three years) involves a considerable amount of laboratory work,
detailed practical work and the preparation of a complete project at the
end of the course (for instance, a project for a dam in the civil engineering
branch or a project for an electric motor in the electrical engineering branch).

Similar projects are required at the 'erici of the course in the Technische
Hochschulen in the, Federal Republic of Germany and certain engineering
schools in4France.

T4e.maiii features of the British system are the several was of entering
the profession and the importance attached to practical traihing. It is not
easy to compare this system with the Continental system on the basis of the
texts. However, the length of the studies in.general, the nature of the scientific
education and also the results obtained iri,induslry give the impression that,
all in all, the two types of education are equivalent.

3.3.2 Engineers and senior technicians in category L

1

'
In Fin /and the educltion of professionals in this category is divided into
seven sections. mechanicaliengineering, electrical engineering, civil engineer;
ing and the timber industry, chemical engineering, paper manufacture, pro-
ducti6n techniques, data procetsing.

The courses last four years, or three years if the student has passed the
final secondary-school examination. For the first two years thNitosic courses
cover elementary mathematics, mathematics, physics and chemistry, the two
national languages (Finnish and Swedish) and one foreign language.

During the first two or thiee years the general vocational courses cover
draughtsmanship, strength of materials, mechanical engineering, electriCal
engineering, technology of raw materials, etc.

Finally, the last two years are devoted to specialized vocational educatio
General eduCation in production, economics, etc., is also giver in the la
year.

In France students educated at the instituts universitaires delchnologie
(IUT) obtain a diplome universitaire de technologie (DUT) at the end of a
two-year course in 9ne of the following nine special branches. applied
biology (agronomy, farad industries, dietetics, biological and biochemical
analysis, environmental hygiene), chemistry, chemical engineering, civil
engineering (building and public *Wks), electrical engineering (electro;
technology, electronics, automatic control),. mechanical engineering (con-
struction and manufacture), heat engineering (heat machines, heat generators,
refrigeraon machines, air-conditioning), physical fneaSurements (physico
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chemical and physical techniques ancf measurements), hygiene and safety
(accident prevention and public safety, hygiene and safety in the working
environment):

Also in France, holders of the brevet de technicien supeneur (BTS) are
educated in some forty branches falling within one of the following six
groups civil engineering, metallurgy, mechanical engineering, electrical
engineering, textile industries, chemical and physico-chemical industries,
various vocational activities; applied arts. s -

In Luxembourg, technician engineers follow a three-year course at an
institute of technological education. The scientific subjects (mathematics,
physics, mechanics, electricity, statics) account for 72 per cent of the whole
course general educational subjects and practical work accounting for)8 per
cent and 10 per cent respectively.

In the Netherlands, technician engineers in category L follow a four-year
course at a hogere technische.school, general subjects and science (mathe-
matics, physics, chemistry, mechanics) representing 50 per cent, whereas
the remainder is devoted to practical education.

It is interesting to compare the Continental education given in these four
countries with the corresponding British education.

In tRe.United Kingdom, technician engineers first receive a technical
secondary education comprising three 0-level subjects. They then take a
three-year part-time course in one of various colleges leading.to the City
arid Guilds Certificate, then a one-year part-time course leading to the City
and Guilds Full Technological Certificatp.

The case of Finland may be regarded as a good example for reference.
(a) the level of admission is at the end of the' secondary school course,
although there is a certain flexibility, (b) the course covers Ihr-iyears
following the secondary school course (although there is someJibility
here too); (c) the nature of the education is of the higher technological
type with specialized courses for the different branches.,.

As has already been said, the prototype is not followed in detail in all
.countries In France, for example, the diplome-universitaire de technologic
(DUT) is conferred after a two-year course following the secondary-school
course However, the latter covers thirteen years and not-twelve.

While different views may be held concerning such cases, it seems
reasonable to consider that the graduates concerned do indeed belong to
category L.

In the Netherlands, the course covers four years after the secondary-
sehool course However, the education is of the higher technological type
with particular stress on the practical aspect.

Here too, the British system can only be roughly approximated to the
Continental one, partly on the basis of the results obtained in industry.

3.3.; Technicians in category E

In Luxembo/urg, the science subjects taught at an institute of technological
ethication after a secondary school course of lower standard than that
required for university entrance comprise. algebra, analytical geometry,
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descriptive geometry, trigonometry, differential and integral calculus, physics,
chemistry, mechanics.

However, these science subjects represent only 22 per cent of the course,
60 per cent of whichstonsists of practical training, and the remaining 18 per
cent of general subjects

Similarly, in the Netherlands, after an incomplete secondary-school course
students follow a four-year course in an uitgebreid technische school, 50 per
cent of the time being devoted to general subjects and science (mathematics,
physics, chemistry, mechanics) and 50 per cent to practical training.

l. By contrast with these two examples of the Continental system, the educa-
tion of a technician in the United Kingdom may be of 9ne of the following
three types (a) a scientific secondary-school education comprising four
0-level subjects followed by two years of sandwich courses at one of various
colleges leading to the Ordinary National Diploma, (b) a technical secondary
education comprising f6ur 0-level subjects followed by two years of part-
time courses-in one of the various colleges leading to the Ordinary National
Certificate, (c) a technical secondary education comprising three 0-level
subjects followed by three years of part-time courses at one of the yarious
colleges leading to the City and Guilds Certificate.

The case of the United Kingdom can be taken as an example for reference.
With regard to the third possibility (c), we would make the followiit comment.
if the reader refers back to Section 3.3.1 he will see that British secondary
education with 0-level subjects normally end's' at the age of 16, which sets
the entrance level for the technological course proper. -

This technological course covers three years in a technical college, which
sets the type and duration of the _course. It is immediately apparent that
these conditions exactly fit the initial definition of the criteria for E-1 and E-3.

Here again the existence of different possibilities in the British system
will be noted.

ke

3 4 The practical content of the initial ethication and training

3.4.1 Category C professional technologists

In the Federal Republic of Germy six months of basic practical training
(Grundpraktikum) is required for admission to a Technische Hochschule
(Technical University). Students at a Technische Hochschule also have to
do a period of practical training lasting six month; (Fachpraktikum) in the
course of their studies.

In the Netherlands, students at technical universities receive practical
training in the course of their studies. The period of such training varies
between sixteen and twenty-four weeks according to the case.

In Switzerland, students a;the Ecole Polytechnique Federale in Zurich
are given practical training Mb length of which varies according to the

1 The term 'professionallechnologist' is used here in order to cover the full scope of Chartered engineer,
'technician engineer' and technician in the British meaning of those terms In French. thistorrespOndsto 'prolossionnol du domain. fichnique
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section in which they are enrcked sa mtinthVINthe mechanical engineering
and electrical engineering sections, twelve months in the agriculture and
architecture sections, thirteen months n the forestry sciences section,
eighteen months in the pharmacy section (which in this ecole polytech-
nique exists alongside a chemical engineering section, which is rather
unusual). L.

In comparison with these three Continental countries, the United engdom
requires future chartered engineers to. (a) acquire practical training in the
engineering profession or through the performance of duties which will lead
to acquiring'this training, during a period of at least one year, (b) have at
least two years subsequent experience in a responsible post in the engineer-
ing profession.

The requirements of the British system therefore go well beyond those of
1.110 Continental systemAn so faro as prior practical training and subsequent
professional experience are concerned.

The case of the Federal Republic of Germany can be taken as an example,
generally speaking, requirements are similar to those obtaining in the United
Kingdom in so far as prior practical training is concerned.

In some countries, such as Belgium, prior practical training periods are.not
required. The young graduate is in fact regarded as a trainee when he enters
the profession. He is not regarded as a full engender until he teas gained a
year or two of experience.

It will be noted that the need for two ybars. experience in the profession
in order to comply with the C-1 requirements is consistent vtoith the EEC
draft directives.

3.4.2 Category L professional technologists

,In Finland periods of practical training ranging from twelve to sixteen
months, according to,the case, are compulsory. They can be fitted in partly
before the student enters the institution for higher technical education and
partly during the summer vacation, which lasts four months.

In the Netherlands, students at a hogere technische school do compulsory
training periods varying in length from sixteen to thirty-nine weeks accord-
ing to the case. .

By comparison with these two Continental countries, it is compulsory for
technician engineers trained in the United Kingdom to have. (a) at least tiko
years of prior practical training, (b) at least three years of professional
experience later on:

Here again the British system is far more exacting than the Continental
system as regirds practical training and professional experience.

Finland may be taken as an example here, although the period of prior
practical training required is shorter than that in the United Kingdom.

3.4.3 Category E professional technologists

In the Federal Republic of Germany, it is compulsory for technicians to
complete two years of practical training after the Mittlere Reife Isecohdary-
school certificate) before they cfo on to the technical course.
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In the Utiitad Kingdom, it is compulsory for technicians to have. (a) at
leagt two years of initial practical training, (b) at least one year of practical
experience later on.

Here again we find that the British System requiies more in the way of
practical training and experience than does the Continental system.

The case of the United Kingdom can be taken as an example for reference,
although the professional experience required before the certificate is
conferred iS not compulsoryfor the time being atleaston the Continent,
where the first ,years in the profession are regarded rather as an initial train-

.
ing period.

35 Conclusions regarding the scientific and practical
content of initial education and training 1

First, it is apparent that it is not easy to find a common denominator for the
education received by the various categories of technologists in the dif-
ferent countries of Europe. The best approach is to lay down general criteria,
as was done in turn by FEANI, the British CEI.and the EEC Commission.

Second, some types of education are easily claSsified according to these
criteria, others fall between two categories, e.g. the teaching of a particular
subject may be over and above what is required for category E and at the
same time not quite correspond to the minimum criteria for category L
This in no way detracts from the general concept of the three categories of
technologists, which seems to correspond well with the general trend in the
European countries.

Finally, a difference in approach is to be noted, however, as between the
British type of education and training on the one hand, and the Continental
type on the other. This calls for special comment. (a) the relatively great
importance attached not dnly to practical training during the course but also
to practical experiente after its completion is a feature of the British system.
(The EEC,:s stipulations in Draft Directive No. 2 concerning two years
professional practice after completion 'of studies in order to qualify for one
or the other of the categories of technologists will certainly be- noted with
interest.), (b) access to the profession seems to be far more fle ible in the
United Kingdom, for example the five different ways of become a chartered
engineer (category C) and the three different ways of becoming a technician
(category E), (c) these differences in approach do not, however, make for
very different results, to take one instance, British industry and..German
industry can both be proud of their achievements. This is an a posterior/
finding which Is not without value and meaning.

3.6 Post-graduate or continuing education and training
For post graduate education, taken in the most geheral sense, we shall for
preference use the term 'continuing education' (and not 'continuous

1. See the preceding two sections.
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education') in order to emphasize the fact that, according to modern concep-
tions of education, an .individual's education is continued throughout his
working life so that he can adjust to the constant development science
and technology, a development which is accelerating ail the time A though
it is continuing, post-graduate education is rarely continuous, for indivi-
dual anxious to brush up his knowledge in his special branch, to change to
another branch or to extend the knowledge he has already '5ained, generally
does so in a sporadic and discontinuous fashion.

When 'continuing education' is referred to, there is a tendency to confuse
very different purposes At least three distinct purposes of continuing educa-
tion and training should be distinguished: +.

1 Updating one's knowledge in a given branch, in order to-keep pace with
the changing techniques of that branch We shall call this particular
purpose of continuing education 'updating' which has a positive mean-
ing, implying the prevention of obsolescence of knowledge. We prefer
this term to the more commonly used 'retraining' which in this connexion
gives a somewhat negative impression, implying the curative treatment
of obsolescence which has already begun.

2. Gaining new knowledge in a different branch (for example when a
person wishes to change to another branch with better prospects for a
career) We shall call this particular purpose of continuing education
'reconversion'.

3 Adding to the knowledge already acquired in one's own branch (this
arises when a graduate engineer wishes, for. example, to prepare a
doctoral thesis which will raise the level of his knowledge in the same
branch), or gain'og new knowledge of more general subjects .(such as
management or data processing, for example). We shall term this*par-
ticular purpose of continuing education 'further e=ducation'.

In connexion with these three fundamental purposesupdating, recon-
version and further educationmention,,must be made of the incentives,
the aims, the means and the results of these particular types of continuing
eduction:
Adva cementthat is, obtaining qualifications in order to pass from cate-

gory E to category L or from category L to category C. This is at the same
time the incentive for, the purpose and the result of going in for further
education. '

Education grants that is, financial resources made available to individuals
through a special fund or by employers to enable them to continue their
studies. This means, which makes it possible to combine with good effect
full time study and part-time study, can also be used for furthereducation
with the specific 'aim of obtaining advancement.

Adaptation of ,theoretical knowledge to industrial practice. This particular
aim can be attained by means of educational courses.

Before distinguishing between the three distinct fundamental aimsupdat-
ing knowledge, reconversion, further education let us see how continuing.,
education is made posgible for persons employed in industry in certain
countries.
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In France, the Law of 16 July 1971 relating to vocationaIeducatiop makes
the following provision (a) employers must devote 0 8 per cent of the payroll
(2 per cent as from 1976) to staff training, (b) a wage earner may ask for
study leave under certain coo'ditions (for example t9 attend an educational
institution approved by the State, for a period 4t exceeding 190 hours
annually, which do' not count as part of his paid annual-leave entitlement).

This law also provides for the specific aims of advancement and adaptation
and the specific means of education grants. The Conservatoire Nafional des
arts et Metiers (CNAM) and its affiliated centres in many provincial towns
organize evening courses which are attended by tens of thousands of persons
working in industry. The purpose of these evening courses Is to dispense the
widest possible range of scientific and technical knowledge. The correspond-
ing examinations are held and certificates are awarded. A very small propor-
tion of those enrolled manage, after years of lectures and laboratory work,
many partial examinations, a general examination and the defence of a thesis,
to obtain the diplome d'ingenieur CNAM. This degree course is focused
mainly on research (and consequently conception). Other courses are
organized by the Ministry of Labour and employers' associations.

In Luxembourg, seminars are organized periodically by the Office Luxem-
bourgeois pour l'Accroissement de la Productivite for persons in positions
of responsibility, while the Universite Internationale des Sciences Comparees
holds seminars on economic subjects.

In Denmark, in 1971 the two Danish associations of engineers gave more
than 300 courses totalling 200,0,00 student hours. These courses were
attended' by from 4,000 to 5,000 engineers. ,...

In the Netherlands, the institutions for professional education have
72,000 full/time students and-51,600 part -time students.

In the Unitefl Kingddm, the 'day-release' system (granting of one work-
ing day) or the 'block-releate',system (granting of a period exceeding one
working day) give persons employed in industry time for cRntinumg educa-
tion More than one-third of the chartered engineers licensed annually are
the product of a combination of formal edUtation and professional experience. ,

In Czechoslovakia, persons engaged in continuing education are given a
subsistence allowance, covering a certain number of days or weeks in which
to prepare for their examinations.

o

3.6.1 Updating of knowledge
e

In France, courses for 'brushing up or improving knowledge (updating of
knowledge), in some cases with the financial participation of the State, are '
defined in Article 10 of the Law of 16 July 1971 relating to vocationalduca-
tion Some large concerns such as the Regie Nationale des limes Renault
or Electricity de France organize their own coursesior this purpose.

In Luxembourg, industrial firms give their engineers an opportunity to
improve their knowledge in institutes in foreign countries, such as the
Fondapon Industrie Universit6 in Belgium, the ,Cegos in France, etc. Some
companies also bear the expense of having their future foremen or technicians
strained in specialized institutions abroad, such as the t cole de Maitrise et
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d Ouvriers Metallurgistes (EMOM) at Longw;Trance Fairly large industrial
concerns organize periodical training courses for their staff and bring in
specialized instructors from neighbouring countries

In the Netherlands, international firms, such as Philips and Uni lever,
organize refresher courses for their staff. /.

3.6.2 Reconversion 'to another branch

.

In Belgium, the polyvalent education of the holders of the 'civil engineer'
degree enables them to change very easily from one branch to another,
from mining to civil engineering for example. .

A. civil engineer, after ome year of additional study, can obtain a university/
degree in one of the follow)ng twelve branches. geology, operational research,
physics, applied mathematics, hydraulics and hydrography, radio-electricity
industrial .,management, applied nuclear sciences, petrochemistry, geo-
technics, automatic control, town planning'.

This particular example illustrates the wat,in which the evolution in
techniques and the advent of new techniques (apOilied nuclear sciences,
automatic control, etc.) have affected the education given in Belgium to
engineers in categoty C (conception).

This problem hag been solved in Belgium by means of an 'additional step'.
Generally, an engineering geologist is a mining engineer who has taken a
special Course in geology. Similarly, an engineer in geotechnics is generally
a graduate in civil engineering who has taken a special course in geo-
technics.

The studies leading to this higher level start either immediately after
graduation or, more often, in the course of the enginee0 Career:.

In this connexion, we might mention, to supplement the information
regarding the influence of the new. techniques, that thp basic theoretical
education (mathematics, phytics, chemistry) is also constantly evolving
even if the names of the subjects remain unchanged. For example; the term
physics now includes rudiments of nuclear physics, which makes it easier

for the graduate to take up later the additional studies required for the degree
of engineer in applied nuclear acienceS. The same is obviously true of the
term mathematics . A proper training in automatic control in just one year of
additional study is inconceivable unless the graduate has ilready acquired a
firm foundation in the Laplace transform and its extensionthe Z transform
to non-linear systems and in the as yet relatively little taught Boolean algebra

and the possibilities for its application.
In fin /and, if an engineer already holding a diploma from a college of

technology (category L), wishes to change his special branch, he must take

courses in the new branch and then obtain from twelve to sixteen months
experience on the job.

In France, training periods for 'reconversion and adaptation' (recon-
version to a new branch) with, in some cases, financial assistance, from
the State, are defined in Article 10 of the Law of 16 July 1971 on vocational

education.
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In Nor Way, the only means of retraining open to a graduate of the fipr-
'wegian Institute of Technology (category C) is to study for a Ph.D. degree
in the new branch.

In the bnited Kingdom, an engineer may belong to several professional
associations corresponding to different branches, all affiliated to the Council
of Engineering Institutions (CEO. He may specialize in a new branch through
practical experience and/or through continuing education.

In Switzerland, if an engineer wishes to change to another branch, he
must take another examination for the Swiss national register.

..
3.6.3 Further education

1

---
to Denmark, as in Many other countries, courses are available (as at the
Danmaris Tekniske Hojskole) leading to a.degree or doctorate in techno-
logy.43ost-graduate study can also be undertaken at the School of Econ-
omics and in the universities. ..-

In France, courses for obtaining advancement in One's career and pre-
training courses for young peopte (further &Mahon), in some cases with
financial assistance from the State, are defined in Article 10 of the Law of 16 July
1971 on vocational education. As we have already said, this type of further
education generally results in advancement. Eduettion grants may be awarded
for attendance at these courses. The adaptatiorThiof knowledge by means of
short training courses is another possibility pffered by further education.

3.7 Trends in the structure of the technological educatidn

.5. I . i

system

The possibility of grouping together courses for professional
technologists in category C and category L

Mos/of the courses for engineers in category C and engineers and senior
technicians in category," L differ basically from those for technicians in
category E. The former are at post-secondary level, whereas the latter run
more orless concurrently with the end of the secondary course.

In most of the FEAN1countries, one can assimilate. (a) the education of en-
gineers in category C to long post-secondary education, (b) the education
of engineers and senior technicians in category L to short post secondary
education. i

In some cases the short post secondary course may be followed by con-
tinuing education up to a standard equivalent in practice to that of the long
post-secondary course. -

There is a difficulty here, however, inasmuch as the continuing education
then consists mainly of basic scientific subjects (mathematics, physics
chemistry) and additional applied science subjects. It involves changin
fromvthe liaison category to the conception category, which demands a
considerableeffort and a great de& of time.

Such a change should by no means be the rule, but rather an exception,
for the two categories are of a very different nature.

0
t 1 8
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As both courses, the long and the short, are postsecondary courses, it
seems likely (judging by one case, at least) that there will be a tendency to
bring them together in one and the same institution This tendency is also due to
the rise in the level of the qualifications of category L engineers in son% coun-
tries and their consequent desire to be assimilated to category engineers.

An illustration of the above tendency is provided by the Federa epublic of
Germany, where the Technische Hochsc4ulen (the present technical, univer-
sities for category C) and the Fachhochschulen (the new engineering schpols
rep'acing the olJ Ingenieurschulen of category L), corresponding respec-
tively to the long course and the short course, are likely to be brought tdgether
in future in Gesamthochschulen (new comprehensive technical umer.sities).

In order to grasp the mechanism of the very specific case of the example of
the Federal Republic of Germany, let us take a quick look at the respective
situations of the present Technische Hochschu /en (category C), the old
Ingenieurschulen (category L), and the Fachhochschulen which now replace
the later (a category not yet satisfactory defined, but probably closer to cate-
gory C than at present).

Students are admitted to the Technische Hochschulen (the present tech-
nical universities for category C) after thirteen years of primary and secondary
education, comprising four sears of primary education in a Volksschule and
nine years of secondary eddcation in a Gymnasium, leading to the Abitur (the
secondary -school certificate giving access to university studies). After a basic
ppctical training period of six months (Grundpfaktikum), students admitted to
a Ti.chnische Hochschu/e take a course lasting from five to six years, including
another six. -month period of practical vocational training (FachpraktIkum).
They receive a degree after presenting a final thesis.

Students were admitted to the old /ngenieurschu /en (engineering schools
for category L) after ten years of primary and secondary education, comprising
four years of primary education in a Volksscloile and six years of secondary
educition in a Rea /schule leading to the Mittl&e Reife (certificate awarded at
the end of an inccithplete secondary course with a practical bias). Students
Were admitted to an /ngenieurschu/e after two years' practical experience
and took a three-year course.

Students are admitted to the new Fachhochschulen, which replace the
former Ingemeurschulen, after twelve years of primary and secondary educa-
tion, comprising four years of primary education in a Volksschule and six
years of secondary education in a Realschule leading to the Mitt /ere Reife,
and a two year technical course at the secondary level in a Fachoberschu /e
(higher vocational school) leading to the Fachoberschu/reife (diploma
awarded at the end of the technical secondary course). Students admitted to a
Fachhochschule complete a three-year course followed by a year of practical
training ^

As for the future. the possibility of bringing together the Technische Hoch-
schulen and the Fachhochschulen within Gesamthodhschulep (compre-
hensive technical university) seems to be contemplated on the following
common basis admission on the same conditions (twelve years of primary
and secondary education), regardless of the type of upper secondary course,
a common core of bagic subjects for a period not ekceeding two years,
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diversified courses according to the branch, a period of practical training of at
least three months at the start of the technical' studies, another period of
speCialized practical trainingoduring the course, lasting from three to twelve
months, depending upon,the,branch selected.

It is not yet quite clear whether separate degrees would be conferred for the
various branches or whether there would be a single degree.

The above example illustrates a possible trend towards grouping together
engineeri in categories C and L. It remains to be seen whether the experiment
being carried out at present in the Federal Republic of Germany will be
followed by other European countries and also what shape it will finally take
in the Federal Republic of Germany itself.

7 Trend towards adapting the system of initial technological
education to the conditions of subsequent continuing education

The best way to illustrate this trend will be to give a selection of quotations
from the report submitted on 20 October 1972 to the Consultative Assembly
of the Council of Europe by Rector Cape Ile, Chairman of the assembly's
Committee on Culture and Education. The report was unanimously adopted
by the assembly.

Among other important factors in the present university crisis are the need for the graduate
to realize that his studies are incomplete', that is, the need to create an inclination for self-
education. This no doubt requires less knowledge and more know-how.

Education and initial training methods still, have to be revised in order to achieve a
calculated incompleteness so as to maintain curiosity and encourage self-culture . It is
clear that there is still a tendency to extend further studies and for the final consecration
to be seen as investigating static knowledge iather than providing a guarantee of the
ability to select, put into practice, and decide.

Continuing education ., must be regarded as the natural extension of initial educa-
tion so that the professional diploma in .which it culminates is considered more as an
initial springboard than as a finishing ptjt. -

By stressing knowledge above all els . university studies in accordance with tradition
have helped to bring about the life diploma ensuring total security apd thus providing
little incentive ever to challenge what has been leirned.

By laying greater stress on ability to process knOwledge kadaptabtlity as it is sometimes
termed) or on the capacity to learn to learn', the stagqation of the life diploma gives way
to the stimulation of 'lifelong learning'.

The previous life diploma' should become a ternpoiary.r,ertificate of proficiency.requir-
mg regular confirmation in forms to be determined according to the situation.

Viewed from this angle, the diploma becomes a strictly personal matter and the )nforma%
tion it provides is confidential in the same way as that of a medical diagnosis. As it refers
to a particular point in time, it will require regular confirmation in the same way as flying
certifiCates awarded to airline pilots.

We do not know to what extent these ideas are directly applicable in real life,
particularly to the world of European engineering, brit we feel sure that, at
present, some of them would raise difficulties in practice.

However, we have quoted large extracts from this report to illustrate a trend
which seems entirely justified in our view and which meets the need not only
for supplementing the Wfltial education by continuing education (which
seems obvious), but also, and above all, for organizing the former in prepara-
tion for the latter.

Llt)



4 Legal provisions

In this chapter we shall examine the condition% governing the use of profes-
sional qualifications and the practice of,the engineering profession in the
various FEANI countries.

It should be borne in mind that for the most part our information concerns
the qualification of engineer.

Use of the qualification of engineer and practice of the engineering
professiori may be governed by one of the following four conditions.
(a) compulsory membership of a corporate body in order to practise the
profession, (b) voluntary registration in a national register in order to be able
to use the qualific.ition of engineer, but freedom to practise, the profession,
(c) neither compulsory membership nor voluntary registration, but legal
protection provided for the use qualification of engineer, the profession
being practised freely, (d) to use the qualification of engineer and
freedom to practise the profession.

The legal provisions relevant to each of these four conditions in the various
countries will now be studied in turn.

4.1 Compulsory membership of a corporate body
in order to practise the profession'

In Preece, an engineer must be a member of the Technical Chamber of
Greece (founded in 1923), otherwise he has no right to call himself an
engineer or to practisQ his profession. This membership is acquired either (a)
by taking all the examinations of a Greek technological univeisity, or (b) fter
verificatioli of training received abroad and a general professional examinat

In Italy, engineers must be of Italian nationality and must be recognized
by the Consiglio Nazionale degli Ingegneri. The membership requirement for
the latter is possession of the Italian diploma of dottore in ingegneria (the
qualification of ingegnere is granted only afterwards by the Consiglio
Nazionale degli Ingegneri which operates under the authority of the Ministry
of Justice). Holders of foreign diplomas may be granted provisional permis-
sion to practise the engineering profession in Italy.

In Portugal, engineers are oblicted to belong to the Ordem dos Engheneiros.
(National Order of Engineers).

In Spain, all engineefi (except civil servants) must join engineering
colleges .attached to the appropriate technical ministries (public waiks,
agriculture, industry, etc.).

41.
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Voluntary registration in a national register
in order to use the qualification of engineer,
but freedom to practise.the profession

In Ireland, the plain qualification of engineer is not directly protected by the
law, but in practice it does not have much meaning. Most engineers graduate
from the universities, although some of Them hold the qualification of engineer
through having pssed the Institution of Engineers of Ireland (IEI) examina-
tion. .

This body confers the qualification of chartered engineer, which is pro-
tected by law,lhe conditions for obtaining it are as follows. minimum age 25,
titular membership of the IEI, registration in the register of the IEI, through
having obtainect the qualification of chartered engineer from another
recogniRdbody which is Itself, a member of the IEI.

lilt In Switzerland, the SwisS register, introduced in 1951, governs the use of
professional qualificatiOns. The institution, which is based on a convention
between professional associations, was transformed in 1966 into the Founda-
tion of Swiss Registers REG, whose task is to keep registers of three profes-
sional categoriesengineers' and arihitects, technician engineers and tech-
nician arthitects, technicians.

In the United Kingdom, chartered engineers, technician engineers and
technicians gain the right to their retpective qualifications by registering
voluntarily, with the Engineers' Rvgistialion Board (ERB) which is administered
by the Council of Engineering Institutions (CEO. It shoud be noted that the
Royal Charterrestricted initially to the category of chartered engineers
was recently extended to include technician engineers aneltechnicians.

For this reason, and despite the, fact that registr,ation with the ERB is
voluntary, this register has indisputable legal validity. Entry in the ERB register
is in fact governed by the conditions laid ctJyvn in the Royal Charter granted
to the CEI. Thus, although there is freedom to practise the profession in the
United Kingdom, it is likely to become more and more difficult for engineers,
higher technicians, and technicians to practise if they, are not entered in the
British nation& register of the ERB.

4.

4.3 Neither compulsory membership nor voluntary
registration, but legal protection provided
for the, qualification of engineer,
with freedom to practike the prbfession

In Austria, the Federal Law of 7 .luly 1948 governs the use of the qualification
of engineer (category L (liaison)) and the Federal Law of 10 July 1969
governs the, use of the academic qualification of Diplumingemeur (graduate,
engineer). .

In Belgium, use of the qualifications of civil engineer and technician
engineer is governed by the Law of 11 ST ember 1933 on the protection of
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qualifications acquired through higher education. The advisability of creating
an Order of Engineers is at present under consideration.

The Royal Decree of 1 July,1957 protects the qualification acquired through
secondary technical education (techriician),

The recently created qualifications awarded at the end of the short course
in higher technical education (senior technician, technical graduate, tech-
nical conductor, engineer's assistant) arekot protected by law.

In Czechoslovakia, the titleof engineer may be used only by former
students of the technical and agricultural universities who have completed
their studies in one of the sixteen Czech or Slovak technical universities and
have been awarded the corresponding diploma.

In DenmkP, the only protected qualifications are those of civil engineer
(Danrrfarks Tekniske Hojskole), academic engineer (Danmarks Ingenior-
akademi) and teknikum engineer (category L) which may be used only by
holders of diplomas awarded by the corresponding schools. This, however,
does not amount to a legal restriction on the practice of the engineering
profession.

In the Federal Republic of Germany, each of the eleven Lander has brought
out a law protecting the right to use the qualification of engineer. The latter is
confined to diploma-holders from the Technische Hochschulen (technical
univeissitie5), from the Fachhochschulen (specialized vocational colleges,
which have replaced and raised the level of the former Ingenieurschulen) and
from the former Ingemeurschulen (schools of engineering), and to self-
educated persons who used the qualification of engineer befora,the law,
came into force. For the past two years, use of the qualificati9p has been the
exclusive right of diploma-holders from the Technische HochIrchulen and the
Fachhochschulen.

In Luxembourg, the Law of 17 June 1963 protects the qualification of
technician engineer (no category C engineers are trained in the Grand
D,uchy).

4.4 Free use of the qualification of engineer
and freedom to practise the profession

In Finland, there are no regulations governing the use of the qualification or
the practice of the profession.

In France, 1140Law of 10 July 1934 grants the qualification of ingemeur
diplome (gr uate engineer) to engineers graduating from State-recognized
schools, at the proposal of the Commission of Engineering Qualifications.
However, the qualification of engineer is not protected by law. For the self-
educated, it o(en corresponds to a post held in a firm.

In the Netherlands, the engineering profession is not governed by any
regulations The only protection is that afforded to the university-level

ti
_qualification of graduate engineer conferred by a technical university (tech-
nilche hogeschool), which entitles the holders to place the abbreviation
'Ir.' before his name.
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New graduates from the hogere technische schoo /en (category L) will be
entitled to use the abbreviation 'Ing." after their name.

In Norway, the title given to engineers of category L, who graduate from
the ingenierskoler (formerly telehisk sko /er) will henceforth be ingenuar.
It is not protected by law. The only prote5ted qualification,is that of siyd-
ingenier, which has been protected since 1949 and is confined to diploma-
holders of the Norwegian Institute of Technology (category,) and to
Norwegian nationals who hold diplomas from foreign schools or universities
recognized by the public authorities.

In Sweden, the qualification of engineer is not protected by law, the only
persons who may be prosecuted under the law are those who use an estab-
lished qualifirion which is not theirs by right.

ox,
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5 The role of industry

P

5.1 Industrial requirements

As a rule, the requirements of industry are made known to establishments
for higher technical education through the following four channels. (a).
directly, through industrial representatives on the boards of these establish-
ments, (b) less directly., through the presence on these boards of representa-
tives from the Fellows' Associations of the establishments concerned, whose
members work in industry, (c) indirectly, by virtue of the fact that certain
teachers have worked in industry in the pastt4continue to do so as vnsulting
engineers, concurrently with their academic activity, (d) by research con-
tracts granted. to the educational establishments.

In Austria, industry examines changes in the curriculum before these
become effective and sends details of its requirentents to the heads of the
establishments concerned.

In Belgium, industry's requirements tre conveyed to the university through
an organization called the Fondation Industrie-Universite.

In Czechoslovakia, industry's requirements are outlined by the appropriate
technical ministries and passed on to the Czech and Slovak ministries of
education.

In benmark, industry's requirements are conveyed to the Danmarks
Ingeniorakademi by an advisory committee, ten members of which represent
industry, this committee is competent to alter the curriculum and the
examination programmes.

In Finland, industry is represented both centrally and locally. as regards
centralized representation, industry is represented on the Council of
Higher Technical and Commercial Education, an advisory body to the
Ministry of Education. It is also represented on the Vocational Education
Council, an advisory body to the National Office of Vocational,EdUcation
which is responsible for technical colleges in category L, falling under the
control of the Technical Education Section of this office. As regards local
representation, industry has representatives on the university councils. Its
local representatives, who are chosen by the National Office of Vocational
Educaticin, also it on the advisory boards of the State technical colleges
(category L). .

In France, representatives from the Ajngineering world attend meetings of
the Commission on Engineering Qualifications, one of these shares the joint
chairmanship of this commission with a chit servant (often the head of an
engineeting school). In addition, industry's requirements are communicated
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i
directly to .the heads'of th establishments, and in import t casefto the
appropriafe ministerial autho ities.

Furthermore, as regards he JUT (university institutes of technology),
management and unions ale represented at the national acbasory commis-
sions of the IUTs and on the boa f directors of each IUT.

In the Federal Republic of Germany, Federal Commission of Engineer-,
ing Education, which is in contact with Indus communicates directly with
the ministers of culture of the Lander and also with he Federal Conference of .

the latter.
In the Netherlands, almost half the hers in technical education are

'part-jime' teach rs, who also hold posts in in
In Spain, each niversity, has its patronato which arge of the univer-

sity's public relate ns. In the special. case of the technical ers both
industry and pktz long caz -11jiks,have representatives in the g notos.

--....

5.2 Col oration of Indust

In Section 3:6, 'Post-graduate or Continufng Edu mg', we
mentioned the facilities granted by industry, for exam}ple iR Czec
Den ark, France, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, and the United-Kingdom,
to pee sons undergoing continuing education whilst `pursuin their work in
industry. Industry's collaboration also takes the form of organiz practical
trahg periods.

In Austria, industry organizes training periodsdunng thetoliday,s. In ordefr
to acquire the qualification of Ingenieur (category L), students rom higher
technical education ablishments must have acquired four rs. practical
experience in their chosen nch.

In Belgium, industry particip te.,iin the education of engineer's. (a) by
means of practical training periods duansgie vacations, (b) during employ.,
ment, by granting ids engineers leave of absent nand, or funds for continuing
education.

In Denmark, practical training perio In industry lasting from six months to
one yiaar, are organized for students of therDanmarks Tekniske Hojskole and
the DanmarkstIngeniorakademi.

In Finland, the graduate engineer or architect (category C) should have
had from six to nine months' practical experience in industry and the engineer
(category L) from twelve to sixteen months. For the time being,this is an
optional requirement, but it counts for extra marks in the examination. In
addition, terminal study work is often carried out in industry, or else the
subjects for such work are proposed by industry.

dln the Federal Republic of Germany, two semester practical training
periods in industry are a requirement of the Fachhochschulen in some Lander.

In Spain, one of the functions of the nevi university patronatos is to
establish industry's influence in the education of engineers.

In Switzerland, industry plays an active part in self education, continuing
education and the organization of practical training periods.
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,
I

the United Kingdom, there are several industrial training establishments,
one of which is the Engineering IndusiTial Training Board. The CEI maintains
contact between its on private vocational institutions artd these vocational
training establishments, each of which is specialized in One or more tech-
nological fields Such relations are supplemented by tndividual agreements
between these industrial training establishments and schools on the one
hard, and industrial firms on the other. For example, a technical college will
contact industrial firms in its area in order to find out which of these are
prepared tcraccerS students for practical training periods. This is very largely a
matter of supply and demand.

47 .
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Relationships between
categories C, L and E

6.1 The complementary nature of categories C, L and E

We have already stressed in Section 1.2, 'Conventional Definitions Adopted ,
that industry naturally has as much need of execution technicians (category E)
as of conception engineers (category C) and liaison engineers or senior
technicians (category L), without whom collaboration between the two
preceding categories would undoubtedly give rise to many difficulties.

Opinions vary as to the desirable numerical ratio between the different
categories. but it is clear that several engineers or senior technicians in
category L. are required for one engineer in category C.

Unfortunately, the real state of affairs seems to be very different. whereas
'there is usually an adequate number of conception engineers, there is
generally a relatively widespread shortage of liaison engineers or seniolr
technicians. .

'the main reason for thi; state of affairs is probably to be found in the
prestige enjoyed, in the opinion of young people and their families, by long
post-secondary as opposes), to short post-secondary education, whereas
an fact the latter offers future' graduates relatively more openings than
the former.

The harm thus caused to industry cannot be denied. It is as if the Indus-
trial 'army. possessed enough high - ranking officers and non-commissioned
officers, but suffered from a shortage of junior officers, yet, as we all know, the
quality of an industry, as of an army, depends largely on the quality of its
supervisory and intermediate- level staff (and, of course, on their numbers).

The harm caused to the gradyates themselves is also obvious, since large
numbers of conception engineers:are forced by the scarcity of liaison engineers
or senior technicians in category L to dp the work of the latter as well, the
result is an inevitable sense of frustration on their part, since they feel that
their particular abilities are not being fully used. The scarcity of liaison staff is
sometimes attributable to use being made of category E execution technicians
in their place, which is liable to impair the quality of the completentary
relationship between the three categories.

This rack of middle level personnel in induitry is not due solely to the fact
that future graduates, and particularly their families, are looking for the
prestige and higher social standing afforded by long post-secondary educa-
tion It is also due to the continuous rise in the level of short post-secondary
education, which tends to , make it less worth while since less and less
additional effort leads to a qualification which still remains above that ensured
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by short post secondary education. This levelling upwards' is one of the
important factors a the shortage of category L engineers and senior tech-
nicians.

.

6.2 Social advantement

)We are concerned here with methods of moving on from a qualification
acquired in category L to a fresh qualification in category C, or from category E
to category L. This 'upward movement' from the concrete to the abstract is
not easy, since it requires. the acquisition' of supplementary theoretical
knowledge after having first acquired a more practical grounding. It would
be easier to move in the opposite direction. hence appropriate guidance is
desirable from the beginning.

Yet such methods are essential to enable the most deserving to gain
advancement, while social justice obviously requires this. ,

In Belgium, ingenieurs techniciens (category L) who have already com-
pleted three years' post secondary studies may qualify as ingenieur civil
(category C) after an additional three-year course. Since this qualification
is normally obtained only after five years' post-secondary education, they are
thus requited to study for a year more than if they had moved on directly
to long post secondary education. It is thus Pot surprising that only 1 per cent
of them avail themselves of this opportunity. This state ofaffairs is due to tipe

,difficulties pointed out above of passing from the conErete to the abstract.
In Czechoslovakia, students holding a diploma of specialized secondary

education (technicians) may continue their studies in higher technical insti-
tutes for engineers'

In Luxembourg, technicians (category E) can take an examination for
admission to schools for ingenieurs-techniciens (category L).

In the Netherlands, graduates of higher technical schools (category L) are
admitted freely to technical universities for category C engineers, where they
take the full course from the beginning.

The new law now being drawn up provides for the selection of students
for both higher technical schools (category L) and ,technical universities
(category C) by means of examinations held at the end of a one or two years'
common core of pre-university studies.

In Norway, graduates of higher technical schools (category Li are admitted
to the second year of the NorWegian Institute of Technology, which educates
category C engineers, on condition that they take a course in mathematics in
the summer preceding their admission. At present 30 per cent of the Students
at the institute tjave gained admission in this way.

In Spain, industrial technician engineers (category 1) can go on, after
supplementary education, to the second, two year course for 'senior
engineers' (category C).,Conversely, the first, three year course for 'senior
engineers', when combined with a certaln amount of self education, leads to
thediploma of industrial teGhnician engineer, which is obviously easier than
movement in the opposite direction.

- 49
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In Switzerland, technician engineers from higher technical schools
(category L) may be admitted to polytechnics (which educate category C
engineers) after taking an examination in general education.

In the United Kingdom, as already noted in section 3.3 1, 3.3.2, and 3.3.3,
one of the main features of the system in force is its great flexibility.

It should be noted that these channels for social advancement are not yet
highly developed.

63 Multiple channels of access to post-secondary education

4

In France, there are very many channels for admission to one of the 143
French schools educating graduate engineers:
For students in science faculties (without a competitive entrance examina-

tion) either for holders of the diplome universitaire detudes scientifiques
(DUES) at the first/second-year level, or first-year certificate (forty-nine
schools), or on production 0? the. DUES (fifty-three schools), or by special
competitive examination reserved for holders of the DUES (twenty-three
schools), or with a licence from a university or two certificats de maitrise
(seventeen'schools), or with a Maitrise universitaire (seventy-five schools),

For post secondary pre university students (those in classes preparatoires)
(with a competitive entrance examination). either at the level of mathema-
tiques superieures, tae. one year affer the baccalaureat (fifteen schools
only), or for those who have completed the mathematiques speciales, i.e.
two years after the baccalaureat, either mathematiques speciales A' (fifty-
eight schools), mathematiques speciales A' (seventeen schools), math&
matiques speciales B (forty -eight schools), or mathemahques speciales C
(sixteen schools), or by a special competitive examination open to pupils
from technical schools (thirty schools).

For students from technical schools (without a competitive entrance examina-
tion). either for holders of the brevet de techmcien superieur (BTS)
(nineteen schools), or on completion of the preparatory curriculum for the
Ecole Nationale des Arts et MOtiers, o)- with a diplo me d'Otudes superieures
techniques (DEST) under the social advancement programme (in parti-
cular, for those who have studied at the Conservatoire National des Arts
et Métiers (CNAM) but have not gone far enough to obtain the CNAM
engineer's diploma, especially those who have not taken the general
examination or submitted the final thesis for this diploma).

6.4 'Bridges'

Various means are provided which enable a student toswitch during his
studies from the course he has originally chosen to another which he believes,
in, the light of his initial performance, to be letter suited to his ability. Such
'bridges' may enable a student to change from a more practical type of educe-
tion to a more theoretical type (for example from a short to a long post-
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secondary course), should the student find that his performance in theoretical
fields is better than he originally hoped, and if he has a liking for them. Of
course, a change in the opposite direction may also be made if he realizes
that he has taken a theoretical course which is beyond his ability.

We have already stated in Section 3.7.1, with regard to the first of these
alternatives, that short post-secondary education may be followed in some
cases by continuing education to achieve an equivalence in practice with long
post-secondary education chosen from the outset, but that this shOuld in no
way be the rule, but rather the exception, since the two careers are quite
different from one another.

This remains entirely true fqr a possible change from category E to cate-
gory L. In other words, 'bridges' should not become normal educational
channels, but remain stand-by ones enabling individual students to switch
from one type of course to another, be it practical to theoretical or vice versa.

In Belgium, Article 9 of the Law of 7 July 1970 makes provision for 'bridges'
from one type of higher education to another, but the Law still awaits an
enforcement decree.

. 6.5 Tre.nds in relationships between categories C, L and E

As already stated in Section 6.1, a trend is emerging in a number of countries
towards raising the levet of schools training professional technologists in
category L. It is to be foreseen that this trend will become general.

It is hoped that, as a result of this increase in level, this type of education
will become more attractive to students and their familieswithout, however,
encouraging them to turn towards long Post-secondary studies, should the
difference in level between these two types of education be slight, it may thus
be possibld to make up for the' shortage of category L personnel which
hampers industry in many industrial countries today.

Associations of former students of short post-secondary education can do
a great deal to reinforce this trend. In the first place, they can refrain from
demanding too high a level of education from schools training liaison
engineers, since such a demand, while understandable from the human point
of view, runs counter to efficiency in practice. It would be regrettable to create
fresh confusion between conception and liaison engineers, thus producing a .

gap precisely where a shortage is already felt which is detrimental to the
interests of the engineering profession as a whole. Raising schools for
category L engineers to too high a level would lead to a situation worse
than the present, which is due, in some countries, to their being at too low a
level. Here again, thereforeand more than evergreat moderation seems to
be required.

Associations of former students of short post-secondary education can
render another great service to their members, both present and future. that
of explaining the reason for the existence of their ;profession, which is as
important for society as that of category C engineers.

Lastly, the widesprek:I adoption of continuing education will make it
possible to provide more numerous and widespread channels for social

e
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advancement between the various categories orprofessional technologists,
by giving the opportunity to those who want it to climb the successive rungs
of knowledge and know-how, while oontinuing to earn their living. The
examples of what has already been achieved on these lines (see Section 6.2)
and the flexibility of the British system are convincing proof of this. 4

.,

-
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7 Bilateral and multilate`ral agreements
on the education of engineers _

Austria and the Federal Republic of Germany have concluded an agreement
for the mutual recognition of engineering qualifications, which is to be
extended to other German-speaking countries.

In Belgium, equivalences have been established by law between academic
degrees awarded in Belgium and ternfories forrrierly under Belgian sovereignty
or entrusted to Belgian administration, they are now being revised. Provisions
exist for equivalences between France and Belgiurn with a view to making it
easier to obtain supplementary qualifications.

Czechoslovakia has concluded various agreements with other Socialist
countries.

Finland has concluded general agreements (not limited to higher technical
education) for an exchange of students with the other Scandinavian countries,
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Fiance, the Gerrnan Democratic Republic,
Hungary, Poland, Romania and the U.S.S.R. This country also has general
agreements for an exchange of trainees with Austria, Belgium, Franc& Italy,
the Netherlands and Switzerland. Semi-official agreements to the same end
have been concluded between the Finnish Ministry of Labour on the one
hand, and Canada, the Federal Republic of Germany, the United Kingdom

-and the United States of America on the other.
Francp has concluded agreements with the French speaking States in

Africa as well as certain States of Latin America and elspwhere, to receive
trainees at practical courses, on behalf of the Ministry of Industrial and
Scientific Development and the Ministry of Economics and Finance, at
courses held by the Agence pour la Cooperation Technique, Industrielle et

conomique (ACTIM) which forms part_of the Ministry of Economics and
Finance. The same agency provides the practical training courses organized
by UNIDO for professional staff who have held posts of responsibility.

The Netherlands and Be /glum have concluded an #greement on the mutual
recognition of examinations held by the technical faculties of Belgian
universities and those of the Netherlands.

Norway has concluded the following special agreements. (a) for educa
Lion in aeronautics, an agreement between the Norwegian Institute of
Technology and the Royal Technical University of Sweden, Stockholm, on the
admission of Norwegian students to the latter, (b) for education in petroleum
technology, between the Norwegian Institute of Technology and two iweign
universities, one in Austria and the other in the Federal Republic of Germany.

Sweden has regulations which take into account previous examinations
taken at universities in other Scandinavian countries.

t,
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'These few examples show that agreements on the educatioh and training
of engineers are still far from being the general rule, even in the case of a
relatively restricted group of countries such as the Eurorfa Economic
Community or the Scandinavian group of countries.

It may be useful to give some details, by way of information, on the work of
the EEC in this field and the results obtained so far.

Title III of the Treaty of Rome deals with The Free Movement of Persons,
Services and Capital'.

Article 48 of the treaty stipulates that:

1. The free movement of workers shall be ensured within the Community ... 4
2. This shall involve the abblition of any discrimination based on nationality brween

workers of the Member States as regards employment, remuneration, and other 4orking
conditions ...

Article 57 includes this provision:

1. In order tofacilitate the engagement in and exercise of non- wage-earning activities,
the Council, on a proposal of the Commission and after the Assembly has been consulted,
shall .. . act by issuing directives regarding rriutual recognition of diplomas, certificates
and other qualifications.

Thus Article 57 lays on the EEC the obligation to establish directives regarding
mutual recognition of 'diplomas, certificates and other qualifications' of
professional workers (including senior technologists).

The Commission might have envisaged various ways of solving the
problem. A completely logical solution might have been to standardize
different levels of training in the various countries, but it can be assumed
a priori that such a solution would have been utterly impractical, at least in the
short and medium terms.

The draft directives elaborated by the Commission embodied, on the
contrary, the idea of over all criteria, a kind of common denominator accept-
able to all the countries concerned, being briefly the criteria of the level
required for admission to post secondary education, and the duration and
level of post secondary education (university or similar, higher technical,
technical).

It should be stressed that the draft directives were devised and formulated
in the context of a community which at that time comprised only six European
countries. Since January 1973 there have been nine member countries,
including the United Kingdom and Ireland, where, as we have seen, the
education system differs, at least in form, from the so-called 'Continental
system'. It can therefore be assumed that while the basic concepts of the
draft directives remain valid, their legal formulation will probably have to be
amended to take account of this difference in viewpoint. In any event, and
very generally speaking, the draft directives not yet approved by e council
will have to be reviewed to take account of the viewpoints of the th e new
EEC members. Further, the Commission's draft directives will have t be
approved subsequently in any case by the Council of Ministers, where
individual national attitudes may act as a barrier to the aims and proposals
of the Commission.
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In conclusion, it.will be noted that the trends within the EEC Commission
are to line with those of the FEANI register, namely faiing the possipility of
achieving complete standardization, the question shout a at least be clarified
by drawing up appropriate categories making reference to over' -all critena.
Notevvprthy also are the two basic differences between the FEANJ register
and the EECtlirectives. (a) the latter are in the form of regulations, whereas the
register is an initiative freely taken by the engineering profession, (b) on the
other hand, 'the EEC regulations apply to only nine countries, whereas the
FEANI register has been approved by the professional associations of
eighteen European countries.

We shall return to this problem and the possible methods of solving it in th
conclusions contained in Section 9.1.

yi



8 Relationships between 'engrneering .

and other professions

r

8.1 Relationship with *architects.
In 'Many countries the education of architects is somewhat similar to that
of engineers. In such cases the pursuit of the profession of architect by an
engineer raises no specially, difficult legal or practical problems. Numerous
individual cases of this general problem do, however, exist.

In Austria, the Dip /omingenieure who graduate from faculties of architec-
ture in the Tech; ischa Hochschulen, or technical universities, tend to be more
suited to the technical side of evil engineering. They represent two-thirds of
the personnel in large architect& firms. MagisterarehdeAte (master of archi-
tecture) graduating from academies tend mostly to choose the artistic side.

'In Belgium, architects follow a five-year course, after six year& primary.end
six years' secondary education, in institutions which are run either by ihe
Statr; the provIlices or the communes, or eIse.are subsidized or recognized °

by the State Their diploma is awarded either by, these institutions pr by a
central board of examiners. As already 'observed in Section 3.3 above,
civil engineers -specializing in architecture (Ingenieurs c,vils prchitectes)...
take a five-year course in faculties of applied science.

The Law of 26 June 1953, establishing a professional association of
architects (Ordre des Architectes) in Belgium, requires that civil engineers
who graduate',after that date follow a two year practical traicirigfieforebeing

.

entitled to sign,.in their capacity as architects, plans for technical work which.
are solely within the competence of a, graduate engineer. Graduates of
civil engiheering departments of universities who have specialized in
arpitecture are naturally not subject to this restriction. .

In Finland, there ip nb official distinction between the functions of an
engineer and thOse of an architect, though in fact the specialization does
exist. , .

'Graduate architects university faculties of architecture specialize in
planning buildings and regional planning, while graduate, engineers from
engineering faculties specialize, as the case maybe, either. (a), in the pracilcal..,
execution of projects, calculation of the strength of materials, 'supervision of .
construction stages, public worksin the case of former students; of civil
engineering faculties, or' (b) heating. plumbing, ventilationin the case of
fiztrmer students of meChahlbal engineering faculties. .

Architects, and engiaetirinds graduating from civil engineering branches.
of technicaj colleges in Finland (category L) specialize respeCtively in' the .

planiting of buildings and town planning, and actual construction work.
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In France, architects musf be members of the professional association
(Ordre des Architectes) to be entitled to use the qualification of architect and
pursue the profession. There is, however, no professional association of
engineers and, as observed above, the plain qualification of engineer is not
protected by the law, nor is the engineering profession the subject of regula-
tions Thus the only qualifications which are protected are those of graduate
engineers from schools empowerfd to award diplomas by the Commission
des Titres d'Ingenieur of the Fre 4h Ministry of Education..

Consulting engineers, in full agreement with the ministries concerned,
refuse to entrust the over-all responsibility of work to architects alone. An
agreement on the pursuit of their profession was signed in 1957 between the
Ordre des Architectes and the Chambre des Ingenieurs-Conseils.

In the Federal Republic of Germany, some Lander, for example North-
Rhine-Westphalia, have statutory associations of architects with which it is
necessary to register in order to practise the profession of architect.

In Greece, recognition as an architect, and the rightto pursue the profes-
ston, are restricted to graduates of a technical university (Dipl.Ing.Arch.)
in much the same way as for engineers in other special branches. Where
complex structural calculations have to be done, the architect most work in
conjunction with a graduate civil engineer, who is legally responsible for the
safety of the construction. The engineer receives 60 per cent of the fee for the
calculations, leaving only 40 per cent to the architect.

,

In the Netherlands, *law is being drafted on the qualifications of architects,
a register of architects ekists, but registrafion is not compulsory, graduate
'architects of a university are exempt from the examination for admission to the
register.

In Switzerland, in the absence of legal provisions, professional practice
is regulated for both professions by the regulations and standards of the SIA
(Societe Suisse des Ingenieurs et Architectes). There is an excellent degree
of alignment between the two professions (for example, the qualification of
architecte-technicien corresponds to that of ingenieur-technicien, etc.).

In the United Kingdom, there is no legal dividing-line between the profes-
sions of engineer and architeCt, but in practice specific functions are reserved
for each profession For instance, the building of reservoirs and dams is reserved
for those engineers who are on a special register..:,

., Depending on their form, building contracts are drawn up either by the
Institute of Mil Engineers or by the Royal Institute of British Architects.

8.2 Relationship with agronomists c

/
Engineer; agronomists are usually put in the same category as engineers in
other branches They graduate either from the same technical universities,
where they a're enrolled in other faculties, or from separate schools of agron-
omy.

To give a very detailed example of their education, in Belgium there are
two degrees, that of engineer; agronomist and that of engineer in the chemical'

,,
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en eenng and agricultural industries. Both of these degrees comprise a
o-year, preparatory course (candidature) covering mathematics, chemistry,

iology, earth sciences and an introduction to the humanities, followed by a
t ree-year course for the degree proper aslollows:
1. For the Belgian engineer/agronomist's degree. (a) the following six

common subjects. advanced biology, soil and environmental sciences,
plant and animal production, engineering techniques, industrial processing
of natural products, economics, (b) a comprehensive study of one of the
folliiNving fifteen specialsubjects. general agronomy, agronotny of tropical
and 'sub-tropical regions, stock farming, plant technology, forestry,
horticulture, plant protection, agricultural engineering, rural economics and
sociology, rural economics and sociology applied to developing countries,
land development, soil sciences, applied botany, applied zoology, nutrition
and dietetics, (c) a terminal study of the subject which has been studied in
depth.

2. For the Belgian degree in chemical engineering and agricultural industries.
(a) the following eight common subjects. theoretical and physical chem-
istry, analytical chemistry, organic and biological chemistry, agricultural
chemistry and physics, industrial biolggy and microbiology, industrial
physics, engineering techniques, technology and management of food and
agriculture industries, (b) a comprehensive study of the basic and applied
aspects of one of the eight subjects above or of the technology of an
agricultural industry, (c) a terminal study of the subject which has been
studied in depth.

Relationship with 'scientisti':

By simplifying somewhat, it may be assumed that a scientist, for example the
h der of a French licence in physics, or a doctor in chemistry, has received
ve stlbstantial theoretical cation, more than that of an engineer, but that,
on the other hand, his practical training has been comparatively limited. 'Mese
two types of education usually lead to differen't professions. In Belgium, for
example, ther,e exist on the one hand the licence and the doctor's degree in
che'rnistry, and on the other hand the diploma in chemical engineering, which
lead to two different careers.

Nevertheless, in the course of his career, as he gradually comes into contact
with practical work, the holder of a licence in chemistry may acquire through
the actual pursuit of his profe ion the practical training he lacked when he
obtriinect his licence.

This case has been provid for in the FEANI register under Group A,
Section Aa, with the following definition:

Persons having acquired a complete scientific university education and training [in France,
for example. complete ImenGel and having Practised the profession of engineer for at least.
two years A jury'vvill.det-ide. in each individual case. if,the degree of the scientific faculty
in question can be recognized. and if the period of practising the profession of engineer
suffices.
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There is no doubt that what is meant here is a scientist who has moved into
the professional category C (conception) and has been recognized by FEA* N1
as belonging to that category.

8.4 Relationship with economists
.

An example of technico-economic education is provided by the Wirtschafts-
diplomingenieure educated by some Technische Hochschulen in the
Federal Republic of Germany (in particular, that of Berlin-Charlottenburg).
These 'graduate engineers in economics' receive a basically economic educa-
tion, but are in addition obliged to specialize by taking courses which are,
incidentally, of the sgrie duration as for the other.aplominggrneure, namely
an average of five and a half years, including a terminal study in a specialized
technical field of their own choice. This special subject is sometimes computer
science (including both hardware and software), oeven automatic pontrol.
This enables Wirtschaftsdip/omingenieure on leaving the university to select
a career in general business organization and management or even integrated
automation, using the same computer for the management of administration,
finance and accounts and for the automatic control of industrial processes.

Two other examples of technico-economic education may be quoted in
France, the first being the courses provided by the CNAM (Conservatwe
National des Arts et Metiers). Among the engineering diplomas awarded by
the conservatoire in many special branches is that of ingemeur CNAM, with
specialization in 'scientific labour management'. Like all the others, this
CNAM diploma requires, before the general examination and the defence of a
thesis, certificates attesting to the successful c'bmpletion of courses and
practical work in three different fields, comprising that Qf the special subject
chosen, called the main field, and two other fields, called related fields. In the
particular case of the CNAM engineering diploma with specialization in
scientifi labour management, one of the two related fields must be of a
technical or scientific nature.

The second example is that of the diplome d'etudes economigu.es supe-
rieures (higher economic studies diploma) awarded by the same establish-
ment Most of these diplomas are awarded in subjects which are somewhat
remote from the engineering field, such as, for example, insurance, commercial
law, economics and banking techniques, the history of labour and industrial
relations, the organization and operation of financial markets, the physiology
of labour, vocational selection and guidance, financing and accounting
techniques in business, etc.

However, certain other special subjects for the CNAM higher economic
studies diploma, less remote from the engineering field, require some studies
of a technical nature In this connexion the following examples may be
quoted' (a) the 'history of building', for which a certificate attesting to
successful completion of a technological course is required (civil engineering,
chemistry applied 'to Materials, industrial heat technology), (b) 'economic
geography', for which a certificate aiming to the successful completion of a

e
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* scientific or technological course is required (agriculture, industrial chemistry,
spinning and weaving, metallurgy, industrial electricity), (c) industrial and
statistical eco miss', wjiiki a compulsory one-year course in a technological
subject c sen by the candidate.

In Bqlgium, there is an educational course and diploma for commercial
engineers', on the same lines as those quoted above.

Unlike those 'scientists' who may become real engineers by acquiring in
industry the practical experience they lacked, it can be seen that the econom-
ists described above do not receive, either during or after their studies,
the theoretical education and practical training that could qualify them for
one of the categories of higher technical professions. Obviously this is a
question, not of level, but of type of career.

8.5 Interdisciplinary work

When speaking about interdisciplinarity, a clear distinction should be drawn
between interdisciplinary education on the one hand and the interdisciplinary
practice of a profession (or group of professions) on the other. The former is an
education& matter, whereas the latter concerns the use of an interdisciplinary
team to solve problems of varying degrees of complexity arising from the
practice of a profession or a group of professions

The majority of national associations of engineers to whom the question
was put deplore the virtually total absence of interdisciplinary education in
schools.

This does not imply the absence of interdisciplinanty in the broadest sense
of the term. Biology is not taught in engineerinochools, and only little time
sometimes too littleis given to psychology, economics, orgdnization and
management. It is not, therefore, a question of expecting institutions to
produce engineers who are also experts in the &ombined fields of psychology,
biology, economics, organization, management and technology, at most, it is
a question of giving engineers, in the broad sense of the term 'interdisciplin-
arity', the ability and taste for working, when necessary, after they graduate,
with psychologists, biologists, economists, organizers and management
specialists.

The critivsm of the lack of interdisciplinanty in enginenng schools thus
refers to a narrower aspect of the term. The engineering student usually
reCeives a thorough grounding in mathematics, phsics, chemistry, mechanics
and the engineering sciences. However, he receives very little instruction as
to how to weld this knowledge into a whole with a view to solving specific
problems of the type he will meet after graduatirig. It is in this narrower sense
of a lack of education in taking the over-all view that one should interpret the
almost unanimous criticism directed against the lack of interdisciplinanty in
the education imparted by the majority of engineering schools.

There is also criticism in relation to another aspect, equally essential for the
student embarking on an engineering career. that of the development of
creative ability, closely linked with the ability to take an over-aft view of the
knowledge acquired.
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Many methods have been proposedand sometimes put into practicefor
developing from school onwards the future engineer s creativity and ability
to take an over-all view.

The most usual method is that of introducing projects during the course,
or an end-of-course project. The effectiveness of projects during the course
(and, in some schools, of an end-of-course project) is greatly reduced by the
fact that they are carried out in small groups, which of course develops the
ability to work in a team but at the same time takes away from the value of
the individual effort. The end-of-course project (an individual one in most
schooli) has the opposite advantages and drawbacks, and has occasicinally
the additional defect of tieing too .theoretical. Here the ideal, for both group
and individual projects, is obviously to choote a realistic subject, taken from
industry, and devised in addition to serve as a basis for a practical, economi-
cally feasible project.

At all events, protects have for some time now been making a noteworthy,
if as yet insufficient, contribution towards the interdisciplinary education of
engineers. The exentes in France of both State,and private &dies des arts
et métiers, is typical in thlil'esizect, the addition of a fourth year of studies
largely devoted to practical proikts.stemming from industryhas consider-
ably widened the horizon of the enginee-r-s-whograduate from them, by giving
them a professional qualification distinctly supericir to that of earlier graduates,
whose course lasted only three years.

nother idea for developing creativity and the ability to take an over-all
vie of knowledge acquired would be to introduce into the curricula of
engin ering schools, following the basic scientific education (mathematics,
physic chemistry, mechanics) and as a substitute for certain engineering
sciences of an encyclopaedic nature (such as electrical engineering, heat
technol gy, metallurgy, etc.), engineering sciences of a more phenomenolo-
gical n ture.

As their name indicates, such engineering sciences would dwell at greater
lerigthon the study of a given phenomenon recurring in various technological
fields, raiRer than succession of more encyclopedic studies of various
technological fielda.each of which is taken as a whole. An example of such
a priiirromAnological stL;aY migtit be provided by the study of the phenomenon
of '.eCittnil.pot only in raitallurgy (plasticity of metals at high tempera-
tures) ut alSore,,the,te ogy of badiniamaterials (plasticity of cement at
ambient temperatA). d ituid los ( plasticity' or viscosity, of liquids),
not to mention the techn 'stance to extrusion), paper
manufacturing (the 'consistence

However attractive at first sight, the ation of this ;a"el 19. practice
comes up against-teaching difficulties. The fact is the number of known
phenomena which lend themselves to the teaching of the menological
sciences of enginei--aring-is...not enough to cover the vast field ;of kn
which is at present well cocered_tx a succession of more encyclopedic
studies of various technological fields,-eacb of which is taken as a whole.

A very interest1ngjdeaand one which can quite easily be put into prac-
tice-- is to introduce iit ee ,curricula of erigiceering schools what is now
called by general agreement 's cience or, in a more restrictive sense,
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systems engineering'. This study leads not only to a new way of thinking but
also to new working habits and knowledge of what is in fact a new science

The new way of thinking ( systems approa0') consists in regarding a
more or less complex systemtechnological, biological or economicnot
as a group of components of which one seeks to know in detail the individual
characteristics and interactions, but as an entity fo be distinguished by its
over-all behaviour, irrespective of that of its constituent parts. This approach,
which of course requires methods very different from traditional ones,
proceeds, unlike the latter, from definitely synthetic, ancinot analytic, think-
ing. The use of the systems approach in schools can, therefore, lead only to
the development of a synthetic and creative turn of mind, which is not parti-
cularly encouraged by the current analytic approach.

Accustomed to working, from the engineering school onwards, on over-all
(and relatively complex) technological problems, which he is able to master
thanks to the education imparted by the school, the engineer will find it only
natural on leaving school to continue to work in a team, on over-all problems
which are still more complex and which he will no longer be able to master on
his own. The extraordinary flexibility of the systems approach, which allows
of continually passing from the simplest to the most complex group, would
thus enable the engineer to pass almost imperceptibly from the most narrow
aspect of interdisciplinanty at the engineering school to its broadest aspect in
his professional life. After having worked at school on the over-all aspects
of relatively simple technological systems, on leaving school, he will work
with other engineers on more complex technological systems, and subse-
quently, when necessary, with psychologists, biologists, economists,
organizers and management specialists, on the still, more complex systems of
the everyday world.

The new science itself, systems science, has many aspects, not all of which
need necessarily be taught in detail in an engineering school. They include the
following, which weNlist for the sake of clarity:
The over-all identification of an unknown system, by observing its over-all

behaviour in relation to certain appropriate stimuli or tests, with a view to
constructing a simplified mathematical model of thd actual system
observed.

The sensitivity of the system to a specific cause among the many possible
causes influencing its behaviour with a view to detecting the causes to
wichit is particularly sensitive and being able to apply the most effective

, remedy to undesirable effects by acting on its 'sensitive points', this is,
moreover, the normal biological behaviour of any living being, which
reacts quickly in the first place to any harmful influence by means of its
most efficient organ, and then terminates its response in a more balanced
fashion by means of several of its appropriate organs simultaneously.

The hierarchy of a system, by distinguishing betvteen low- level control
elements, responsible for rapid and effective responses requiring relatively
simple decisions', and high-level control elements, which make more
complex 'decisions' requiring more time and thus leading to slower
responses.

The mathematical background required by systems science is of a level
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which is fully compatible with that of the mathemapcal knowledge of a
student at a modern engineering school. This knowledge would be more than
sufficient for a study at school of the rudiments of systems science, intro-
duced for essentially educational purposes. The subsequent extension of this
knowledge by means of continuing education would enable the engineer to
participate, when necessary, in the solution of highly complex problems by
making use of computer science, automatic control or operational research
methods.

Setting aside the powerful instrument for interdisciplinary education and
training, both at school and afterwards, which an appropriate introduction to
systems science would provide, there are at present three different ways,of
acquiring interdisciplinary education during the course of a professional
career:
1 Contacts with other engineers in working groups, while taking part in

continuing education, or while exercising the profession, contacts with
colleagues, supervisors and subordinates which lead to acquiring a broader
outlook than that acquired at school.

2 Moving from one type oftwork to another in a succession of posts ith the
same firm, or with differerif firms (mobility). Such mobility o viously
requires a sound general education at school and the acquisition of the
ability to 'learn to learn'.

3 As a result of promotion, the engineer may acquire a more comprehensive,
and less specialized 1(Yess specifically technical) outlook. He is thus
obliged to pay more attention to the problems of management, financing,
personnel, social psychology, marketing, sales, etc., than to purely
technical problems.

In Denmark, the two Danish associations of engineers (categories C and
L) organize interdisciplinary courses in medical technology, town plannirig
and urban economics, business management, etc.

In Finland, 50 per cent of grduate engineers are employed in administra-
tion and planning.

In France, socio- economic surveys conducted in 1967 and.1971 show that
from the age of 40 onwards, roughly one-half of graduate engineers perform
functions which go beyond the purely technical, such as the management of
industrial firms (the usual culmination of their career), commerce, banking
and insurance.

Several channels for continuing education in management are reserved
for this purpose and used by a large number of engineers, these include the
Institut d'Administration des Entreprises (IAE), courses held by the Paris
Chamber of Commerce, etc.

In Norway, many heads of industry are engineers. However, there is a
widespread drive to provide interdisciplinary training for engineers, if not at
school, at least thereafter.



9 Conclusions

9.1 The common denominators of the 'Continental'
and 'British' systems

In Section 1 2 we defined three categories of professional technologists.
category C (conception engineers), category L (liaison engineers and senior
technicians), and category E (execution technicians).

We also saw that the over-all characteristics of these three categories
fitted satisfactorily into the 'Continental systems' (based on primarily aca-
demic criteria as expressed in diplomas awarded by universities or schools),

1 with the over all characteristics of entrance requirements and the duration
and level of studies as indicated in. both the Draft Directive No. 2 established
by the Commission of the European Economic Community and the FEANI
European Register of Higher Technical Professions. Thus. (a) category C fits
in with both section 1 of the draft directive and category Aa of the register,
(b) category L fits in with both section 2 of the draft directive and categories
Ab and Ba of the register, (c) category E fits in with section 3 of the draft
directive, though it has no equivalent in the register, which is reserved for the
time being for higher technicbl professions only.

Next, in the 'British system' (based on primarily professional criteria as
approved by professional institutions), with the three respective categories
of chartered engineer (category C), CEI technician engineer (category L) and
CEI technician (category E).

r
The primary difference between the 'Continental system', prevailing in

sixteen out of the eighteen FEANI countries, and the 'British system', which
prevails in the United Kingdom and Ireland, is as follows.

The foriner, based on essentially academic criteria, necessarily involves,
in addition to the definition of the level of knowledge acquired, that of
entrance requirements (and therefore the duration of secondary schooling)
of universities or schools, and the duration of studies thereat.

The latter, based on essentially professional criteria, aftwires only the
definition of the level a knowledge acquired, to which should be added
that of certain professional requirements (in particular, a minimum period of
professional experience before gaining the right to assume a professional
qualification). It does not involve criteria for the duration of either secondary
education or post secondary studies (though the age limits indicate that
some maturity is required).

This difference might-give rise to difficulties in the formulation of legal
definitions of the. various categories of professional technologists.
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As for the substance of the problem, the example of a practical achieve-
ment, at the non-governmental level, provided by the European Register of
Higher Technical Professions, instituted by the professional associations of
the eighteen member countries of FEANI, shows clearly that the two systems
undoubtedly have common denominators.

This register is based on the following main considerations.
The decisions of the national register office of any one of the eighteen FEANI

countries are recognized--except in the event of an appeal, in disputed
cases, to the Register Committeeby the national register offices of the
other seventeen countries.

In conformity with this principile, each of the national associations which
are members of FEANI submits to the .Register Committee the list of
schools in its country which, in its opinion, are empowered to award
diplomas in this or that professional category, this list is finally approved
by the Register Committee, i.e. by the eighteen national associations as a
whole.

Also according to this principle and with particular reference to professional
technologists without any formal qualifications ('self- educated'), each
national register office is entitled to make such technologists take a
professional examination before a board of specialized examiners, and to
enter them, if they pass, in the appropriate professional category, these
decisions are binding on the national register offices of the seventeen other
countries;

The situation on the United Kingdom and Ireland is somewhat similar to that
of the 'self-educated in the sixteen 'Continental' countries of FEANI,
though with this difference, that it is the general rule with the former, and 4
the exception with the latter.

This last remark calls for reflection, as it shows clearly that the apparent
differences between the 'Continental' and British' systems are differences of
forM rather than of substance, and that in fact the two systems have common
denominators.

9.2 Possibilities of applying the European experiment
of FEANI to other continents

We have seen that:

First, the structure of the engineering professions in Europe comprisesfor
sixteen of the eighteen FEANI countries, i.e. excepting holy and Czecho-
slovakiathree separate categories of professional technologists. concep-
tion (C), liaison (L), and execution (E).

Second, this ternary structure comprises the possibility of a certain difference
of levels between schools within each of the three categories, since they
are defined by minimum over-all criteria and not by hard and fast rules. It
is in fact the idea of the 'common denominator' which makes possible the
mutual recognition of qualifications resulting from the education provided
in various countries at a given time. A certain amount of flexibility in the
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definition of criteria also makes it possible to take into account trends in
education over a period of time. The level of a school may vary slightly from
time to lime without its graduates changing their professional category on
that account.

Third, in the event of a more important change in the level of a given school,
its graduates may have to be classified in another category, without the
structure of the technical professions as a whole being modified thereby.
An example of an important change of this kind is to be seen in Spain,
where schools which now educate ingenieros fecnicos industriales corre-
sponding to category L, formely educated peritos industriales, correspbnd-
ing more closely to category E.

Fourth, Continental and British' systems which, moreover, also exist outside
Europe, have common denominators, notwithstanding their apparent
differences.

This all goes to make the 'European system' a single and coherent whole,
despite apparent differences, which are chiefly those of form.

This system could therefore be applied, at least qualitatively, to countries
situated outside Europe.

It is however obvious that from the quantitative point of view, the numerical
distribution of professional technologists between the three categoriesC
(conception), L (liaison) and E (execution)which already varies fairly
widely from one European country to another, might vary still more widely in
certain countries outside Europe.

The optimum numerical distributiOn does not follow, a priori, any general
rule, and should be considered separately in each particular case. Appraisal
factors which might influence it include the following:
The current economic situation of the country under consideration, of course

taking foreseeable trends into account. Trends in the desirable distribution
of professional workers between the three categories should obviously be
slightly in advance of foreseeable economic trends, they should not lag
behindor even be too much in advance, since this might be liable to upset
the balance between availabilities within categories and the opportunities
for making the best possible use of them, such lack of balance would, of
course, in turn be detrimental to the subsequent economic development of
the country concerned.

The quality and quantity of skilled manpower available. The existence of
large numbers of good skilled workers makes the settling down process
very much easier for professional technologists joining industry, it simplifies
their practical training problems correspondingly and facilitates their inte-
gration in industry. A shortage of skilled manpower might make it desirable
to have a rather larger proportion of category E execution technicians, and
even of category L liaison engineers and senior technicians, in order to
supervise and train existing manpower.

It is necessary to consider the existing situation in a given country. The
optimum distribution of professional technologists by category should not
be defined globally but for each branch of industry. For example, Belgium
which has usually a fairly high proportion of category C conception
engineers does not produce either aircraft or automobiles. Hence the
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proportion of conception engineers required in the aircraft and auto-
mobile sectors is normally smaller than in other industrial sectors in
Belgium. The chief requirement iii Belgium for the aircraft and automobile
sectors is category L liaison engineers and senior technicians, and above
all, category E execution technicians to service and maintain forEfign-
produced aircraft and automobiles, the situation is obviously very different
in the chemical industry or metallurgy.

The existence of associations of engineers and learned societies which are of
relatively long standing, with well-established traditions and a sound
organization is a specially important factor for. (a) a reliable professional
qualification for new generations of technologiststhis becomes a

basic consideration where the professional qualification is the concern of
the associations of engineers or learned societies themselves (as in the
'British system') and not of universities and schools (as in the 'Continental
system'); (b) the proper organization of continuing education, (c) the
efficient supervision of the practical training of professional technologists>
except where such supervision is entrusted to universities and schools.

/
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Austria

After four years' primary education at the Vo /ksschu /e, the Austrian pupil has
a choice of two types of secondary education. (a) a more traditional type
(Gymnasium),, leading on completion of eight years* secondary education to
the secondiry school leaving certificate which gives access to university
education, (b) a more modern, practical type (Hauptschu/e), leading on
completion of four years* eduCation to the lower secondary school leaving
certificate. , ,

Diplomingenieure are educated at the Technische Hochschulen .(teehnical
universities) of Vienna and Graz, the Mining and Metallurgical CollegP, .

Leoben, the State College of Agriculture, Vienna, and the Faculty of Civil.
Engineering and Architecture of the University of Innsbruck, to which they
are admitted on leaving the Gymnasium (i.e. on completion of twelve ,years,
primary and secondary education), with in some cases an additional entrance
examination. ,

As regards particularly the Technische Hochschu /en, the course lasts ten
semesters (five years), with the following special subjects. industrial chem
istry (mineral and organic chemistry, biochemistry and the chemistry of food
products, engineering chemistry), in which the student specializes on com-
pletion of the fifth semester of common subjects, mathematics (physics-

..
oriented, ecr3iitimics oriented, data processing), with specialization on
completion of the fourth semester of common subjects, computer science,
architedure (civil engineering and town planning, building and interior
design, general architecture and surveying), with specialization on comple---

-4 ton of the fourth or sixth semester of common subjects, topography and
geodesy, industrial sciences (workshop technology, boilers and reactors,
piston engines, fluid enginescontinuous processes), with specialization on
completion of the fourth semester of common subjects, electrical e eering

dustrial electronics, telecommunicati , with(high intensity currents,tinl.
specialization on completien of the fotirth or sixth semester of common.
subjects. .

r
. , ,

The courses in all the establishments in this category,lead to the qualifica-
Mon of Diplomingenieur. ' .

Ingenieure are educated in technical colleges (Technische Mitte /schp /e) to
etlaoh they are admitted on leaving the Hauptschu /e (i.e. on completion of
eight years* primary and secondary education). They remain there for five
years anlf obtain the qualification of 'engineer', which in some cases gives
access to university education. The engineer is however finally confirmed
only after four years' practical experience in industry.

Technicians are educated in vocational schools, to which they are admitted
on leaving the Hauptschu /e (i.e. on completion of eight years' primary and
secondary schooling) and where they take a four year technical course.

The Federal Law of 10 July 1969 regulates the use of the university degree
of Diplomingenieur, and the Federal Law of 7 July 1948 regulates the use
of the qualification of 'engineer'. As has already been seen above, the latter
corresponds to a total of thirteen years, primary, secondary ,and technical
education, followed by four years' practical experience. A recent law which
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came into force on 1 January 1973 established. an Austria n register of
engineers. s.

The Technische Hochschuieg..come udder the Federal Ministry of Science
and Research, while the federal institutions of technical education (Tecti-
nische Mittelschulen) come under the Federal Ministry of Education and
the Arts.

The Lander schdols come directly under federal ministries. Private schools
are independent but they receive assistance from the State (such as, for
example, the supply of teachers).

The curricula of technical edlication institutions are defined by a decree of
the Federal Ministry of Education and the Arts, and their application is super-
vised by Lander inspectors. General educational supervi§iion is carried out by
the governing boards of the Lander schools

Industry'examines changes in curricula before they are introduced, and
states its requirements to the governing bodies of technical education institu-
tions.

Ailstria has concluded an agreement with the Federal Republic of Germany
for the mutual recognition of engine ring qualifications.

Diplomingenieure,graduating from the faculties of architecture of the
Technische Hochschule fend for the most part to go in for the technical side
of building, and represent two-thirds of the personnel {Df large architects' ,
firms Magisterarchitekte (masters of architecture) graduate from academies
tend rather to choose the artistic side.

Belgium ,

After six years' primary education, the Belgian pupil has a choice bet$reep two
types of education (a) secondary education ('humanities') lasting six, years,
(b) technical education, also lasting six years.

Ingenieurs civils are educated in the faculties of applied sciences br
agricultural sciences of a university, except for. (a) the PolLtechnic Facultytat
Mons, which comes under the Province of Hainault, (b) tfie State Faculty f
Agricultdral Sciences at Gembleux, Which comes directly under the Stat

These two faculties will shortly become? part of ati existing university.
Universities are either State institutions (Liege, Gent), coming under the
Belgian Ministry of Education and Culture, or private institutions (Brussels,
Louvain), and therefore autonomous. ..

/ngenieurs techniciens are educated 'in schools 'fde.technician,engineers,
which are separate fro the eniver,sities

The entrance requireMent for both universities andschools for ingenteurs-
techniciens. is the secondary-school leaving certificate ( humanities) , 41'
including the following science subjects. basic mathematics (plane and solid
geometry, analytical geometry, algebra, elemeritary differential and integral
calc4lus, .r...ithmetic, rectilinear and spherical trigonometry,. descriptive geo-

,Inetry, ntinierical calculus), sconce (phwics, chemistry. add blotogy),
drawing.
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The qualifications of te&hnicien superieur, technicien gradue, cunducteur
technique or assistant clingenieur is conferred by appropriate schools which
are separate from, the universities

The entrance requirements are slightly lower thaii for ingenieur civil and
ingenicur-technicien..

The course fpr ingenieurs-civils consists of two cycles spread over at least
five years, comprising (a) a two:year cycle candidature leading to the certi-
ficate of candidat ingerheur civil or candidat Ingenieur agronome, (b) a three
year-cycle leading to the degree of ingenieur civil or ingenieur agronome.

ingenieurs-techniciens are educated in higher .secondary technical
establishments. Their Studies last three or four years, depending qn the school.

The technicien supetieui, technicien gradue, cunducteur technique or
assistant d ingenieur is

of
present trained higher technical short-cycle

schools (in application of the Law of, 7 July 1 $70), whereas formerly this
training took place to higher primary technical schools.' Education consists
of a two,year course with emphasis on practical work (22 per cent of the time
is devoted to basic technical-scientific education).

Techniciens are educated- in various branches of secondary technical
education, in appropriate inStitutions set up by the State, the province, the
commune or privately.

A distinction can be drawn between two levels. (a) the lower secondary
cycle, comprising in theory four years, plus a year of further education as
necessary, the entrance level being that of the primary -schooileaving certifi-
cate, (b) the higher secondary cycle, resWved normally for pupils who have
satisfactorily completed the third year of the lower secondary cycle, it
comprises tkree yeareplus an optional one-year course in a special subject or
further education as,necessary. '

Education at the candidature level for the diploma of ingenieur civir(first
cycle, bko years) comprises the-following subjects. analytical geometry,
descriptive geometry, applied descriptive geometry, higher algebra, differen-
tial calculus, integral calculus, introductioli to the calculus of variltions and
the calculus of finite differences, analytical mechanics, graphic statics, ele-

ntary astronomy and geodesy, general physics and elementary thgoretical
and mathematical physics, general chemistry and elementary physical chem-
istry, introduction to the theory of probability and the theory of observational
errors.

Whatever their special subject, future ingenieurs civils thkb the following
common subjects during the second cycle of the course (lasting three years).,
natural materiali used in industry (mineralogy, geology, mining geography,.
elementary analytical chemistry), the use of natural materials and the pro-
duction of artificial materials (fuels, metals, natural and artificial stone,
timber, industrial Aateriais) which calls for a knowledge of general metallurgy,
iron and steel making, metallography, the use of fuels, industrial chemistry
and general ponstruction, engineering processes, applied physics and

1 The law of 7 July 1970 wh,ch has stud to be suppineented by a second law provides lot tai long higher
technical education pt university ieyel, with two cycles or a second ,yclo °Nimrod separately from the
first, rb) short higher technical education constsfing of one cycle By cycle ts meant 8 court.. lasting at
least two years

Y.? 4"
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mechanics (elasticity, resistance of materials, notions of the he stability of
structures, hydraulics, thermodynamics, kinematics and the dynamics of
machines, electricity and its industrial applications), mechanical and indus-
trial engineering (technology, descripton and construction of machIlles;
industrial plants, the rudiments of topography), political and social economy
and an introduction to industrial law.

The nine specialities open to ingenieurs civils call for a study of the follow-
ing special subjects:

f
Mining further courses in mineralogy and geology, palaeontology, topo-

graphy, including underground topography, mine working, a further course
in metallurgy, applied geology.

Civil engineering building and civil engineering, a further course in the
stability of structures, a further course in hydraulics, architecture and the
history of architecture, topography; railroad working.

Metallurgy a further course in analytical' chemistry, a further course in Ind s-
tria! chemistry, physical chemistry, including thermochemistry a
electrochemistry, a further course in metallurgy (iron and steel,.and non
ferrous metals), including electrometallurgy, a further course in me I-,
lography.

Chemical engineering a further course in analytical chemistry, a furt er
Course in industrial chemistry, physical chemistry.

,Electrical engin'eering 'railroad working, electricity and its industrial applica-
tions (advanced course).

Mechanic& engineering railroad working, a further course in the construc-
tion of machines, electricity and its industrial applications (a further course).

Shipbuilding a further course in the stability of structures, a further course in
hydraulics, theory of ship design, shipbuilding and marine technology,
boilers, naval and 'auxiliary engines.

Architecture civil architecture ana the history of archltecturka further dourse
in the stability of structures', valuation of earthworks, bridge building,
ways of executing various types Pf,,yvork, buil g legislation, architec-
tonic composition, topography.

Textiles study of textile fibres, special technology of spirming, special
technology of weaving, study of colouring matters, special technology of

.dyeing; special technology of fabric finishes

Whatever the special syllabus chosen, the course qualifying for the degree of
ingenieur civil includes the preparation of a terminal project.

On cor'npletion of a further one-year course, an ingemeur civil may obtain
A university degree in one of the following twelve special subjects. geology,
operational research, physics, applied mathematics, hydraulic works and
hydrography, iadioelectricity, town planning, industrial management,
applied nuclear sciences, petrochemistry, geotechnics, automatic control.

As regards agricultural engineering, Belgium has the following two
degrees of ingenieur civil irigemeur civragronome and ingemeur civil
chimiste et de§ industries agricoles.
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The two year' candidature course for these degrees includes the study of
the following subjects. mathematics, chemistry, biology, soil science, intro-

,'duction to the social sciences.
The course for the degree of ingenieur, civil agronome (three years)

includes.

1 The following common subjects. advanced biology, sod and environmental
sciences, Plant and animal production, engineering techniques, industrial
processing of natural products, economics.

2 A comprehensive study of one of the following fifteen subjects. general
agronomy, agrOnomy of tropical and 'subtropical regions, stock farming,
plant technology, forestry, horticulture, plant protection, agricultural
engineering, farm economics and sociology, farm economics and sociology
applied to developing countries, land management, soil science, applied
botanics, applied geology, nutrition and dietetics.

3. A terminal study on the subject which has been studied in depth.

The course for the degree of ingenieur civil chimiste et des industries agricoles
(three years) ihtludes:

1. The following common, subjects. theoretical and physical chemistry,
analytical chemistry, organic and biological chemistry, agricultural chem-
istry and physics, industrial biology and microbiology, industrial physics,
engineering techniques, technology and management of food and
agricultural indtistries. ib.

2 A comprehensi,ve study of the basic and applied aspects of one ofMhe
above merritiOned eight subjects or of the technology of an agricultural
industry.

3. A terminal study on the subject which has been studied in depth.

The right to use the designation of ingenieur civil or ingenieur-technicien it
regulated by the Law of 11 September 1933 on the protection of qualifica-
tions in higher education.

On the other hand, the qualifications conferred by the short cycle of higher
technical education (technicien superieur, technicien gradue, conducteur
technique. assistant d'ingenieur) are not protected. .

University institutions- are governed by a board of directors on which the
government is represented. Their financing and supervision are regulated by( the Law of 27 Juh71971.

Curricula are defined by legislation oh academic degrees and the programme
of university examinations. ,

The supervisory .ministry is the Ministry of Education and Culture.
The requirement of industry are stated to the university by means of a body

known as the Fondation Industrie-University.
' Ing4nieurs-.1ethniciens may obtain the degree of ingOnieur civil after a
three year additional course. Only 1 per cent .of them, choose this way of
advancing in their profession.

. \
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Belgium also has what is known as a jury central, or central examining
body. SelLeducated persons may acquire a diploma or certificate without
regularly attending formal courses, provided that they give evidence of a
corresponding level of At eoretical and practical knowledge before such a
central examining body.

Equivalences have en legally established between the academic degrees
awarded in Belgium and territories formerly subject to Belgiansovereignty
or entrusted to Belgian administration, they are now being revised.

The faculties of applied sciences reserve the right to test the level of
knowledge acquired abroad and to make sure that a candidate possesses
adequate knowledge of the language in which education is imparted.

The Law of 26 June 19,63 setting up an Ordre des Architectet obliges
civil engineers'graduating after that date to take a two years practical course
before having the right to sign, in their capacity as architect, plans for technical
work which are solely within their competence as graduate engineers.
Graduates in civil engineering who have specialized in architecture are exempt
from this requirement.

The above information calls for the following corr(ments:

1 In the review part of this study the Belgian ingemeur civil was quoted as a
reference example of scientific education leading to a career in conception'.

2. It should be noted that some institutions training ingenieurs-technicrens
provide a course lasting three years, whereas with others it is four years,
which inevitably raises problems.

3 The reader will note the difficulty encountered by the ingenieur-technicien
who seeks to become an ingemeur civil, namely the requirement of three
years' additional studies. This is due to the need to coopiete his basic theor-
etica,1 education in order to be able to change from a 'liaison' career to a
career in 'conception'.

4. The readet will also note the existence of a central examining body making
it possible for self-educated persons to obtain a degree

Czechoslovakia

The primary and secondary education of those going in for technical careers
usually comprises nine years elementary education followed by a four-year
science course at a Gymnasium Special primary and secondary education
also comprises rune years' elementary education, followed in this case by a
four:year specialized technical course

Both these types of education give access to technical universities provid-
ing a four year course for engineers Refresher courses for former higher
education students entitle students to a number of days or weeks of leave for
the preparation of examinations, during these courses they are paid by the
industry for which they work.

The qualification of engineer is reserved fdr former students of technical and
agricultural universities who have completed the course at one of the
sixteen universities and obtained a corresponding degree.
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All technological education establishments come under one of the
ministries of education (one for the Czech countries, the other for Slovakia).
All are financed by the State.

The appropriate Ministry of Education is responsible for education,
establishes the principles and objectives of teaching and scientific activities
and the general curriculum of education. Detailed curricula are approved by
the rectors of technical universities, and their implementation is supervised
by the State.

The requirements of industry are expressed by the appropriate ministries
and transmitted to the Czech or Slovak Mmittry of Education

Architects graduapa from the same technical universities as engineers.
The above inforrnalion calls for the following comments.

1. Technical universities provide a four-year course at university level for
those who have completed thirteen years' primary and secondary educa-
tion. Engineers graduating from these institutions therefore meet the
requirements of category C (conception).

2. Graduates from specialiAd technical schools have successfully completed
a four-year technical course, after nine years' elementary education, i.e. in
all thirteen years' education, including four years of technical subjects.
They therefore fully meet the standards for category E (execution).

,44,3 This binary pattern, which does not include category t. (liaison), differs
from the ternary pattern to be found in the great majority of the other FEANI
countries (see the monograph on Italy).

Denmark

The system of general education in Denmark comprises primary education
(ho vedskole) lasting seven years in all, the last two years of which are divided
into two streams. the boghg lime leading on to a more classical type of edu-
cation, and the a /men lime leading on to a more modern type of education.

After the two-years of boghg lime (completion of primary education) and
two years of realaldehng (the beginning of secondary education) pupils
may go on to a further three years of secondary education in a gymnasium
leading up to the studentereksamen (entrance examination for higher educa-
tion) At this stage (Le after twelve years primary and secondary education),
they have a choice of two higher engineering schools. the Danmarks Tekniske
Hojskole (DtH) (Technical University of Denmark) where they take a five- to
five-and-a-half-year course leading to the qualification of civil engineer
(civilingenion, or the Danmarks Ingeniorakademi (DIA) (Danish Engineering
Academy) where they take a three and a half to four year course leading to
the qualification of academic engineer (akademungenior).

As regards professional technologists in other categories, after the two
years of a /men lime (completion of primary education) they take a two-year
technical secondary course (teAnisk lime) followed by either one year of
theoretical education and three years of practical training or four years' part
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time theoretical and practivil education leading to the diploma of tekniker
(after thirteen years' primary and technical education),

A tekniker who continues to study for a further three years at a teknikum
obtains the diploma of teknikumingenier,

Education at the Danmarks Tekniske Hojskole comprises a five-year
course for civil engineering or five and a half years for electrical, chemical and
mechanical engineering It consists, in chronological order, of. a compulsory
common core of mathematics, chemistry and physics , groups of compulsory
courses in optional subjects , groups of non-compulsory courses in optional
subjects.

Thp course at the Danmarks Ingeniorakaderni does not allow of any free-
dom of choice for the first two years, and, for the remaining years, the choice
of optional subjects is much more restricted than at the Danmarks Tekniske
Hojskole.

Six months to one year of practical training in industry is provided for
students at the Danmarks Tekniske Hojskole and the Danmarks Ingenior-
akademi.

As regards continuing education, in 1971 the two professional associations
of Danishi engineers provided more than 300 courses, amounting to 200,000
student hours, which were taken by 4,000 to 5,000 engineers. These courses
were devoted to the updating of knowledge and reconversion, where neces-
sary, to another field.

For further education, there are courses at the Danmarks Tekniske Hoj-
skole to a technical diploma and doctor's degree Advanced courses may
also be taken at the School of Economics and the university.

The qualifications of civilingenier (DanmarksTekniske Hojskole), akademi-
ingenfor (Danmarks Ingeniorakademi) and teknikumingenier are restricted
to graduates of the corresponding school. This does not, however, constitute
a legal restriction in regard to the practice of the engineering profession.

Both the Danmarks Tekniske Hojskole and the Danmarks Ingeniorakademi
come under the Ministry of Education, which approves the programme of
examinations, Curricula, on to other hand, are drawn up by the technical
university Aby the school itself. These institutions are 100 per cent State-
financed. 46

The requirements of industry A regai'ds tbese two institutions are expressed
by the examiners In addition, the Danmarks Ingeniorakademi has an advisory
committee which is empowered to make changes in curricula and examina-
tions, ten of the members of this committee represent industry.

The two Danish professional associations of engineers organize inter-,
disciplimary courses in medical technology, town planning and economies,
management, etc.

Finland

The pattern of general education in Finland is at present as follows.
After' a first primary-school course, lasting four years, the pupil has a

choice between either a ii.lnior secondary-school course, lasting five years,
followed by a senior secondary-school course, lasting three years, or a

. y...1k-,
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.

senior primary-school course, lasting four years, followed by two years at a
vocational school.

This being so, the facilities for educating professional technologists in
Finland are at the present time as follows.

For graduate engineers either, in the case of those who have completed the
senior secondary school course (i.e. after twelve years' primary and secon-
dary education), a four-and-a-half -year course either at a university or in a
technical faculty, fdllowed by one year's addition& practical training
(six to nine monthi), or, in the case of those who hold a degree of 'engineer',
a four-and-a-half-year course at a university or in a technical faculty,
followed by one year s additional practical training (six to nine months).
Only 6 per scent of 'graduate engineers' choose this particular form of
education.

For 'engineers' In 30 per cent of cases, a four-year course in a technical
college taken on completion of the senior secondary-school course (i.e.
after twelve years' primary and secondary education) which has been
followed by twelve months' practical training, in 60 per cent of cases, a
four-year course in a technical college taken on completion of the junior
secondary-school course (i.e. after nine years' primary and secondary
education) which has been followed by sixteen months' practical training,
in 10 per cent of cases, a four-year course in a technical college taken on
leaving the vocational school (i.e. after ten years' prirhary and vocational
education) and on completion of sixteen months' practical training and
two years at a technical school.

In future, general education in Finland will comprise nine years' compulsory
comprehensive education (replacing the existing four-year course of primary
education and the five-year course of junior secondary education) and
three years' secondary education (replacing the existing three-year senior
secondary-school course).

This being so, in future educational facilities for professional technologists
in Finlarid will be as follows.

For graduate engineers, either a four-and-a-half year course at a university or
in a technical faculty, followed by one year's additional practical training
(six'to nine months), taken on completion of compulsory comprehensive
education and secondary education (i.e. after twelve years' primary and
secondary education), or a fourand-a-half -year course at a university or in
a technical faculty, followed by bne year's additional training (six to nine
months), taken on completion of the nine years of compulsory com-
prehensive education followed by two years at a vocational school, a
period of practical training and supplementary education.

For 'engineers'. either a four-year course at a technical college, taken on
completion of compulsory comprehensive education and secondary
education (i.e. after twelve years' primary and secondary education), or a
four-year course at a technical college, taken on completion of the nine
years of compulsory comprehensive education, followed by two years at a

I
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vocational school, a period of practical training and two years at a technical
school, or again, a four -year eburse at a technical college, taken on
uumpletion of the nine years of compulsory comprehensive education,
followed by additional education, a period of practical training and two
years at a technical school.

Education for 'graduate engineers' is provided in the following faculties.
mechanical engineering, wcrod and paper technology, mining and metallurgy,
chemical engineering, electrical engineering and applied physics, civil
engineering, land surveying, production techniques, architecture.

Basic subjects taught during the first two years include mathematics, .

physics. chemistry, social sciences and general technical subjects. Vocational
subjects are taught during the last two years, after which six months are
allowed for preparation of a project.

A supplementary six to nine "monthspractical training period is optional,
but confers additional credit points for the.degree.

The total number of credit points required for the degree of graduate
engineer is 160. rach credit point equals forty hours of work (compulsory or
optional basic subjects, and vocational courses in the special subject chosen
and related subjects).

Training for engineekis provided in the following branches. mechanical
engineering, electrical engineering, civil.engineering and the timber industry,
chemical engineering, paper manufacture, production techniques, data
techniques, data processing.

The basic subjects taught during the first two years include elementary
mathematics, mathematics, physics, chemistry, the two national languages
(Finnish and Swedish) and one foreign language. The general vocational
subjeLts, taught during the first two or three years, include technical drawing,
strength of materials, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, the
technology of raw materials, etc. Special vocation& subjects are taught
during the last two years, and the last year includes a general grounding in
production, economics, etc.

A compulsory period of practical training, lasting twelve to sixteen months
as the case may be, is taken partly before the technical-college course and
partly during the summer vacation (which lasts four months).

The usual duration of the course (four years) is reduced to three for holders
of the secondary school leaving certificate (twelve years primary and secon-
dary education).

Technical colleges hold State-aided refresher courses for engineers. Those
seeking to qualify for another special branch must takp a course in the new
special subject together with twelve to sixteen months' practical training
therein.

The ministry responsible for the universities and technical colleges is the
Ministry of Education, the National Board of Vocational Education, which
forms part of this ministry, has a special section for technic& education,
which has particular responsibility for the administration of technical colleges.

University syllabuses are drawn up by the Teachers' Council and supervised
by the Ministry of Education.

ri 8
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The curricula of technical colleges are approved by the National Board of
Vocational Education. Some of these colleges (four out of six) are communal
or private, but they are also supervised by the board and are partly State-aided.

The requirements of industry are expressed both centrally and locally.
At the central level, industry, is represented on the Council for Higher

Education in Technology and Commerce, an advisory body of the Ministry
of Education and on the Vocational Education Council, an advisory body of
the National Board of Vocational Education for technical colleges coming
under the board's Technical Education Section.

At the local level, industry is represented on the university council4and
on the advisory councils of State technical colleges, whose members are
chosen by the National Board of Vocational Education from among represen-
tatives of local industry.

Finland has concluded general agreements (not limited only to technical
education) with the following countries:
For exchanges of students . the Scandinavian countries, Bulgaria, Czecho-

slovakia, France, the German Democratic, Republic, Hungary, -Poland,
Romania and the U.S.S.R.

For exchanges of trainees. Austria, Belgium, France, Italy and Switzerland.
Semi official agreements have been concluded by the Finnish Ministry of
Labour with Canada, the Federal Republic of Germany, the United Kingdom
and the United States of America.

As regards the relationship between the engineering and architectural
professions, the situation is as follows:

- .
For the universities architects graduating from faculties of architecture

s) cialize in the design of buildings and regional planning. Graduate
ngineers specialize in. (a) the practical execution of projects, strength of

materials, the supervision of construction, and the building of roads
and bridgesin the case of those graduating from civil elawneering`
faculties, or (b) heating, plumbing and ventilationin the case of those
graduating from mechanical engineering' faculties.

For technical colleges, architects and engineers are educated in the civil
engineering departments. Architects specialize in the planning of buildings
and town planning, whereas engineers specialize in actual construction
work. Moreover, 50 per cent of graduate engineers are employed in
industrial administration and planning.

The above information calls for the following-comments.

1 The graduate engineer belongs to the conception category, whereas the
engineer meets the criteria for the liaison category, at a comparatively high
level. It may seem surprising at first sight that the entrance level and
duration of the courses for the two types of education differ only very
slightly. The main difference lies in the careei bias. The education of the
Finnish engineer has been quoted for referer7e as an example of a liaison
engineer.

2. The reader will note the many channels giving access to post-secondary
education for engineers.
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3. It will also be noted that an engineer seeking to become a graduate
engineer is °bribed to repeat the post secondary part **(rale complete
graquate course, due to the different career bias between the two types of
edutation.

France

For those choosing a technical career, secondary education in _France offers
the following alternatives.

First, a scientific baccalaureat (secondary-school leaving certificate),
obtained after seven years' scientific secondary education at a CES (college
d enseignement secondaire) with special emphasis on mathematics, physics
and chemistry, the leyAlof education in each subject varying according to the
different sections. TThs may be followed by two years'.preparatory studies for
the competitive entrance examination to an engineering school, correspond-
ing to the level of knowledge of a two -year course at a university, and divided
into a fast year of mathematiques superieures and a second year of mathema-
trquet speCiales.

Second, a technical baccalaureat, obtained after seven years' secondary
education of a less scientific, more practical nature at a technical lycee
(including, in particular, workshop practice).

Third, a scientific and technicalbacca/aureat, at the same level as the two
preceding ones, but specially intended to qualify for admission to the prepara-
tory courses for certain engineering schools, for example the ecoles nationales
des ingenieurs des arts et metiers.

Finally, it should be noted that there still exists another type of preparation,
older than the technical baccalaureat, which is roughly equivalent though
still more specialized, and leads to the brevet de technicien (BT).

A degree is shortly to be introduced which will confer equivalence on
technical and scientific acca/aureats for access to post secondary educa-
tion.

Schools which educate graduate engineers generally require the two-
year preparatory course after the baccalaureat (mathematiques superieures
and mathematiques speciales) plus a three -year course at the engineering
school itself, comprising or supplemented by practical training periods. In any
case, an engineer usually graduates on Completion pf five years' study after
the beccalaureat.

To go into greater detail, admission to one of the 147 schools which"
educate graduate engineers is as follows:

For students from university faculties, without an open competitive entrance
examination for holders of the diplome universitaire d etudes scientifiques
(DUES) at the first-/second-year level, or the first-year certificate
(forty-nine schools), on presentation of the DtJES (fifty three schools),

ithy special competitive examination reserved for holders of the DUES
(twenty-three schools), for those holding a licence (first university degree)
in science or two master s certificates (seventeen schools), for those with a
master's degree (seventy-five schociiti)A

0 0
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For those who come from the classes preparatoires (equivalent to first two
years of university) with an open competitive entrance examination.
at the level of mathematiques superieures, i.e. one 'year after the scientific
baccalaureat (fifteen schools only), on completion of the mathematiques
speciales curriculum, i.e. two years after the scientific baccalaureat,
mathematiques speciales A (fifty-eight schools), mathematiques speciales
A* (seventeen schools), mathematiques speciales B (forty-eight schools),
mathematiques spetiales C (sixteen schools), with a special competitive
examination reserved to students coming from technical schools (thirty
schools).

For students from technical schools, without an open co etitive entrance
examination. for those holding the brevet de technicien superieur (BTS)
(nineteen schools), for those in classes preparatoires (preparatory classes)
for the ecoles natiOnales des arts et métiers (candidates for these particular
schools), for holderg of a diplome d" etudes superieures techniques (DEST)
under the higher social advancemertt programme (the DEST is awarded in
particular by the Conservatoire National des Arts et Métiers (CNAM)).'

The 143 French schools usually provide a five-year course for graduate
engineers, including the one- or two-year preparatory course. They also
include a number of specialized schools whrch offer shorter courses (tWo
years instead of three) to graduate engineers.

The education of senior technicians comprises either, after the technical
baccalaureat, two yeaiS at an institut universitaire de technologie (IUT)
which awards the diplome universitaire de technologie (DUT), or, after the
technical baccalaureat, two years at a State or private school (sections forming
part of technical lycees) the certificate awarded in this case is the brevet de
technicien superieur (BTS), or the promotion superieure du travail (higher
social advancement) programme, leading to the diplome detudes stiperieures
techniques (DEST). 2

Senior technicians holding the DUT are educated in the following nine
special fields. applied biology (agronomy, food industries, dietetics, biological
and biochemical analyses, environmental hygiene), chemistry, chemical
engineering, civil engineering (building and public works), electrical engineer-
ing (electrotechnology, electronics, automatic control), mechanical engineer-
ing (construction and production), heat engineering (heat machines, heat
generators, refrigerating machines, air conditioning), physical measurements
(physico- chemical and physical techniques and measurements), hygiene
and safety (accident prevention and public safety, hygiene and safety in
industry). -

Senior technicians holding the BTS have a choice of some forty special
subjects, divided into the following six main groups. civil engineering,

1 The GEST should not be contused with the CNAM ongineming diploma which is awarded toe very small
proportion of the tens of thousands of students following the U U I sin at the CNAM w Peps or its many
affiliated centres in the piovimes after years of attendance and laboiatury numelous examinations,
a general examination end the defence of a thesis

2 The GEST awarded under the prumovon suptimuse du tiovoil programme s loughly equivalent to the
DuT and the BTS For example at the t..onservatoire National des Ails et Metiers the DEST tS awa ed
after the candidate has obtained twelve annual ceibhcates in oulses vi laboiatury work of his own cht*e
A feature of this type of education is that thole ale no ligid entiam.e iequilements. the final judgement being
bated on proof of the skills acquired
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metallurgy, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, textile industries,
chemical and physico-chemical industries, various vocational activities,
applied arts.

As already noted, technicians are trained either by taking the brevet de
technicien (BT) or in technical lycees (the technical baccalaureat) or in
lycees of the same level (thb scientific and technical baccalaureat).

The Law of 16 July 1971 on vocational education stipulates that firms
must devote 0.8 per cent of the payroll (2 per cent as from 1976) to staff
education A wage-earner may apply for sudy leave under certain conditions,
for example in a State-approved school and for a maximum of 100 hours a
year, which do not count as part of annual paid leave.

This law also provides for an educational fund to enable an employee,
as part of his paid continuing education and provided that he has completed to
at least three years' practical experience and been with the firm for at least
two years, to be paid during his studies. Article 10 of the same law also
makes provision, with possible financial assistance from the State, for. (a)
refresher courses (updating of knowledge)t (b) conversion and adaptation
courses (reconversion), (c) educational courses for professional advance-
ment and preliminary education coulees for young people (further education).

The engineering degree obtained by engineers graduating from schools
which award a degree recognized by the proposal of the Commission des
Titres d'Ingenieur is protected by the Law of 10 July 1934, but the title of
ingenieur as such is not protected. In the case of the self-educated it fre-
quently corresponds to a post held within the firm.

The qualifications of ether professional technologists are not protected
by law, but it has become the established practice to adopt the same attitude
for these categories as for graduate engineers, namely. (a) anyone is entitled
to call himself a technicien superieur or technicien, (b) no one, however, may
call himself a technicien superieur brevete or a diploma universdaire de
technologie or a technicien brevete without holding the corresponding
diploma (BTS, DUT and BTlespectively).

Higher or secondary technical schools are subdivided into State schools,
private schools recognized by the State (generally subsidized) and private
schools.

Diplomas are always awarded or recognized by the State in the case of the
first two, and sometimes recognized by the State in the case of the third.

The first two categories generally come under the Ministry of Education,
but a few are under the ministries of industrial and scientific development,
defence or agriculture.

Private schools are entirely independent, private schools recognized by the
State, and State schools, are partly independent.

In the case of State schools or private schools recognized by the State, the
State lays down curricula, supervises their implementation and exercises
general supervision through the appropriate ministry.

Continuing education is organized independently of the State. There is
supervision by the State only when its approval is necessary (in the case of
leave for continuing education) or where continuing education is State-
aided.

S2
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As regards the education of graduate engineers, the requirements of
industry are communicated to the heads of schools, who transmit them to the
Conseils de Perfectionnement (councils for academic improvement). Where
these requirements are extensive, they may be addressed directly to the
appropriate ministry.

As regards the IUTs more particularly, panels take part in the choice of
curricula, the siting of the establishments, etc.

These panels, comprising employers' representativesand representatives
of manual and office workers' unions, but gith a majority of civil servants
from the Ministry of Education, meet at three different levels. at the national
level, for each special branch, at the level of the region in which the school
concerned is situated, at the level of the school itself (its governing board).

Industry is represented on the boards of examiners for the brevet de
technicien (BT), the technical baccalaureat, the brevet de technicien supe-
rieur (BTS) and the diplome universitaire de technologic (DUT).

A rulewhich is not always adhered to in practiceis that one-third of the
teachers of IUTs should be appointed from among practising engineers and
professional staff.

Some categories of BTS and DUT involve compulsory practical training
periods. With the exception of the very large firms, French industry is some-
what reluctant to take trainees. International exchanges of trainees take place
through the International Association for Exchange of Students in Technical
Experience (IASTE).

The Law of 16 July 1971 on vocational education, and particularly its
provisions fo& an educational fund permitting the best possible combination
of full-time with part-time study, provides the opportunity. (a) for holders of
the certificat d aptitude professionnelle (CAP) or the brevet elementaire
professionnel 113EP)-1.e. tethntians at a fairly low level, below the execu-
tion category as defined in the present studyto obtain the brevet de tech-
nicien (BT) or the technical baccalaureat, (b) for holders of the BT or the
technical b4calaureat, to pass the brevet de technicien superieui ( TS) or
the dipkime universitaire de technologic (DUT), (c) for holders of t BTS or
DUT either first to pass tr* DUES, qualifying for entry to the second ver-
say cycle, and then to take a master's degree, or evenwith the new le isla-
tionto obtain an engineering degree. (It should be noted that the possibility
has long existed for the self-educated to acquire the, legal qualification of
ingenieur diplome par PEW. (DPE) by going before a board of exami-
ners).

France has signed ements with French-speaking African States,
Latin American States a ertain other States for practical training periods
held on behalf of the Ministry of industrial and Scientific Development and
the Minislry of Economics and Finance by the Agence pOur la Cooperation
Technique, Industrielle et Economique (ACTIM), which forms part of the
latter ministry. This agency also runs practicartraming periods organized by
UNIDO for professional staff having held positions of responsibility.

Only members of the Ordre des Architectes (the professional association
9f architects) are entitled to call themselves architects in France, but there is
no professional association of engineers.
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Educational programmes for architects are currently being reorganized to
provide education of the kind given in engineering schools.

.Consulting engineers, with the full agreement of the ministries concerned,
refuse to entrust the supervisionofwork to architects alone An agreement on
the practice of their professioa was signed in 1957 betweenthe Ordre des
Architectes and the Qhambrecf.es Ingenieurs-Conseilsde France.

As regards seniti Technicians and technicians± the following types of
education are provided by the Ministry of Education. (a) the BTS in building
or public works, and the DO- in civil engineering, (b) the" BT and the tech--
nical baccalaureat in the various trades'''.

The work performedby senior techniciansl BTS or D UT) corresponds to the
posts of work supervisors, brOfessionl staff and middle-level survey staff (the
PERT htethod, etc ) or'costing staff. Soine are supervisors and Contractors. .

Several types of agricultural BTS exist in France,' far which education .;
Comes under &re Ministry of Agriculture, but the ttern (a two,year course) -" -
is the same as that of the BTS awarded inistry of Edticatlon. The same
applies to the agricultural BT.

On the other hand, e DUT in applied biology, which includes dairy.,
farming as an optional subject, is awarded by some IUTs Coming directly
under the Ministry of Education.

France also has a BTS for geology, awarded by the Ministry of Education.
Many of its holders have been employed in oil prospection in Algeria.

Opportunities for' management studies are available to French engineers
thrOugh the post graduate courses of the Institut , d'Administration des
Entrepnses (IAE), the Paris Chamber of Commerce, etc.

Socioeconomic surveys conducted by the Federation des Associations et
des Societes Franc.aises d'Ingenieurs DiplOrnes (FASFID)-in 1967 and 1971
show that, after the age of 40. roughly one-half of graduate engineers perform
functions which go beyogd a purelytechnical Context, such as those of
company directors '(generally the pinnacle of their career), careers in
comrrierceobanking, insurance, etc.

.

The rather complex situation in France calls for the following comments:-

. - .1 The complexik of this situation provides an example. of the results df
reforms introduced at different times, while certairi traditions are allowed
to survive .,

2 IHs interesting to note the concern with higher social advancement
studies, an example 2f which is the DEST. Noteworthy, too, is the recent
experiment in contiang education, unprecedented in Europe (t ke Law
of 16 July 1971 on vocational eibcation).

. .r
),.3 The comments with regard to graduate engigeers call for somc carefully

... cbnsidered distInctions: .

The entrance requirement is,,as it shoul,c1 be, the completion of an.--cs
advanced secondary-school course. ''L.

The 41.iration of training, including t4e University-level mparatory
classes(i e mathematiq s sup6rneures and mathematiques speciales) is

% a
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geriei.ally that laid down in the criteria adopted for the conception career
(four 'years).

However, education in certain schools lays great emphasis on theory,
their graduates are amply qualified as theory goes, but pot enough in
practie They are 'scientists rather than engineerq, so that many of them
continue their edircation in a specialized school. These professional
technologists undoubtedly rank in the highest class of the conception
categorryt.

Among the other schools, a distinction should be drawn between those
Of a university nature and those whose bias is towards practical and

.specialized fields.
Although the Law ,of 10 July 1934 prohibits any legal discrimination

between graduates from the 143 schools, it may be assumed that some of
these graduate engineers belong in fact to the conception category,
whereas others fit into the liaison category, It would take a study of indi-
yidoal cases to settle the subitance of this question, since the answer may

""vary not only from one school to another but also at different times for the
same school.'

4 Among liaison engineers a distinction can probably be drawn ,betveten,
(a) The holder of the DUT, whiloh completion of full secondary technical

edtication, takts a two-year higher 'technical course. He appears to fit
into 04,9...liaison category, though not exactly complying with the.
quarification criteria.

(b) The holder of the BTS, who is roughly in the same situation.
(c) The holder of the DEST.

As has already been said, higher social advancement studies., cannot by
definition tbe subject to rigid rulei as`regards either entrance requirements
or their duration, Judgement can thekefore be passed only on the results
of the skills finally acquired, so that the inclusion of the holder of the DEST
in the liaison category is by 4sirnilatIon.

5 The technical baccalattreat covers thirteen years' primary and secondary
education, of a technical nature during the seciondary.school course.
It may be tqncluded that 'it .1e4cts to a career in execution, though not -
exactly complying with the criteria 'for this', Category.

The same applies to thescientifrantrtechnical baccoleureat and the BT
(brevet de technicien).

... Federal Republic
e
of Germany _,...

.

. .
. ., t

'After four years' primary education at the V.olksse.bule, the German pupil hai.
a choice between two types of.iecondary_ education. (a) a' more tratlitional
type Gymnastuinjeading, on completion of nine years secondary educetion,
to the Aiiitur (giving access to u9iversity.edu4ation), (b) a more modern,
practical, type Reelschule, leading on Completion of six years secondary
education to the Attlere R&M (certificate. d partial secondary education).

R:1
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It should be noted, first, that the Mitt /ere Reife can also be obtained at
a Gymnasium on completion of six instead of nine years' secondary edu-
cation.

Secondly, it should be noted that a new type of vocational secondary
education has recently been introduced. This is the Fachoberschu /e (higher.

.vocational school) leading, on completion of two years additional education
after the Mitt /ere Re Ife, to the Facffoberschulreife (a kind of technical Abitur,
obtained on completion of twelve instead of thirteen years' primary and
secondary education). .

Diplomingemeure are educated at Techmsche Hochschuleri (technical
universities);to which they are admitted with the Abitur, after having com-
pleted six months' basic practical training (Grundpraktikum). Here they spend
five to six years, including a further six-month period of professional practical
training (Fachpraktikum) and a terminal project leading to the qualification of
Diplomingenieur.

Ingenieure grad (graduiert) used to be educated at Ingemeurschulen
(engineering schools), to which they were admitted with the Mitt /erg Reife
i.e. after only ten years' primary and secondary education followed by two
years' practical training. Here they completed a three-year technical course
leading to the qualification Ingenieur grad. (graduiert).

/ngenieurschu /en were recently replaced by Fachhoch:schulen providing
education for a higher qualification. The entrance requirement is the Fach-
oberschulreife (i.e. completion of 'twelve years' primary and secondary
education) and the duration of the course is three or four years, including one
year's practical training, depending on the individual Land.

A trend seems to be emerging at present to group together, Where possible,
the Technische Hochschulen and the Fachhochschulen into comprehensive
technical universities (Gesamthotihschulen), which would provide courses on

., the following broad lines:

1. The same entrance requirements (twelve years' primary and secondary
education), whatever the type of course taken towards the end of secon-

,
dary education.

2. A common core of basic subjects, lasting a maximum of two years,

3. Diversification of courses depefiding on the career envisaged.

4. A practical training period of at least three months at the beginning Of the
technical course.

5 A second practical training period in a professional subject, lasting from
three to twelve months, taken during the university course and depending
on the career envisaged.

It is not yet clear whether the various types of courses will qualify for a
single or separate diplomas.

The qualification of engineer is at present somewhat ill-defined, on account
of the very fluid situation existing with respect to the structure of schools.

Each of thlrbleven Lander brought out a law protecting the use of the
qualification of engineer, which was reserved for graduates from the Zech-

.
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nishe Hochschulen, the former Ingenieurschulen and the new Fachhoch-
schulen, as well as a number of self-educated persons who had called them-
selves engineers before the law came into force.

For the past two years the right to call oneself an engineer, for those who
have newly entered the profession, has been reserved solely, for graduates
from Technische Hochschulen and Fachhechsthulen.

The universities, the technical universities (Technische Hochschulen) and
Fachhochschulen come within the educational and cultui-al definition of the ,

Land in which they are situated, and are subject to tts levlation. They' are,
however, autonomous as regards their organization, their curricula, the
appointment of their rector (changeet at regular interyals) and chancellor,
and the setting up of administrative and scientific committees,

A federal commission for the education and training of engineers receives
the requirements stated bit/ industry and passes them on to the ministries Of
education and cultural affairs of the Lander and their federal conference.

In some Lander, for example North-Rhine-Westphalia, there are statutory
corporations of architects, with which architects must register in order to be
able. to practise their profession.

The following comments may be made on this somewhat complex
situation.

1. Fachoberschu /en correspond roughly, to the type of education laid down
for the 'execution category, but it seems that the level is below that of the
European Economic Community definition (two years' technical education
instead of three). .

2 The qualification of Diplomingenieur corresponds to the choice of a
career in the 'conception' category. Of particular note is the relatively
lengthy duration of the education and the emphasis placed. on periods of
practical professional training. '

3 The former Ingemeurschulenorresponded to the -choice of a career in the
liaison' category.

4. The same seems to apply in the case of the Fachhochschu /en, but it will be
noted that these ate tendirig to rail the entrance level and to diversify the

' duration of the course (three or four years). Diversification has inevitably
` given rise to discussions which have not yet resulted in full clarification.

5 The new legislation being prepared with regard to Gesamihochschdlen
(not yet approved) r% likely to cause some perplexity. As regards particularly
the Technische Hochschulen, it will be noted that the entrance level has
been lowered, without however involving any change in the .type of
education, i.e. 'conception' engineering, at least td the extent that engineer-
ing education remains at university level, which seems in fact to be the case.

As regards more particularly Fachhochschu /en. it will be .note,d that, on the
contrary, entrance requirements are at a relatively, high level (the sames for
the Technische Hochschulen)0.

Noteworthy features of the two types of education are. (a) a common basic
core! though its duration is not clearly defined (maximum duration of two

S7
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years), (b) diversified courses depending on the choice of career, though
neither their duration nor their type is known exactly.

Under present conditions it is difficult to know whether students from
these establishments who have received a more practical education will
continue to go m for a 'liaison' career or will tend rather towards 'conception'.
Some people hold the view that, should they be considered as educated for
'conception', the result would be a gap in the number of those educated for
'liaison'; and that in the end 'liaison' would be performed either by under-
employed 'conception' personnel or by overworked execution' personnel,
ill-prepared in both cases for their tasks.

It would be premature as yet to express a final opinion on the question, and

a t the above comments are ch,ven solely for information purp9,5es, while showing
at the same time the difficulty of solving this kind of problem in a constantly
changing situation.

Gre

After six"y ears at the danotikon scholeron (primary school), the area pupil
has a choice of three streams of secondary or technical educion. either
traditional secondary education (at a gumhilsion), Which leads. after a sip-
year course to the apolytmon (secondary-school leaving certificatq,giving
access to university educat\AsIn), (It is the opinion of thl Technical Chambet'af
Greece itself that the level of this certificate is lower thaq that of the French
baccalaureat the German Abaur or the Italian' matunta), or elementary
technical education (katoterar technikar scholarl, which leads after a three-
year course to the technitis (elementary technical certificate)p or again, a
vocational training school (scholeron mathitras) which reads after a four-year
course to the same elementary technical-certificate.

Engineers are educated in technical faculties (polytechneron) to which they
are admitted'with the apolytruon, supplemented by an additional course in
mathematics, physics grid chemistry (given in special schools) and oh passing
an entrance examination. They spend five years at the polytechneron before
obtaining their engineering qualification.

Technicians are educSted in middle-level technical schools (mese&
technikar schplai), to which they are admitted. either after three years'
secondary education at a gumnasion (I e. after nine years' primary and secon-
dary education). or after three years' _elementary technical education
(41(ataterar technikar scholar) (i.e. after nine years' primary and technical
education leading to the elementary technical certificate ( technitis)), or after
four years' vocational training in a scholeron_mathrtras (i.e. after ten years'
primary and vocational education and training, also leading to the technitis).

They spend three years at this middle-level technical school, from which
they graduate with the ,Qualification of technitikos voithos (technical
assistant)

Senior technicians are. educated in scholar ypornichanikal (schools for
assistant engineers), to which they are admitted. either after a four-year
secondary course at a gumnasion e after ten years primary and secondary

SS
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education), or with the qualification of technical assistant (technitikos
volthos).

Here they take a four-year course, graduating with the qualification of
ypomichanikos (assistant engineer). This qualification in turn gives uncondi-
tional access to-la po /ytechneion (technical faculty), which provides a five-
year educational course for engineers.

The qualification of engineer is protected by law and reserved solely for
graduates of the technical universities, technical faculties (polytechnewn)
and universities or.the equivalent foreign universities or engineering schools.

An engineer must register with the Technical Chamber of Greece (founded
in 1923) in order to be entitled to practise the profession.

To qualify as an, engineer, a candidate must. (a) pass all the examinations
41# of a Greek technical university or faculty, or (b) show proof of education

received abroad, and pass a general professional examination.
All technical universities or faculties come under the Ministry of Culture arTd

Education. They are independently administered, but are supervised by the
State. Curricula are, established by the State in collaboration with each
school, and their implementation is supervised by the State.

Fees are negligible (education is provided almost free of charge) and all
schools are State-subsidised.

In Greece, only graduates from technical univers,ittes or faculties are
recognized as architects, in the same way as engineers graduating from the
other faculties of these same schools.

Where important structural calculations have to be made, the architect
must work in conjunction with a graduate civil engineer, who is legally
responsible for the safety of the new construction. The engineer retteives
60 per cent of the fee for the calculations, leaving 40 per cent to the architect.

The information above calls for the following comments.

1. The engineer meets the criteria for the conception category (C)..

2 The assisant engineer (y.pomichamkos) belongs to the liaison category (L),

3 The technical assistant (technitikos voithos) is roughly in the execution
category (E), though his qualifications fall a little short, i.e., twelve years'
education (instead of thirteen), followed by a three-year technical course.

4 The technitis, included only in order that the list may be complete, belongs
to a lower-level cats , _ which falls outside the frameworkl of,the present
study.

)0,

' Ireland

Secondary 'education, completed around the age of 18, leads to the leaving
certificate examination or matriculation.

The latter, with in addition a special entrance examination in mathematics
for those who have not demonstrated adequate capacity in that subject, gives
admission to one of tne four Irish universities, which offer a four-ygar course
for the bachelor's degree in engineering.
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Although the system differs slightly according to the university, it is

broadly similar to that of the United Kingdom
During the first year at most of the universities students take courses which

are more or less common to all groups, whatever their choice ofspecial subject.
In the second year they begin to specialize in one of the following fields.
civil engineering, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, chemical
engineering, agriculture.

The total number of engineering students in 1971/72 in each of the four
universities was as follows. University College, Dublin, 622, University
College, Cork, 359, University College, Galway, 175, Trinrty College, Dublin,
193. This gives a total of 1,349 students.

In addition to universities which award a bachelor's degree, technical
colleges provide vocational education for other categories. They also recruit
students at the age of 18, but on the basis of a preliminary examination as F.

specified by professional institutions. Students take a course which lasts at ,°
least four years, some of them full-time, some part-time.

The vast majority of Irish engineers graduate from a university, although a
few obtain their engineering qualification by passing the examination of the
Institution of Engineers of Ireland (1E1).

The qualification of chartered engineer, protectedZy law, is awarded b,y the
1E1 to those who fulfil the following conditions. (a) a pass in an IEI examina-
tion, (b) minimum age 25, (c) corporate membership of the IEI, (d) inscription
on the roll of thelElfor those who have obtained the title of chartered engineer
from another recognized body, which is itself affiliated to the IEI.

Universities have academic freedom, but are State-aided and maintain
contact with the Department of Education. Technical colleges are generally
more dependent on local authorities, though they keep their academic
freedom.

The governmental Higher Education Authority examines matters ofyolicy
as 'shards engineering education, without interfering with'academic freedoM.
A National Council of Education Awards rationalizes the award of qualifica-
tions.

The information received makes it difficult to comment on the situation in
Ireland, which is, however, fairly similar to that existing in the United
Kingdom.

Italy1

Italian education comprises, for all pupils, five years at a scuola elementare
(between the ages of 6 and 11) followed by three years at a scuola media.

From this point onwards technical education may be obtained at an ;stituto
tecnico offering a five-year course.

After the eight years spent successively at the scuola elementare and the
scuola media, the secondary-school pupil has the choice of at least two
streams. either two years at a ginnasio, followed by three years at a liceo

Thic infcemation is communicated without any puaiantee that it is up to date, sin ° the replan to the quos
tionnalro worn incomplete
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classico, leading to the traditional secondary-school leaving certificate
(matunta classica), or five years at a hceo scientifico, leading to the scientific

0
secondary-khoolleavmg certificate (matunta scientifica).

At present, thege trio types ckisecondary educationand possibly others
on which.vve have no inform ion gyve access to the universities and in
particuir to their technicalectilties. /. .4.A five-ye'ar course in awdngineering facility leads,to the laurea (engineering
diploma) with the qi.j.gaication of dottore in ingegnena (Dotting.).

This diploma does not give its holder any entitlement to call himself an
engineer. Ihe title of ingegnere is conferred by the Consiglio Nazionale degli
Inpe.gnerio.of, the Ministii of 'Justice, to Italian citizens who hold the laurea

, :ti.e. the qualification of dottore in ingegnetia). In Italy only ingegnen are
,(

"eil`trtileil topractisethe engineering profession, individual temporary arrange-
ments may, however, be made for foreign engineers desiring to practise in Italy.

op

; Each province has an C..fria degli Ingegnere, or professional association
. of singifAeers, there is no national professional order of engineers in Italy.

Higher technidal,schoolg are directly responble to the State, and come
unifier 0* Ministry of Education. ,e)

Some schools are the.,spetial responsibility of regions-, provinces or
communes. .

Universities have academic independence, but financially they are almost
entirely dependent on the public authorities. ,

University curricula are not said down by the ministry, but theoretically it
supervises their applicatiorrln any case, the public .authorities exercise
general supervision over the-Operation of the universities.

The relationship between industry and higher technical education is very
limited. Industry hardly participates at all in the education of the engineer i.
before he obtain§'his laurea (diploma).

Present legislation enables all qualified engineers to engage in the same
activities as architects, except for the restoration of historical monuments, a
field which is reserved soiely for architects (arciiitetti).

The existing situation in Italy may be commented on as follows.

1. The qualification of dottore in ingegneria meets the criteria for the
conception category,.

,_)i
2. It is worth ,noting tnatin Italy there is a special provision which stipulates

that the practice of the engineering profession is open onl
.

thqse of
Italian nationality.

1

3. The situation is not very clear as regards liaison and Evec ron staff.

A graduate from an istituto tecnico has successfully compit=teH five years
at a scuola elementa(e, three years at a scuola media, and five years at an
istituto. He woold therefore seem to be qualified for the career ofexecution
technician.

Under these circumstances, the Italian system, subject io the reservation
expressed at the beginning of this monograph, seems to be of a du& type,
which .is very rare in Europe (in this connexion, see the monograph on
Czechoslovakia).

1
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*Luxembourg p S

In Luxembourg there is no university education for engineers, they are
educated abroad.

The technician engineer educated in the Grand Duchy proceeds, after six
years' primary and six yeafs' secondary education, to a course of at least two

..----- years in a higher technical school, supplemented by appropriate practical
training periods. .-

4
Luxembourg technicians, after obtaining the lower vocational education

certificate (certificat d'aptitude professionnelle), follow either evening
classes, i.e. part time education, lasting several years, or a two-year full-
time course. .

Technician engineers and technicians are educated in separate departments
of institutes of technical education.

The departments for technician engineers devote 18 per cent of their time-
table to general education, 72 per cent to scientific subjects (mathematics,
physics, mechanics, electricity, graphic statics) and only 10 per cent to
practi9.1 training.

here are plans to raise, without changing its nature, the general level of
education for the technician engineer.

,t
The departments for technicians also devote 18 per cent of their time-table

to general education, but 60 per cent to practical training and only 22 per cent
to scientific subjects (algebra, analytical and descriptive geometry, trigono-
metry, differential and integral calculus, physics, chemistry, mechanics).

Qualifications are regulated by the Law of 17 June 1963. There 4$ a law
providing for access to the profession of independent engineer (consulting
engineer). . .

Technical schools come under the authority of the Luxembourg Ministry of
Education, on which they are entirely dependent as regards. curricula and
budgetary resources. - -

The teachers themselves are alone responsible for seeing that the curricula
are applied.

Curricula and the distribution of subjects are approved by the Ministry of
Education.

Industrial firms give their professional staff an opportunity to. attend
serhinarsield at regular intervals by the Luxembourg Office pour l'Accroisse-
ment de la Productivite and, in economic ,subjects, by the Universite Inter"'

enationale des Sciences Comparees. They als8 co, gineers in their employ
' the opportunity to improve their skills abroad in

i!
nstitutions such as the

Belgian Fondation Industrie- Universite, the French Cegos, etc. Some
Lux'embchlrg firms also defray educational expenses for their future foremen

. or technicians at special schools abroad, such as the Ecole de Maitnse et
d'Ouvriers Metallurgistes (EMOMT et Longwy (France), eta.- Industrial firms
of a certain size hold regular training courses Within the firm fOr their profes- ,
sional staff, to which 'they invite instructors in special subjects from neigh-
bouring countrie

. Tec:,iiicians ay, after passing an entrance exaMination, attend schools
which educe echnician engineers.
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Netherlands

In the Netherlands the secondary-school course, lasting six years, is normally
completed around the age of 18. For those wkho have chosen to go in for a
technical career, it 'consists primarily of mathematics, chemistry, physics and
foreign languages.

Engineers ( Ir.') take a five-year course at a university on completion of the
full secondary-school course. '

Senior technicians ('tng:). take a four-year course at an HTS (hoore
technische school) on completion of a shorter secondary-school course
ending at the age of 17 (instead of 18).

Technicians take a four-year course at a UTS (uitgebreide technische
school) on completion of an even shorter secondary-school course ending
at the age of 15.

At an HTS, 50 per cent or the student's time is devoted to general and
scientific education (mathematics, physics, chemistry, mechanics) arid
50 per cent W practical training. A similar time-table is in force at the UTSs.

Practical training in industry during thecoOrse lasts from sixteen to
twenty-four weeks at technical universities, and from sixteen to thirty-nine
weeks at HTSs.

international firms such as Philips, Unilever, etc., hold refresher courses for
their staff.

The engineering profession is not subject to regulations in the Netherlands.
At present, the only qualification protected is the degree of graduate engineer
of a technical university (technische,hogeschool)7 those holding it ay

precede their name with the abbreviatibp.:1C. .4
In the near futuee, graduates from HTSs will have the right to ,'d the

abbrevi ion 'Ing.' aftpr their names.
In t Netherlands higher technical education is divided into two types.

t e ,openbaar onirilermys, comprising technical universities and HTSs,
-which are State or municipal foundations, administered and almost entirely
financed by the State or municipal authorities, and .(b) the thjzonder onder-
wqs, comprising technical universities and HTSi, which are founded,
administered and managed by denominational or other private organizatioins.
They are to a large extent financed from public funds.

The Ministry of Education and Science, is responsible fdr both types .of
higher, Jechnical education.

Thel policy of a techni,dal university is defined by its Academic Council,
consisting at the most of forty members, and is implemented by its executive
board, consisting at the most of five members. Each collep of a technical uni-
versitglias its own exec utive board responsible f'Or adminishation and teaching.

From the administrative point of view, HTSs are comparable tOcolleges of
technical universities.

In technical universities tilt application of curricula is inspected by the
Academic Council, while an inspector appointed by the ministry supervises
HTSs. Curricula must 1Se approved by the Ministry of Education and Science.

Liaison between higher technical schools and industry is cared for as
follows. (a) frequent teachers have worked previously in industry, (b) the
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majority of teachers continue to act in an advisory capacity in industry. (c)
nearly half the teachers hold extra appointments, and continue to work at the
same time in industry.

In RTSs. there are 72.000 full-time students, whereas 51,600 students take
part-time courses.

Graduates from HTSs are admitted to technical universities.
A new law being prepared provides for the selection of students at technical

universities and HTSs by means of pre-university examinations to be held at
the-end-ot a one- or two-year course of common subjects.

A treaty has been signed between the Netherlands and Belgium for the
mutual recognition of examinations of technical faculties of Belgian univer-
Shies and Netherlands technical universities.

A law is being prepared on the qualifications of architects. A register
of architects exists, which is generally recognized, though enrolment is not
compulsory. Architects graduating from a university are exempt from the
entrance examination for enrolment on this register.

Norway

In Norway. secondary editcation for pupils intending to follow a technical
career consists primarily of mathematics':physics, chemistry and languages
(Norwegian, English, German, French). The full course ends with a final
examination' (exameri artium Pa reallinjen).

After this examination, engineers take a,four-and-a-half-year educational
course at the Norwegian Institute of Technology, as follows. the first two
years are devoted to mathematics, physics, chemistry and mechanics, the
next two years ate devoted to general technical subjects and subsidiary
economic subjects, the last serriester is devoted fo a special subject and.ter-

Nt minal work ort'a thesis.
The education for Norwegiarbsenior technicians consists of. either a two-

year higher technical course, on completion of full secondary education., or
a three year higher technical course, after nine years', compulsory prirriqry'and,
secondary education.

In both cases, higher technical education is, prece0ed by one Year's
practical training in industry.

The NorWegian Institute of Technology educes engineers in the following
eight special subjects. architecture, mining and rattallorgy, petroleum
technology, civil engineering, electrical engineering, chemistry and chemical
engineering, mechanical engineering, industrial physics.

Norwegian professional engineering associations organize many refresher
courses Graduates from the Norwegian Institute df Technology have the
opportunity of reconversion by studying for a technical degree(Ph.D.) in
another branch.

Since 1949 the qualification of sivilingenior has been protected by law,
and reserved for gradtiates from (Oa Norwegian Institute of Technology and
Norwegians who have graduated from foreign schools o universities
recognized by the public authorities.

Sr

rit
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As regards senior technicians, the tekniskskoler (technical secondary
schools) have becomeingemerskoler (engineering colleges) and the qualifica-
tion they confer has become that of ingemer, thOugh it is not protected by law.

The Norwegian Institute of Technology, which educates engineers at
university level, is the former Norwegian Technical University at Trondheim.
It now belongs to the University of Trondheim, and will probably in future_
become its technical faculty.

The institute comes directly under the authority of the State Department
of Education, as do also the thirteen engineering colleges.

General curricula are drawn up by the public authorities and the details
are worked out by the schoOls themselves. Curricula are not applied until
they have been approved by the government, which carries out inspections
from time to,time by means of appointed committees.

Moreover, the public authorities exercise a general control over the
education system through the budgetary process.

/The Norwegian Institute of Technology keeps in close touch with industry
through its Council for Education Improvement, on which industry is rep-
resented. Industry is also represented on ad hoc committees which are respon-
sible for the long-term planning of the education of engineers.

For some types of technical eduCation, practical training periods in
industry are a compulsory complement of education. In addition, many of the
Problems studied by the students originate in industry.

Graduates from the engineering colleges are admitted to the second year
at the Norwegian Institute of Technology provided they have taken a course in
mathematics during the summer preceding their admission. Thirty per cent
of the students of the institute come within this category.

Bilateral agreements have been concluded. (a) between the Norwegian
Institute of Technology and the Swedish Royal Technical University at
Stockholm, for the admission of Norwegian students to the aeronautics
department, (b) for petroleum technology, between the Norwegian Institute
of Technology and two foreign uniiersities, one in the Federal Republic of
Germany and tfie;other in Austria.

During their professional careers many engineers rise to posts which are
of a more administrative and interdisciplinary character. This is the case with
many Norwegianpeads of industry, who are engineers.

The information above calls for the following comments:

1 The sitolingemer who has,graduated from the Norwegian Institute of
Technology, meets the criteria of the conception category.

2. The senior technicia% or injenior gradu'ating from a teknakskole whi0
has now becofne an engirreenngt..olle3r (ingemoiskole),appears to come

I e n the liaison category on account of the, hial level of his education,
.410 notwithstanding the fact that it is somewhat short and that the

entrance requirements for the Inge meiskole are not very exacting.

3 It is interesting to note the opportunity available to a senior technician or
ingepier to become a sivilingemer without too much ,difficulty or loss
of time,

f
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Portugal'

In Portugal general education compri6es, first, a lower level of compulsory
education consisting of four y .rs primary education, followed by either.
two years' primary education which is a terminal course or a two-year
preparatory common course at a secondary school, leading to the upper level
which is optional.

On completion of the six-year compulsory education, the Portuguese
pupil has a choice, at the upper optional level, between two types of courses.
either a five-year course at a traditional secondary school, comprising three
years' general and two yeirs' additional education, or a five-year course in
industrial technical educatio'n, comprising three years' training in industry and
a two-year course qualifying for an industrial institute. .,

, .

Admission to a university is normally on completion of the additional
secondary-school course, i.e. after eleven years' primary and secondary
education aild after an entrance examination. Future engineers take a five-
ybar course at the university, the syllabus for the last two years providing for
at least one-third of the time to be devoted to work in a laboratory or work -,
shop. This Education is supplemented by a six-month practical training
period in industry.

Admission to industrial institutes is through one of the foltowing three
Channels. either completion of the general course at a secondary school, i.e.
after nine years' primary and secondary educate n and after an. entrance
examination, or completion of the course qualifyin for industrial institutes, i.e.
after eleven years' primary and technical education and after an entrance
examination, or completion of the additional course at a secondary school, i.e.
after eleven years' primary and secondary education, and no entrance
examination.

- ..)
The duration of the course at industrial institutes is four years, at least ode-

third of the time being devoted to work in a laboratory or workshop. This
course is followed by a six-month practical training period in industry a report t
on this period and an examination in vocational proficiency.

Students in 'their second year at an industrial institute may be admitted
to the university on taking an entrance examination.

Industrial institutes have three departments. electro mechanical engineer-
ing, civil engineering and mining, chemical engineering (laboratory and

.industry). .

University education leads to the qualification of engenheiro, in order to
practise the Profession, its holders must belong to the Ordem dos Engen-

...
heiros, the professional association b.f engiolars.

The course at industrial institutes leads to the qualification of agentetecnico
de engenhariaholders of this qualification ibin the Sine itato Nacional dos
Engenheiros Auxiliares, Agentes Tecnicos de Engenhana ,e Condutores.

The present situation in Portugal calls for the following comments.

1. After eleven years' primary and secondary education, the engineer takes
a five-year course lof study at the university., followed by a six -month

1 This 'intoimatioci may nbt be °Meaty up to date, since it is basod oil wwmploto tetilios to the questionnaile.
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practical training period in industry. Although the duration of his primary
and secondary education is somewhat short, his education corresponds to
the conception category.

2. On the basis of the information available, the graduate from an industrJl
institute raises a problem that seems rather difficult to solve. One of the
educational channels, the shortest, comprises only nine years' primary and
secondary education, followed by four years at an industrial' institute and
a six-month practical training period in industry. This particular channel
sewis to fall short of the criteria for. a career in liaison, but to be above
the for execution. The graduate from an industrial institute would thus
fall somewhere between the two categories. However, it should be borne
in mind that the information available is incomplete.

a-It 4s interesting to note the many ways of gaining admission to indlistri,;l
institutes, with of without an entrance examination. Similarly, it will be

. noted that there is no difficulty in switching from an industrial institute to a
university.

Spain

Before the recent educational reform, the pattern of general education in
Spain was as follows.

After four years' primary education the pupil had a choice between the
following two streams of secondary education. (a) four years' lower second-
ary education and two years' higher general seconkry education, leading
to the bachiller5to general, (b) five years' lower secondary education and
two year,l' higher secondary education of a more technical character, leading
to the bachillerato laboral. . .

The holder of the bachillerato general was entitled to admission to p
higher engineering school after a one-year pre-university course, a one-year
selective course and 'a one-year initiation course (i.e. after thirteen years
primary, secondary and preparatory education) After five years he graduated
from the higher engineering school with the diploma of engineer.

The same applia to the holder of the bachillerato laboral, who was entitled
to admissipn to the same type of higher engineerii ig'school after a one-year pre-
paratory course, a one year selection course and a one-year initiation couyie

e. after fourteen years' primary, secondary and preparatory education).
A pupil having completed only the four-year cycle of loWer ikneral secon-

dary education (i e. terminating two years before the bachillerato gener,a1)
was entitled to admission to a middle level technical school after a one-
year preparatory course and a one year selection and technical initiation
course (i.e. after ten years' primary, secondary and preparatory education).After
three years:he graduated from the school with ihe diploma of pent° industnal

This diploma in turn gave access, after a one-year qualifying course, to a
higher engineering school which provided a five-year ,educational,course for
engineers.
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Since the recent educational reform, Sjaain has no longer a bachillerato
general or a .bachillerata. laboral, but a single secondary-school leaving .

. certificate Possession of thiecerieficate and a pass in the one-year university.
prientation Bourse constitute the entrance requirement for either a faculty
or higher engineering school providing a five-year educational course for
senior engineers (a ffst cycle lasting three years devoted to basic sciences,
and a second cycle lasting two years de-voted to.specialization), or -a school .

providing a single-cycle three-year course for the education of industrial
technician engineers

. ,.
All Spanish engineers, except for these in government employment, must

belong to colleges of engineers co g under the corresponding technical
ministries (public works, agriculture, in ) .

Educational regulations, exemptions and the recognition of diplomas are
governed'by the State. All schools, both State and 15rivate are subject to the

, regulations in force for State schools b . .
.,

Following the recent educational reform new,,cUrricula were drawn up and e
will be intrioliced first in schools for industrial technician engineers 'and
secondly (1973/?4), in faculties and higher engineering schools. . ..

Each university establishes its own knowledge checking methods and the
.

structure of its prograrnmes,and teaching ancf research systems It supervises
those university centres in its region which dd not come under the State.

The general supe'rvision of eiducation is effected by the Nattonal Council o
Universities, an advisory 'body, chaired by the Minister, of fkkcation and
Science, which co-ordinates University activities ..

Practical training, the updatingof knowledge, reconvecsion when neces-
sary to another special branch, and further education are entrusted.tohigher
vocational education centres which,form part of the universtpes. ,

Each univer§ity has a patronato responsible for relations With society as a
whdle In the case of technical universities, industry and ',professional
associations are represented on the patronato, which has as one of its objerc-.
oyes .theedefinition of the role of industry in the educdtion of engineers.

Completion of the first three-year cyc,le o? the educational course for
senior engineers, combined with some self-education, qualifies students for
the diploma of industrial technician engineer.

Conversely, indUstrial technician engineers can be admitted ander certain
conditions to the second twu vat cycle of the educational course for senior
engineers

The information above calls for the following comments
.

#1 En*gineers (as they used ID be called) and senior engineers (as
,.

they are',
now called) 1?elong to the conception catebori:, '

2 The former perito industrial met the criteria for execuiion teChnicians.
I .

3 IndOstrial technician engineers (as they are now called) meet the criteria
for liaison technologists

.

4 It will be noted that Spain seems to have solved relatively easily the
question of promotion from the qualification of industrial technician
engineer to that of senior engineer

.--. (--,



Higher educkon is generally under the authority of the State. Geneta,1
curricula die drawn up by the State and Serape as a basis for total curricula.

Tyere is a regulation to the effect that examinations taken previously at
unikersities in other Scandinavian countries shall be taken into account.
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Sweden

Since its reorganization in 1962, the pattern of primary aid secondary
education is as follows -a nine -year course at:a gruntiskola corresponding to
primary education acid rower secondary education, thereafter, higher second-
ary' education bf various types, provided at a gymnasiugr, lasting three
years and leading to the studentexamen

Certain technical streams lead to a teknisk hogskola, a school at university
level which awards the degree of civil engineer.

Secondary -education may also be followed by a fourth year of study, and
practical training periods in industry leading to the diploma of gymnasie-
Ogenjor.

Lastly, education at a gruledskola may also lead to a fackskola, a' special
school providing a two-year course which must be accompanied by a
practsc`al trainiqg period of at least nine monthstaken eitIr before or after
the two-year course, or between the first and second years of the course.

Each year Parliament determines-the number of places available in each
of the typed of secortary eClucation. /here the number of candidates exceeds
the number of places availableand only in this eventbntrance is by
competitive examination.

In Sweden, trainjng fqr civil engineers consists, or completion of secondary
"education, of a four-year course at a universrty of institute of technology,
followed by' a four month practical training period. and a terminal project.

The institutes of technology of Stockholm and Gothenburg (Chalmers) and
the Engineering Faculty, of Lund University all have the follOWing six special
subjects technological physics, mechanical engineering, electrical engineer-

.ing, civil engineering, architecture, cherhical engineering
The Stockholm Institute of Technology has, moreover, the fylowing three

additional special subjects aeronautics- 'mining and metallurgy, geodesy and
topography

_Since 1969,'70 the Engineering Facklity of the University of Linkoping has
been training engineers in the following three special subjects. technologic&
physics and 'Aim& engineering, mechanical Engineering, industrial pro-
duction.

Since 1971;72 the Lulea Institute of Technology, in the north, has been
educating mechanical engineers, and since 1972;73 geoteohnical engineers.

Lastly', the Science Faculty of the University of Uppsala trams engineers
in technological physics.
' 'Generally, the qualification of engineer is not protected by Swedish law,

end prosecutions involve only those making use of an established qualifica-
tion to which they have no tight.

The ministry responsible for education is the Ministry of Education with,
in the case of universities and institutes of technology, the Office of the
Chancellor of the Swedish Universities.
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The atlove information calls for the following comments '
1. The Swedish civil engineer meets the cilualifying standards for the concep-

tion category

2. The gymnasieningenior who has completed primary.school and lower
secondary edutation at a grundskola, Lasting in all nine years, followed 6/
four years technical education and practical.training at a gymnasium, is
less qualified than a liaison technologist but more qualified than an
execution technician The gymnasienvgenior raises a difficult problem
of classification, justifying a more thorough study of the real content of
his education (of the case of Portugal).

3. A faaskola diploma does not comply formal'', with the qualifications of
an execuborttethniCian but it may nevertheless be assumed that it is on
these lines, .,

4.1t will be noted that there 4S a trend towards annual quantitative planning at
the level of higher secondary education.,

5. Lastly, it will be noted that there are multi- natonpi agreements with the
other Scandinat.ian countries for the mutual recognition of diplomas.

Switzerland

The, three categories of professional technologists to be considered in
Switzerland are as follows'

.

Graduate engineers'
After the secondary-school leaving certificate, engineers ate educated in -one
ofthe two federal polytechnics (Zurich and Lausanne), which come under
federal authority, or the universities of Geneva and Neuchatel which come
under the authority of cantons.

In the federal polytechnics, the course lasts four years, the first two years
being devoted to basic scientific and -technical training (mathematid,
mechanics, analysis, the use of cdaputers, etc ), while the next two years
consist of more advanced education with a specific vocational bias Students
also have thepossibilitybf concentrating qn a vent closely defined special field.

For'txample, the Zurich polytechnic hag' the following thirteen sections,
architecture, civil engineering, meNanical engineering, electrical engineering,
chemical engineering, pharmacy, forestry, agriculture, agricultural engineering
and topography, mathematical and physical sciences, rtatural sciences (with
three subdivisions. biology, chemistry, physics, crystallography, bio-
chemistry and microbiology, earth sciences (geology., petrography, geo-
physics, geography)), military sciences, free subjects

Except for the last two sections, the duration of the course is four years,
It is followed by compulsory practical training periods, lasting eighteen
months for pharriTacy, thirteen months foi forestry, twelve months for archi-
tecture and agriculture and six Months for mechanical engineering and
electrical engineering.
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Technician engineers graduating from higher technical colleges (ETS1
Basic education at present takes one,of the following two forms on comple-
tion of nine years' .compulsory education ending at the age of 16 years
either four years at a vocational school or four years apprenticeship. ,

A study is'currently being conducted foi the introdution of a technical
secondary-school leaving certificate

After this preliminary education, the future technician enguieer takes an
entrance examination for a higher technical college, where the course lasts
three years, plus a semester for the preparation of a terminal thesis. Alterna

/

-

tively, technician engineers can be educated by attending evened Classes at
the saine colleges for fifteen to twenty hours a week during five years

Technicians -
Technicians are educated in private schools, and through the programme for
social and vocational advancement of skilled workers. After nine years'
compulsory education, a technician may choose one of the following forms"of
education and training either four years' apprenticeship in a school or a firm,
followed by a four- or five -year part-time course at an evening school (tech-
n,kum), or three or four years apprenticeshiri followed by a one-and-a-half-.
year course in a specialized vocational school, or three to five years practical
training, followed by a one-year full-time course preparing for the diploma
examination

The federal law on vocational education regulates the diplomas awarded
by the higher technical colleges (ETS)

A register of engineers, architects and technicians was set up in 1951 to
regd late the use of professional designations and to list all Swiss techndlogists
including technicians. The traininp acquired by non-graduates was inspected
by an ad hoc 'commission.

In 1966 the register bacame the Fondation des Registres Suisses (REG),
responsible for keeping registers for the following categories. engineers and
architects, technician engineers and technicial architects, and technicians.
The foundation is a private professional institution 1

The holders of diplomas awarded by recognized establishments may be
enrolled, simply by so requesting, on the corresponding register,

,The two Jederal.polytechnics of Zurich and Lausan.ne come under the
feder.Department of the Interiorwhereas the eight universities of Geneva,
Lausanne, Fribourg, Neuchatel, Berne, Basle, Zurich and St Gallen come'
under their respective car/tonal governments and, generally speaking, under
t ea departments of education Both types of institution enjoy fairly wide
autonomy Polytechnics are placed under the supervision, of the Schools
Couni..il which maintains liaison between the federal government and the
heads of schools The Confederation makes grants to cantonal universities.

1 Aktf.uated to 'the tngictnt 1-1 1951 WA ft, two profoidonal acsoc.auoni. thn Socoty of Engnortrs and ArchttattS
Slk and the. unton Ttichntqvg, SutiAn I UTS whocn rtiornbarc had brain ttamad 't a fechn,kura (11:4,

of ci boot pa IC( NJ at the. time but subssiquantly changed to tnchntcil coIIhpn5 etwardng the deptoe qf
tnchnto;n onginnnt Tha tt incl on of oropftewur technrcren ,rto Gorman as Ingenreur re.chnikef and n6t
Ac 70,nnos,ho /ndeme.., dtcpinaced thn hordnts of thtc Quaufkatton with IN result that UTS rnfusnd to
tom the f ondat,on dos Ragottrtic in 1966.

.e
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In thecase of:polytechnics, curricula are than up by-their various faculties
or sections, ancfare approved by the Schools Council, which also supervises
their application

The detailed curricula are drawn up by the Conference of Faculti , consist-
ing of professors, lecturers, assistants and, more recently, students as well.
The eighteen higher technical colleges (ETS) receive,substannal g(ants from
the onfederetion. They are, however, cantonal and come under the super-
vision of the appropriate Cantonal department, but the federal government
lays down recriirFements as to curricula and'co-ordination between schools.
The curricula are drawn up by the cantonal authorities ip,agreement with the
Office Federal de l'Industrie, cues Arts et Metiers et.clu Travail (OFIAMT),
the federal department of vocational education.

Industry is represented on the venous supervisory councils and coinniis-
sions in addition, a large number of teachers cbme from industry, which
finances part of the research work conducted in research institutes and stations.

The 'fact that students from higher technical colleges (ETS) have often
spent four years on practical training in industry gives industry a de facto role
in the education provided bytechnical colleges

Industry participates actively in continuing education and the organization
of practical training periods. Both self-educated technologists and middle-
level staff may apply to be enrolled on higher registers by giving proof of
their.ability in an examination. Continuing education is organized either by
schools, professional associations or industry.

Tectinrcon engineers from higher technical colleges (ETS) are entitled to
enter polytkhnics on passing an examination in general education

As the Societe des Ingenieurs et Architectes intludes both engineers and
architects, there is virtually no distinction between architects and civil
engineers.

In the polytechnics, engineers are educated to solve interdisciplinary
problems and to direct operations. In the higher technical colleges, education
rs more specialized and is oriented to a larger extenridwards practical work.

On graduatjng, engineers and architects are concerned with interdiscipli-
nary Sroblems such as land development and the environment in general.

.
United Kirigdom

Secondary education in the United Kingdom comprises subjects for which the
GCE (General Certificate of Education) examination can be taken at the
ordinary level (C) level), around the age of 16, and at the advanced level
(A-level) around the age of 18 to 19

The theoretical education of a chartered engineer may be acquired in one
of the fiv,e following ways..

1 A scientific secondary education, comprising three 0-levels and two
A levels or one 0 level and three A-levels, folloGyed by a.Shree-year full-
time course or a four -year sandwich course (alternating with periods of
practical experience in industry) in applied science at a university.

0i ,(4
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2 A scientific secondary education, comprising three 0-levels and two
A'-levels, followed by a four-year sand-w-ich course in applied science
taken at a polytechnic

3 A scientific secondary education, #comprising four 0-levels and One
A-level, followed by a three-year sandwich Fourse taken at a polytechnic
or certain other collegeg, leading, to ihp Higher National Diploma, which is

; Then followed by at least one year's full-time preparation f9r the second
part of the thmination of the Council of Engineering Institutions (CEI).

4 A technical secondary education, comprising four 0-levels, followed by a

two yea part-time course provided by a dumber of colleges, leading-to the
Ording, National Cprtificate, which is then followed by either a two-year
part-time course leading' to the Higher Natidnal Certificate. plus at least
one year's full time preparation for ttie second part ofthe CEI examination,
'or preparation for the first part of the CEI examination, and then at least
one year's full -time preparation for the second part of the CEI examin-
ation ,

5 A technical secondary education, comprising three 0-levels, followed bya

three year part time course pqovided by a number of colleges, leading to the
C'ty and Guilds Certificate, tilefi is then followed by a one:year part-

. time course leading to the Cify and Guilds Full.Technolodical Certificate, and
thereafter by preparation for the first part of the CEI examination and at least
one year s full-time preparation for the second part of the CE1 examinatidp.

Legal entitlement to the qualification of chartered engineer (C.Eng.) is .
also conditional on practical training and the holicling of a responsible
appointment for Minimum period of three years.

The theoretical education of a technician engineer may be acquired after a
secondary technical4education comprising three 0-levels, followed by three
years' part-time study at one of a number of colleges, leading to ttie'City and
Guilds Certificate which is then.followed by one year s part-time study leading
to the City.ancrGuilds Full TechnOlogical Certificate.

Legal entitlement to the qualification of technician engineer (T.Eng. -CEI),
is also conditional on five years' professional practice, including two years
practical training in accordance with an approved ciirritulum.

The theoretical education of a technician may be acquired in one of the
following ways.

1 A scientific secondary education, comprising four 0-levels, followed by a
two year sandwich course taken at one of a number of colleges, and

National Diplomaleading to the,Ordinary

2 A technical secondary education, comprising four 0-leuels,, followed by
k

tvvo years' part-time study at one of a number of colleges, leading to the
Ordinary National Certificate

3 A technical secondary education, comprising three 0-levels, followed by
three years' part time study a/ one of a number of colleges, iv ding to the
City and Guilds Certificate ,

Legal entitlement to the qualification of teLfinician lso conditional on

g it)
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three years professional practice, including two years of practical training in
accordance with an approved curriculum.

The essential difference between university and polytechnic courses of
future chartered engineers is that university courses consist mainly of
theory and projects (practical training comes later during emoloyeent),
whereas at polytechnics, on the contrary, the theoretical educgtion drven is
immediately put into practice, and thus practical training takes place during
the course.

,4,1 The institutions affiliated to the CEI have at supervisory role as regards the
basic practical training of their future members, who are already graduates.
This basic practical training varies in importance from one branch to another of
the profession, but all the institutions agree that it should be as broad as
possible. . .

As regards updating of knowledge, the institutions affiliated to the CEI
organize a large number of refresher courses. With regard to qualifying for
another special branch, an engineer may be.a member of several institutions
simultaneously, knOwledge of the new branch' may be "acquitied through
practice and,Pr through continuing education. In addition to the traditional
pattern of continuing education provided by the institutions affiliated to CEI,
four `open universities were set up in January 1971 and have already dnrolled
over 301000 students

Continuing educationso closely associated with education as a wh
that it is difficult to distinguish between initial educatiolt andcontinuing e
cation as suchis largely facilitated by the general attitude of indust
'Day releases (corresponding to one working day) and block releases 1

(exceeding one working day ) conside ably facilitate continuing education in
the form of sandwich courses (tour s alternating with practical training
in industry) Each year more than a third of the new Chartered engineers
qualify through continuing education combined with theirprofessional activity.

In the United Kingdom, there are a npmber of industrial training boards,
including the Engineering Industrial Training Board. The CEI provides
a link between the, individual engineering institutions and these training
boards, many of which are concerned with one more particular'engineering
field. This link is maintained at the local level by individual arrangements
made between training institutioRs and educational establishments on the one
hand and firms on the otber hand, for example, a polytechnic will contact
firms in its region, to find eut which of them are willing to take students
for the practical part of their education and training. The matter is largely one
of supply and demand

The legal qualifications of chartered engineer (C Eng ), technician
engineer (T Eng.-CEI) and technician (Techn.-CEI) are obtained by entry in
the national register of the Engineers Registration Board (ERB) ytvhich is
managed by the CEI Membership of this register rs subject to the terms of
the Royal Charter granted to the CEI in its'present form in 1971.

The cute' la for entry in the tree categories of the ERB register are as
follows

il
Cs: -fi
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For chartered engineers (C.Eng )

1. Minimum age 25. 6,

2. A pass mark in the examination in applied science held by the CEI in
accordance with the council's regulations or a pass ip any other -university
examination or test accedled by the CEI as being of at least equivalent
level (the university level of the examinations and tests Held or accepted by
the CEI is not less than that of the Degree in Engineering).

3. Practical training jn the engineering profession, or functions which make it
possible to acqu6re such training, meetang the practical training' criteria
established by the CEI member institution and complying with the general
principles adopted by the CEI.

4. At least two years' experience in a poit considered, by the CEI member
institution to entail professional responsibility, provided that the total sum
of the period of this professional experience and the period of practical
training referred to aboVe is not less than three years.

For technician engineers (T.Eng.-CEI)

T. Minimum age: 23.

2. Academic qualifications at a level at least equivalent to that of the Ordinary
National Certificate of 'The City and Guilds Part II/Final TeChrucians'
Certificate, and approved by the Office of the 01B and the CEI (unless
otherwise decided by the Office and the CEO.

3. Five years minimum practical training and experience in the ngineering
profession, two of which must have been spent on practical aming, both
experience and training to be recognized by the Office of the ERB and
the CEI. . '

For technicians (Techn.-CEI)

1. Minimum age: 21.

2. Academic qualifications at a level at least equivalent to that of the Ordinary
National Certificate or the City and Guilds Part ,Il ; Final Technicians'
Certificate, and approved by the Office of the ERB and the CEI (unless
otherwise_ decided by the Office and the CEI).

3. A minimum of three years practical training and experience in the technical
held, two years of which should have beep spent on practical training
recognized by the Office of the ERB and the CSI.

Educational policy at-the universities, polytechnics and other colleges is the
responsibility of the Department ot,Education and Science. The universities
are fairly independent of the central authorities, the main tie being a financial
one, though not. always a direct one. For example, there is a University
Grants Council, responsible to the Department of Education and Science,
which supervises the financing of univertities, without the latter being directly
responsible to the department on that account.
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Curricula are not laid down in detail, the main control being on the level of
education and competence, both academic and practical, which is acquired.
General supervision of education is ensured by the Department of Education
and Science

In the United Kingdom there is no legal dividing-line between the profes-
sions of engineer and architect, although there are different functions which
only one or the other can undertake. For example, the budding of reservoirs,
and dams can only be undertaken by engineers who are on a special register.
In'the budding industry, contracts are dravn upAber by the Institute of Civil-
Engineers or by the Royal Institute of Britisti Arc s, depending on the
type pf contract.

The somewhat singular situation which

.

exists, in ,the United Kingdom calls
for-the following c6nnents.

1". A remarkable difference of approach will be noted between the British
system and the Continental-type system, particularly as regards.

"(a) The fact that.a degree obtained at an educational msbtutiorr, such
as a university, does not automatically confer the right to use a pro-
fessional title, besides the degree, practical training and the holding
of a post of responsibility for a fairly long time are required.

(b) The many different ways of entering the prOfessioni

(c) The considerable development of continuing education, which is
closely interwoven with the educational system in general.

(d) The legal role of the al, a more or l'fts private institution, in the award-
rnaof professional qualifications. .

2 The scientific secondary educatioh of a _chartered engineer referred
to above completed at the age of 18 to 19 may Ile assimilated to the
corresponding ont1nental education" The chartered engineer'nnust then
obtain a university degree, either after a three-year full-time course or-by
means-of sandwich courses spread over four years, and thereafter must first
undgrgo a basic practical training and then hold a post of responsibility for
a period of at least three years. Although there is no frornnal correspondence
between this type of training 'and the criteria for the conception category,
it is reasonable to assimilate it thereto.

3. Similarly, tp, techilltra'n engineer con be assimilated to a liaison tech-
nologist and The technician to an execution technician.

ti


